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(ABSTRACT) 

The objective of this research is to study the field of optical engineering and to 

combine this knowledge with radiation heat transfer analysis to create a radiometric 

imaging design tool. In particular, the tool is aimed at design of reflective radiometric 

imaging telescopes, capable of highly accurate heat flux measurements, to be used in 

space-borne satellite applications. A concise reference guide is provided to aid in the 

design of somewhat generic reflective radiometric imaging systems. Also developed is a 

Monte-Carlo virtual optical workbench that models one- and two-mirror reflective 

radiometric telescopes. The virtual optical workbench is capable of performing optical 

analyses and generating radiometric images based on temperatures of scene components 

and telescope structures. The workbench model allows simulation of surfaces with 

different absorptivities, along with simulation of surfaces that have diffuse as well as 

specular components of reflectivity. Results from the virtual optical workbench are 

presented to show the myriad of functions incorporated in this powerful new tool.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The international scientific community has conducted numerous studies in an effort 

to more clearly define the complex picture of the global environment. Studies of the 

Earth's radiation budget, defined as the balance between the incoming solar and the 

reflected and longwave-emitted radiation fields, are important contributors to this 

understanding. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is among the 

leading world organizations which support the international community's studies of global 

change [Anon, 1993]. 

1.1 Motivation for Research 

The Thermal Radiation Group (TRG) at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 

University (Virginia Tech) has a long history of modeling radiation heat transfer and has 

provided significant support to NASA in this area. In the recent past, several research 
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initiatives in the Group have dealt with two NASA projects: the Earth Radiation Budget 

Experiment (ERBE), and the Clouds and the Earth's Radiant Energy System (CERES) 

[Eskin, 1981; Gardiner, 1986; Tira, 1987, 1991; Kowsary, 1989; Meekins, 1990; 

Bongiovi, 1993; Haeffelin, 1993; Priestley, 1993; Nguyen, 1994]. These research efforts 

were performed during NASA's preliminary design phase to help characterize and 

optimize the radiometric instruments. 

The goal of the current research is to expand the radiation expertise accumulated 

in the TRG by combining the field of optical engineering with radiation analysis to create a 

radiometric imaging design too]. This joining of the two disciplines is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

The designer of an imaging telescope is primarily concerned with how the object scene is 

represented on the imaging plane. The imaging telescope designer wants to reduce or 

eliminate the spreading or smearing of the image points that correspond to the object 

points that make up a scene, while maximizing contrast between features. The designer of 

a radiometer on the other hand is primarily interested in recapturing the radiant energy 

emitted from the object scene. The radiometer designer wants to increase the throughput 

of the radiant energy from the object scene to raise the incident flux at the detector and 

improve the measurement accuracy. The imaging radiometer designer is interested in both 

recovering the geometry of features in the object scene and accurately measuring the 

emitted radiant energy from each element in the object scene. All three disciplines are also 

interested in the attenuation of out-of-field radiation. 

This thesis examines the physics behind reflective optical systems and provides the 

reference material to aid in the design and characterization of a somewhat generic 
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Imaging Radiometry 

  

Imaging Radiometry 

Fig. 1 Combination of imaging and radiometry disciplines. 

reflective radiometric imaging system. Also created during the course of this research is a 

numerical optical workbench which models imaging telescopes that are capable of 

accurate heat flux measurements. Both the optics and radiation exchange are studied 

through numerical experiments using the Monte-Carlo ray-trace method. Although some 

optical analyses have been performed for ERBE and CERES using the Monte-Carlo ray- 

trace method, these studies characterized an existing single-detector radiometric 

instrument [Meekins, 1990; Tira, 1991; Bongiovi, 1993]. The virtual optical workbench 

model generates radiometric images using square detector elements configured in a 

rectangular array positioned in or near the image focal plane. The workbench model 

allows the user to study image smearing, out-of-field radiation, and the effects each of 

these, plus the telescope structure, has on the measurement of the radiant energy from the 
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scene. The virtual optical workbench will allow the TRG to provide a conceptual design 

and perform the initial analysis of a future imaging radiometer. 

1.2 Optical Analysis 

The study of any optical system is based on the field of geometric optics. 

Geometric optics can be built from two basic notions: the concept that light travels as a 

ray in a straight line, and Fermat's principle. Fermat's principle, originally proposed by 

Pierre de Fermat in 1657 as the principle of least time, states that the path taken by light 

traveling through an optical system will be such that the time of travel is a minimum 

[Stavroudis, 1972]. Fermat used this principle to derive both Snell's law of refraction and 

the law of specular reflection. The law of specular reflection is important to the optical 

workbench model, which describes classes of reflective optical systems. This law states 

that the angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection, and that the incident ray, the 

reflected ray, and the normal to the reflecting surface all lie in the same plane [Morgan, 

1953]. The Monte-Carlo ray-trace method, which models radiation as straight ray paths 

and, among other possible models, uses the law of specular reflection, is well suited for 

geometric optical analysis [Chou, 1974]. The Monte-Carlo ray-trace method is also an 

attractive alternative to other approaches used in optical analysis because the method can 

model surfaces with diffuse and even bidirectional components of reflection. 
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1.2 The Virtual Optical Workbench 

The virtual optical workbench is a computer model which uses the Monte-Carlo 

method coded in the FORTRAN programming language. The Monte-Carlo method 

allows the optical workbench to model surfaces with both diffuse and specular 

components of reflection, in addition it provides highly accurate simulations of radiation 

exchange. The model allows the user to select from among the three reflective telescope 

configurations shown in Fig. 2; and to assign the dimensions, absorptivity, specularity 

ratio, and temperature of each participating surface. The model is capable of performing 

three different optical analyses to study (1) the point-spread of the telescope, (2) the 

aberration phenomena and (3) the tolerance for stray radiation arriving from outside the 

field-of-view. In addition, the model can perform a radiation exchange analysis to produce 

an image of the net heat flux at each pixel in an adjustable rectangular focal-plane array. 

The radiation analysis makes this model unique from commercial software such as the 

Optica™ Mathematica® package, which performs only an optical ray-trace analysis. 

1.3 Thesis Preview 

The subsequent chapters of the thesis are organized in the following manner. 

Chapter 2 describes the Monte-Carlo ray-trace method which is used to conduct the 

optical and radiometric analysis. Also presented in Chapter 2 are acceleration techniques 

used to enhance the performance of the Monte-Carlo ray-trace method. In Chapter 3 

optical theory is discussed and the equations required to mathematically design a reflecting 
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telescope system are given. Chapter 3 combines previous knowledge found in optical 

literature with knowledge obtained during this research into a concise reference for optical 

designers. Chapter 4 describes the details of the four operating modes in the virtual 

optical workbench and discusses the design interpretations from the results. Chapter 4 

uses several telescope configurations to demonstrate the similarities and differences 

between the design of an imaging telescope and the design of a radiometric imaging 

telescope. Finally, the conclusions from the research are presented in Chapter 5 along 

with some recommendations for further research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MONTE-CARLO RAY-TRACE FORMULATION 

This chapter presents the backbone of the computer model used in the research 

reported in this thesis, the Monte-Carlo ray-trace method. Section 2.1 provides a brief 

history of the Monte-Carlo ray-trace method's use in radiation heat transfer analysis within 

the community at large and within the Thermal Radiation Group at Virginia Tech. 

Following this, Section 2.2 covers the radiation distribution factor and how it is 

implemented in radiation exchange computations. Next, Section 2.3 provides the specific 

steps performed by the Monte-Carlo ray-trace method during each execution of the virtual 

optical workbench. Finally, Section 2.4 describes some techniques used in this model to 

enhance the efficiency of the Monte-Carlo ray-trace method and decrease the execution 

time of the computer model. 
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2.1 A Brief History of the Monte-Carlo Ray-Trace Method 

The term “Monte-Carlo” can be applied to any number of statistical numerical 

schemes which use random numbers to simulate a probabilistic physical event. The 

systematic use of the method was initiated in the 1940s by von Neumann, Ulam, 

Metropolis, Kahn, Fermi, and their collaborators at Los Alamos National Laboratories 

(Halton, 1970]. The method was well suited for the fields of statistical mechanics and 

physics and was applied to studies of the absorption of high energy radiation and of 

intranuclear cascade reactions, among numerous other applications. The Monte-Carlo 

method continued to expand during the 1950s [Meyer, 1956] and began to emerge as a 

method for radiation heat transfer analysis in the 1960s. Initially, the Monte-Carlo ray- 

trace method was used for determining radiant transfer through participating media 

[Howell and Perlmutter, Feb. 1964, Jul. 1964; Perlmutter and Howell, 1964]. Later, it 

was also used to calculate radiant exchange between enclosure surfaces [Corlett, 1966; 

Toor and Viskanta, 1968] and was considered for other heat transfer analysis as well 

[Howell, 1968]. The first person to use the Monte-Carlo ray-trace method in the Thermal 

Radiation Group was Eskin [1981], who also collaborated with Mahan to introduce the 

distribution factor [Mahan and Eskin, 1984]. The distribution factor, which is discussed in 

the next section, is essential in the computation of radiant heat exchange. After Eskin, a 

large fraction of the theses and dissertations from the TRG expand the use of the Monte- 

Carlo ray-trace method. 
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2.2 The Distribution Factor 

Most problems in radiation heat transfer analysis involve calculating the radiant 

exchange between the surfaces of an enclosure. This task is predominantly performed by 

computation of a dimensionless transfer coefficient which relates the different surfaces to 

one another. The simplest and probably most widely used transfer coefficient is the 

configuration factor, also called the shape, angle, or view factor. The configuration factor 

is defined as the fraction of the diffusely distributed radiation leaving one surface which is 

directly intercepted by another surface, and is defined only when all surfaces within the 

enclosure can be considered diffuse. The configuration factor between two surfaces is 

based purely on the geometry of the two surfaces, and can be computed for complicated 

geometries by combining known values for simpler geometries found in standard heat 

transfer texts [Sparrow and Cess, 1968; Siegel and Howell, 1992; Modest, 1993]. In 

order to account for an enclosure with some specular surfaces, Eckert and Sparrow 

[1961] introduced the exchange factor, defined as the fraction of diffusely distributed 

radiation leaving one surface which arrives at another surface both directly and by all 

possible specular reflections. To account for surfaces that are partially diffuse and 

partially specular reflectors, Seban, in a discussion of a paper by Sparrow, et al. [1962], 

suggested that the hemispherical reflectance, », could be separated into a diffuse 

component, p*, and a specular component, p‘*, so that 

p=p*+p*. (2.1) 
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This idea was then adapted to extend the exchange factor to include diffuse-specular 

surfaces [Sparrow and Lin, 1965; Sarofim and Hottel, 1966]. The problem with the 

exchange factors is that their respective evaluations become a formidable task for all but 

relatively simple geometries. 

In order to account for enclosures with curved or irregular surfaces and diffuse- 

specular surface properties, Mahan and Eskin [1984] introduced the distribution factor. 

The total distribution factor is defined as the fraction of energy diffusely emitted by one 

surface that is absorbed by another surface in the presence of intervening surfaces having 

both diffuse and specular components of reflectivity. The distribution factor is similar to 

Gebhart's [1971] absorption factor, defined for only diffuse reflections, and Toor and 

Viskanta's [1968] extended absorption factor, which allows for directional emission and 

bidirectional reflection. Although the extended absorption factor provides high accuracy, 

it requires directional surface properties which are often difficult to obtain. As the virtual 

optical workbench model contains complicated curved surfaces, diffuse-specular reflecting 

surfaces, and assumes that the surfaces are diffuse emitters, the distribution factor is used 

to calculate the radiant exchange. 

According to the definition of the total distribution factor Dj the amount of 

radiation emitted diffusely by surface i and absorbed by surface j, denoted Qi; , is given by 

Q, = €,AOT,D, . (2.2) 

where €, is the emissivity of surface i, Aj is its surface area, o is the Stefan-Boltzmann 

constant, and T; is the temperature of the emitting surface. In practice, the total 
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distribution factor is determined by diffusely emitting a large number N; of energy bundles 

from a given source element i and following these bundles throughout the enclosure until 

they are finally absorbed. Each time an energy bundle is absorbed by a given surface j a 

counter Nj; is incremented by one to account for the absorbed bundle. The distribution 

factor is then estimated as 

D, = 3 , (2.3) 

The distribution factors for diffuse-specular enclosures with n surface elements have three 

useful properties (18): 

D,= 10,  i=12,..n, (2.4) 
j= 

€,A,D, = €,AiD;, > 1,J = 1,2,...,n . (2.5) 

LEAD, =e€A,, j=12n. (2.6) 

Equation 2.4 is a statement of conservation of energy and Eq. 2.5 is the reciprocity 

relation. Equation 2.6 is obtained by summing Eq. 2.5 over i and then substituting Eq. 2.4 

into the result. These properties can be used to check the consistency of the results and 

detect or eliminate errors during computation. The reciprocity relation, which is again 

discussed in Section 2.4, is especially useful for reducing the computational time for the 

model developed in this research. 
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2.3 The Monte-Carlo Ray-Trace Method 

The next five subsections describe the steps used in the Monte-Carlo ray-trace to 

simulate surface-to-surface radiation in the virtual optical workbench model. The steps 

presented can be modified for any general application, but primarily focus on the current 

model which is based on the following assumptions: 

1. All surfaces are diffuse emitters. 

2. The total emissivity from a surface is equal to its total absorptivity (Kirchhoff's 

law for diffuse-gray surfaces). 

3. All surfaces are opaque; therefore the reflectivity is equal to one minus the 

absorptivity. 

4. All surfaces are spectrally flat, meaning that the surface properties are 

considered to be wavelength independent. 

The final assumption, which generally will not be strictly true for many real surfaces, is 

justified because this model is intended to be used to study optical phenomena and for 

conceptual and preliminary designs only. The flowchart upon which the workbench 

computer code is based is shown in Fig. 3. Several of the steps in Fig. 3 require the use of 

a random number generator. The accuracy of the Monte-Carlo simulation depends on the 

quality of the random number generator. The virtual optical workbench uses the 

RANMAR algorithm recommended by James [1990]. This generator is the first of a new 

generation of portable VLP (very long period) methods. It has a period of 2'** ,or2 x 

10*°, and is completely portable across all machines having at least 32-bit floating point 

representation. 
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Fig. 3 Monte-Carlo ray-trace flow chart. 
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2.3.1 Step 1: Point of Emission 

Points of emission for energy bundles need to be selected so that their number 

density is statistically uniform across the surface of emission. For the virtual optical 

workbench, selection of emission points was only considered for two distinct types of 

surfaces which are presented in detail here. One type of emission site is a rectangular 

focal-plane array and the other is a circular aperture. The reader interested in approaches 

for randomly generating points of emission from arbitrary surfaces is referred to Nguyen's 

thesis [1994] or to a paper published in the Proceedings of SPIE [Likeness, 1977]. 

For the rectangular focal-plane array, where the area is distributed uniformly along 

the length and width, the x, y-coordinates of the site of emission are randomly chosen 

using 

min max ~ min Ry (2.7) 

and 

Y = Yin + Vmax ~ YminRy » (2.8) 

where R, and R, are random numbers uniformly distributed on the interval [0,1]. The 

subscripts min and max in Eqs. 2.7 and 2.8 denote the extreme values of the rectangle 

along the two dimensions of the surface. The location of the point along the z-axis can 

then computed from the equation of the rectangular plane. 

In order to determine the site of emission from the circular aperture, the 

distribution of points in the radial direction must be computed. This is accomplished by 
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looking at the probability that an emission site will lie inside a radius r. This probability is 

proportional to the area ratio 

P(r) = MAC) = mf —_ [ Ke) (2.9) 

where Tmax denotes the outer radius of the circle. Equation 2.9 defines the cumulative 

distribution function of points along the disk. A known property of cumulative 

distribution functions, established by the probability-integral transformation theorem 

[Gibbons, 1992] is that their values are uniformly distributed on the interval [0,1]. This 

property is very useful, as it allows generation of radial points by replacing P(r) with a 

random number R,., uniformly distributed on the interval [0,1], and then solving Eq. 2.9 for 

point r. The point's radial location is then defined by 

r=1,,JR, . (2.10) 

Since the area of the disk is uniformly distributed in the circumferential direction, the 

selection of the point's azimuth angle location, © , is defined by 

o> = 2nR, , (2.11) 

where R, is another random number uniformly distributed on the interval [0,1]. 

2.3.2 Step 2: Direction of Emission 

The directions of energy bundles need to be selected so that they statistically 

represent the distribution function that describes the emission from a surface. A single 

path direction can be defined by specifying the azimuth angle, 6., and the zenith angle, 
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8, with respect to the tangent and normal directions, respectively, of the local coordinate 

system for the element, as shown in Fig 4. 

  
    

Fig. 4 Angular specification of the path direction. 

For the case of diffuse emission, which is assumed in this model, all azimuth angles 

are equally probable. A random number R,, uniformly distributed on the interval [0,1], 

can therefore be used directly to determine the azimuth angle as 

>, = 2mR, . (2.12) 

Determination of the zenith angle requires looking at the probability distribution of 

the zenith angle. Following the development of Siegel and Howell [1992], the zenith 

angle is related to the probability p(@,)d@, of emission in an angular interval 

dQ. surrounding zenith angle @., according to 
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2ne'(0.,T)i',, (T)cos@, sin® dé, 
p@,)de, = e(T)oT* 

(2.13)   

In Eq. 2.13 ©'(@,,T)is the directional emissivity, i',,(T) is the blackbody spectral 

intensity at temperature T, and €(T)oT™ is the total emitted flux. The probability that the 

energy bundle will be emitted within the zenith angle 0, is 

2n [e'@..7) iva (T)cos@, sin8 dd. 
  

6. * a 

PO@.)= (8,)d8, = , 2.14 @.)= |‘ p(@:) Der" (2.14) 

which for the case of diffuse emission reduces to 

PG.) = 2 J “cos0; sin@;d0; = sin’@, . (2.15) 

For angles between 0 and 7/2, Eq. 2.15 gives the cumulative distribution function, shown 

in Fig. 5, for emission from a diffuse source. The corresponding probability density 

Junction ts the integrand of Eq. 2.15, 

p(@.) = 2cosO,sin8, . (2.16) 

Equation 2.16 is plotted in Fig. 6. The cumulative distribution function, as previously 

discussed, can be shown to have the following useful property [Gibbons, 1992]. If, in the 

present case, emission zenith angles 8, are chosen randomly, but with the weighting 

implied by the probability distribution function p(@,) in the range [0,7/2], then the 

corresponding values of the cumulative distribution function P(8, ) form a set of uniformly 

distributed random numbers in the range [0,1]. We exploit this property to obtain 

correctly distributed emission zenith angles by drawing uniformly distributed random 
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numbers R, in the interval [0,1], equating their values to P(@, ) in Eq. 2.15, and solving 

for 8, , obtaining 

@, =sin'(JR, ) - (2.17) 

It is interesting to note that R, in Eq. 2.17 is not the probability that the energy bundle 

will be emitted at the zenith angle 0, , as might be assumed, but rather it is the probability 

that the zenith angle of emission will lie in the range [0,0, ]. 

It is important to remember that the azimuth angle », and zenith angle 0, 

computed using Eqs. 2.12 and 2.17 are defined with respect to the local coordinate system 

for the emission point. In order to use the path direction in the ray-trace environment, we 

must transform the normal, tangent, and binormal unit vectors in the local coordinate 

system to the unit vectors in the global Cartesian coordinate system, and then compute the 

direction cosines. An example emitting surface is the flat focal-plane array where the unit 

normal is aligned along the z-axis and the unit tangent can be arbitrarily defined to be 

aligned along the x-axis. Calculation of the global direction cosines for the flat focal-plane 

array is then accomplished by 

] = sin@, )cos(o,) , (2.18) 

m = sin(O,)sin(,) , (2.19) 

and 

n = cos(0,) . (2.20) 
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Fig. 5 Cumulative distribution function for diffuse emission 

into hemispherical space. 
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Fig. 6 Probability density function for diffuse emission 

into hemispherical space. 
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2.3.3 Step 3: Point of Interception 

All possible points of interception between the energy bundle and the enclosure are 

found by solving analytical equations describing surfaces of the enclosure and the line 

along which the energy bundle is traveling. This line can be expressed parametrically as 

MTX ~ voy 2 bT4 7 (2.21) 
l m n 

where (Xj, Y1, Z1) is the point of emission and (Xo, y2, Z2) is the point of interception on the 

receiving surface [Nguyen, 1994]. The intermediate parameter T is defined in Eq. 2.21 in 

order to avoid the singular case where one of the direction cosines is equal to zero. 

Solutions of the intercept point are found by rewriting Eq. 2.21 as 

x, = Tl+x,, (2.22) 

y, = Tm+ty,, (2.23) 

z, = In +Z,, (2.24) 

and then substituting these expressions into the analytical equation describing the 

candidate surfaces of interception, f(x2, y2, Z2) = 0. This solution will yield the variable T, 

which can then be substituted back into Eqs. 2.22, 2.23, and 2.24 to yield values of 

(X2, Y2, Z2). 

Since only one point of interception is physically possible, determination of which 

surface out of several candidate intercepting surfaces is needed. The selection process 

consists of two steps. The first step is to eliminate surfaces that are either not in front of 

the emitting surface or have no direct line of sight with respect to the emitting surface. 
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The sign of the parameter T can be used to check if the intercepting surface is in front of 

the emitting surface. If the global direction cosines are correctly assigned the parameter T 

will always be positive for interceptions in the direction the ray is traveling and negative 

for the ray extensions "behind" the emitting surface. Since the number of surfaces in this 

program is manageable, determination of co-visible surfaces can be predetermined during 

the preprocessing step in the model. Surfaces that could not be seen by an emitting 

surface are then never checked, thereby saving valuable computation time. The second 

step is to determine the shortest distance between the remaining valid intercept points. 

Another computation time-saving technique has been implemented by realizing that the 

magnitude of the variable T, already computed to find (x2, y2, Zz), is the length of the line 

connecting (X1, yi, Z1) and (X2, y2, Z2). This can be shown by looking at the equation for 

the distances between two points in space, 

  

d = J (x: —x,)+ (y,-y,)) + (%-z) . (2.25) 

Rearranging Eqs 2.22, 2.23, and 2.24, and substituting these expressions into Eq. 2.25 

yields 

  

d = J (TI)? + (Tm)? + (Thy . (2.26) 

Finally since 

P+m+nel , (2.27) 

the relation between the distance, d, and T is from Eq. 2.26, 

d= /T(P?+m?+n’) = VP = TI. (2.28) 
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2.3.4 Step 4: Determine if the Energy Bundle is Absorbed or Reflected 

Each surface of the enclosure is characterized by an absorptivity. In general, the 

absorptivity may depend on the incident direction and wavelength, but for this model the 

surfaces are assumed to be diffuse-gray and therefore a total diffuse absorptivity is 

assigned to each. The absorptivity may be interpreted as the probability that an incident 

energy bundle will be absorbed and therefore is compared to a random number uniformly 

distributed on the interval [0,1]. If the random number drawn is less than or equal to the 

absorptivity value, then the energy bundle is absorbed by the intercepting surface. Each 

time an energy bundle is absorbed, the counter, denoted Nj, is increment by unity and the 

program returns to Step 1 until all the energy bundles have been emitted, as indicated in 

the block diagram in Fig. 2. Whenever an energy bundle is not absorbed by a surface it 

must be reflected, and the program continues to Step 5 to determine the type and direction 

of reflection. 

2.3.5 Step 5: Determine Direction of Reflection 

As discussed in Section 2.2, Seban [Sparrow, et al., 1962] suggested that 

reflection could be divided into specular and diffuse components for many surfaces of 

engineering interest. Based on this treatment of reflection, each surface has a specularity 

ratio, R, defined by 

  (2.29) 
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The specularity ratio may be interpreted as the probability that reflection of an energy 

bundle will be specular. Therefore a random number, uniformly distributed on the interval 

[0,1], is drawn and its value compared to the value of the specularity ratio. If the random 

number is less than or equal to the specularity ratio, the reflection is specular; otherwise 

the reflection is diffuse. Determination of diffuse reflection is accomplished by returning 

to Step 2 and diffusely emitting the energy bundle from the intercept point. Determination 

of the direction of the specularly reflected energy bundle is accomplished according to the 

laws of specular reflection. Using these laws and vector addition the direction cosines of 

the reflected energy bundle can be found by 

u, = u,-2(u,-n)n , (2.30) 

where up» is the unit vector in the direction of specular reflection, n is the unit surface 

normal and u, is the unit vector in the direction of the incident energy bundle. Note that 

Eq. 2.30 is really three equations in the three unknown unit vectors. After determining the 

direction cosines for the specularly reflected energy bundle the program returns to Step 3 

to determine the next intercepting surface. 

The preceding five steps are repeated until all N; energy bundles have been emitted 

from a surface element. The program then continues to another surface of emission and 

the entire process is repeated. The final result is the matrix of distribution factors, Djj, as 

computed using Eq. 2.3. 
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2.4 Acceleration Techniques 

The Monte-Carlo ray-trace method is considered one of the best techniques for 

radiation heat transfer analysis [Emery, et al., 1991] and is the only practical method 

available for the work reported in this thesis. The largest disadvantage of the method is 

the lengthy computation time required to obtain highly accurate results. To reduce the 

required computation time a few acceleration techniques were employed in this model. 

Some of the less significant time-saving techniques were described in Section 2.3. The 

current section describes two more techniques which significantly reduce the computation 

time. 

2.4.1 Reverse Ray-Trace 

The first acceleration technique uses what is commonly called the reverse ray-trace 

method. The distribution factor property of reciprocity, as discussed in Section 2.2, is 

exploited in the reverse ray-trace method. The basic concept is to emit energy bundles 

from the observer elements and to count those bundles absorbed by the source elements, 

rather than to emit energy bundles from each source element and count the bundles 

absorbed by the observer elements. The radiation incident at the observer j from source i 

is then computed by substituting Eq. 2.5, the property of reciprocity, into Eq. 2.2, yielding 

Q, = eAOT'D, . (2.31) 
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Computation of the heat flux absorbed by element j may be found by dividing through by 

the area A; and summing over all elements in the enclosure, 

dias = ye 0T;D, (2.32) 
i=l 

Finally, the net heat flux arriving at element j is given by 

Gj = jabs ~ Ajemi = Se oT; D, - €.0T; . (2.33) 
i=] 

For a more in-depth coverage of the reverse ray-trace method along with the derivation of 

the reciprocity relation for distribution factors the reader is referred to Turk [1994]. The 

reverse ray-trace method is particularly beneficial for radiation analysis in the current 

application, in which the number of surfaces requiring emission of energy bundles is 

limited to the number of focal-plane array elements because these are the only surfaces of 

interest for heat flux values. Also, because the solid angle from the Earth scene to the 

telescope is extremely small, properly emitting energy bundles from the Earth is 

impractical. 

2.4.2 Limiting the Direction of Emission 

The second acceleration technique is to limit the range of possible directions of 

emission for an energy bundle. This technique was developed during the course of the 

current research for applications where the diffusely emitted radiation incident to a subset 

of surfaces of interest is limited to a known angular subsector of hemispherical space. 

This is the case for energy bundles emitted from the focal-plane array in the two-mirror 
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configurations, shown in Fig. 1, where only the energy bundles which pass through the 

field stop and hole in the primary mirror are of interest. Energy bundles which are emitted 

outside a fixed cone angle are assumed to be absorbed by the detector housing located 

behind the primary mirror. Concentrating the energy bundles into this limited subsector of 

hemispherical space decreases the total number of bundles required for a fixed accuracy 

value of the distribution factor. Detailed below is the technique for the general case of 

limiting the diffuse emission to some angular subsector of hemispherical space, of which 

limiting the diffuse emission to some limited cone angle is a special case. 

The first step in limiting the direction of diffuse emission is to consider the azimuth 

angle for problems under analysis in which emission is required only in a limited range of 

azimuthal angles, say Ad, = Since all diffusely emitted azimuth angles are e,max O . min . 

equally probable, then all azimuth angles within the limited range are also equally probable 

and can be computed as, 

Petimited = Pemin + AO.Rg , (2.34) 

where R, is a random number uniformly distributed on the interval [0,1]. Note that if 

®. min IS O and o is 27, which ts the case when only the cone angle is to be limited, 

Eq. 2.34 reduces to the well known relation Eq. 2.12. 

The next step is to find a similar relation between the zenith angle @, and a 

corresponding random number R, for the case where 8, ranges between any two values 

in the interval [0,7/2]. The emission zenith angles may be limited to some subinterval, 
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A@ ,, of [0,2/2] by accessing a subset of the full random number set R, , used in Eq. 2.17, 

on [0,1]. Since the subset will also be uniformly distributed, it can be used to generate 

random samples of 8, within A®6, whose probability distribution is p(®,). The subset is 

created by first defining two known fixed values based on Eq. 2.17 and the minimum and 

maximum allowed emission angles, 0,,, and 6,,,,, respectively; that is sin°(6,,,) and 

sin’ (6 ). The equation for the limited zenith angle from a diffuse source then becomes, 
max 

  

9. iimited = sin’ sin? up) + [sin’(O,..) - sin’ Orin) Re | . (2.35) 

For the special case of determining zenith angles within a limited cone angle where 6, 

equals zero, 

8 «iinies = Sin” [Sin@ ng. )/Ro | - (2.36) 

Clearly if @.. = 1/2, then Eq. 2.36 is identical to Eq. 2.17. 

The final step is to compute the distribution factor when using this technique. 

Estimation of the distribution factor using Eq. 2.3 will lead to too high a value when using 

De timiteqd 20d 9. imiteg because the result will account only for the fraction of energy 

diffusely emitted within the angular subsector which is absorbed by another surface. That 

is, the denominator in the right-hand side of Eq. 2.3 will be too small by an amount equal 

to the number of rays, not accounted for, that would be emitted into the rest of 

hemispherical space. The distribution factor can also be interpreted as the probability that 

a given energy bundle diffusely emitted by surface 1 will be absorbed by surface j. In order 
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to recover the total distribution factor for radiation emitted into hemispherical space when 

using limited diffuse emission angles, the distribution factor calculated using Eq. 2.3 must 

be multiplied by the probability that radiation will be diffusely emitted into the given 

angular subsector. Determination of this latter probability is accomplished by considering 

the azimuth and zenith angles independently. The probability that an energy bundle will be 

diffusely emitted in the azimuth angle interval Ag, is 

AP, = PO. max) - P@emin) = Ad,/20 , (2.37) 

since all values of ®, are equally probable for diffuse emission. Similarly the probability 

that an energy bundle will be emitted in the zenith angle interval AQ, is 

AP, = P(®,,.) - P(6,,,) = sin’(®,,.) - sin’(@,..). (2.38) 

The new equation for deriving the total distribution factor 1s then 

D, = AP, AP, D;, : (2.39) 

where D; is the distribution factor calculated by Eq. 2.3, when using the limited azimuth 

and zenith angles of diffuse emission. The process outlined in this subsection is described 

in more detail in a technical note submitted to ASME Transactions, Journal of Heat 

Transfer [Walkup and Mahan, 1996 under review]. 
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CHAPTER 3 

GEOMETRIC OPTICS 

The first section of this chapter presents some of the early history of the reflecting 

telescope. Following this, Section 3.2 discusses the different coordinate systems and the 

layout of the optical components within the model. Section 3.3 gives the equations and 

characteristics of the various mirror shapes which can be selected within the virtual optical 

workbench. Section 3.4 begins the presentation of imaging design by introducing the first- 

order theory of optics, commonly called Gaussian optics. Imaging design continues in 

Section 3.5, with the third-order theory of optics and Seidel aberrations. Finally, Section 

3.6 outlines the methods used by the virtual optical workbench to compute the dimensions 

and location of the secondary mirror and the final image plane for the two-mirror 

telescope configuration. The intent of this chapter is to consolidate into a concise 

reference guide information pertinent to optical design for users of the virtual optical 

workbench. Most of the derivations of the equations used are therefore not provided but 

pertinent references are given. In contrast to most optical texts, this chapter also presents 
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the details on how to place mirrors in a system, locate the image plane, and derive the 

predictors of the image quality for specific mirror shapes. 

3.1 The Reflecting Telescope 

The precursor to the reflecting telescope was the refracting telescope invented by 

the Dutchman Han Lippershey in 1608. This first telescope system consisted of lenses 

only and was the basis for a telescope Galileo made the following year which was the first 

used in astronomy. The refracting system, however, had difficulties because the enlarged 

image had poor definition and was surrounded by rings of colored fringes. 

Shortly after the invention of the refracting telescope, Francesca Bonaventura 

Cavalieri, a disciple of Galileo, provided the concepts for the design of the reflecting 

telescope. In 1632, Cavalieri published a book, Specchio Usterio (Burning Mirror), in 

which he restated in a comprehensive manner the reflecting properties of mirrors 

generated from the parabola, ellipse, and hyperbola. Cavalieri's original intent for studying 

mirror properties was for focusing a hot spot from the sun to long distances without losing 

intensity. However, in his book he describes how to combine mirrors to transform 

parallel, convergent, or divergent rays into convergent, divergent, or parallel rays, 

essential for future reflecting telescopes. Cavalieri described some simple single-mirror 

design telescopes but lacked confidence in the ability of his designs to produce results 

superior to that of the refracting telescope. As a result, he never actually built a reflecting 

telescope. 
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The next person to contribute to the evolution of the reflecting telescope was 

Marin Mersenne of France. Mersenne published two designs in his Harmonie Universelle 

in 1630. Both of Mersenne's designs, shown in Fig. 7, contained two parabolic mirrors 

with coincident focal points. The designs produce afocal telescopes. An afocal telescope 

has the effect of reducing or enlarging the radius of a collimated beam of rays depending 

on the direction of the beam through the system. Because of the difficulty involved in 

making an accurate mirror surface, Mersenne believed the reflecting telescope would 

produce an inferior image to that of the refracting telescope, and he, like Cavalieri, never 

constructed any of his designs. 

Not until 1663 was construction of the reflecting telescope finally proposed by 

Scottish mathematician James Gregory. He published his proposal in Optica Promota and 

five years later constructed an instrument which was similar to Mersenne’s first design, 

Fig. 7(a), except that the secondary mirror focused the light to a focal point behind the 

primary mirror. Gregory's telescope magnified twice as well as a refracting telescope 

twice its length! 

About the same time as Gregory was constructing his telescope, Isaac Newton 

came to the conclusion that the color fringes in a refracting telescope were produced by 

the dispersion of white light through a lens and could not be corrected. This phenomena, 

now referred to as chromatic aberration, would forever limit the performance of refracting 

telescopes. After reading about Gregory's design, Newton also constructed a reflecting 

telescope where the secondary mirror was replaced by a plane mirror tilted so that the 
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b) Concave-convex parabolic combination. 

Fig. 7 Mersenne's reflecting telescope designs. 
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light rays would focus through the side of the telescope housing. Newton's design, shown 

in Fig. 8, was favored for astronomical telescopes because of the ease of looking down 

into the eyepiece, as compared to looking up through the "bottom" of the telescope when 

making astronomical observations. 

A Eye Placement 

  

  

Fig. 8 Newtonian telescope. 

A third type of telescope was constructed by Guillaume Cassegrain of France in 

1672. Cassegrain's design was similar to Mersenne's second design, Fig. 7(b), except that, 

like Gregory's, the secondary mirror focused the light to a focal point behind the primary 

mirror. Cassegrain also modified this instrument by placing a plane tilted mirror between 

the primary and secondary mirrors to redirect the light through the side of the telescope 

housing. The Cassegrainian telescope is still a very popular design, if not the most 

popular, because of its long focal length in a compact housing. 

The reflecting telescopes of Gregory, Newton, and Cassegrain still could not 

compete with the refracting systems of the time because none of these inventors could 
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grind the parabolic primary mirrors required for their design. Instead they were required 

to use easier to grind spherical mirrors. To minimize the inherent blurry images from the 

spherical mirrors, the reflecting telescopes had small apertures. In 1721 John Hadley 

succeeded in grinding a parabolic mirror which he fitted into a Gregorian telescope. 

Hadley demonstrated his 6-ft-long reflecting telescope to the Royal Society of London, 

where its performance compared well with that of the Society's 123-ft-long refracting 

telescope. 

Finally, in 1789 Sir William Herschel showed the power of the reflecting telescope 

for astronomy when he recognized that the light-gathering properties of the telescope 

were proportional to the square of the diameter of the telescope aperture. At this point 

the reflecting telescope surpassed the refracting telescope and is still the dominant design 

choice for modern astronomical telescopes. Most of the information presented in this 

section was obtained from The Mirror and Man [Goidberg, 1985]. 

3.2 Optical Coordinates 

Before presenting the equations used in the optical workbench to design a 

telescope, it 1s important to discuss the model layout and coordinate systems. Calculations 

of emission from a surface, interception on a surface, and reflection from a surface are 

performed using equations from solid analytical geometry written in a right-handed 

Cartesian system of coordinates to produce a three-dimensional model. All surfaces 

within the model are symmetric about the about the optical axis, which is coincident with 
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the global z-axis. Because of this symmetry, calculations of geometric-optical parameters, 

e.g. radius of curvature, focal point, image plane, etc., are accomplished in a meridional 

section using the two-axis coordinate system shown in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9 the x, y 

coordinates are replaced by the h coordinate, in which h’ = x’ + y’. The point where the 

primary mirror surface crosses the optical axis, the vertex, is placed at the origin of the 

global coordinates and serves as the reference point for the optical system. Measurements 

away from the concave reflecting surface of the primary mirror are positive and 

measurements away from the back of the primary mirror are negative. 

aZ (optical axis) 

     
mirror vertex 

Fig. 9 Meridional section with primary mirror and input dimensions. 
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3.3 Conic Reflectors 

A Cartesian reflector surface is defined to have the property that all rays leaving an 

initial point, the object point, will reflect off the surface and pass through the same final 

point, the image point, independent of the initial direction. The two points are called a 

stigmatic pair and this property is called stigmatism in an imaging system. The shape of a 

Cartesian reflector surface is described by the equation for conic sections of revolution 

[Korsch, 1991]. Because of this property, conic sections of revolution have a prominent 

role in reflective optical systems and were used in the virtual optical workbench. Mirrors 

with shapes defined by conic sections of revolution are referred to as conic reflectors 

throughout the rest of the thesis. The model allows selection for both the primary and 

secondary mirror from four conic reflectors: the sphere, the paraboloid, the hyperboloid, 

and the prolate ellipsoid. Each of these conic reflectors represents a Cartesian surface 

when the object and image points coincide with the two geometric focal points. The 

properties of the conic reflectors are discussed in this section. 

Prior to the discussion of each conic reflector, it is useful to review some 

definitions and terminology used in optical design. First, one needs to decide how to 

define the mirrors in the system, since the coefficients used in analytical geometric 

equations are inconsistent between each conic shape. To reduce the number of input 

variables in the virtual optical workbench, each mirror is defined by the same three 

parameters. These input parameters are the conic shape, the outer radius, a, of the mirror 

slice and the depth, c, defined as the distance along the z-axis between the vertex and top 
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edge of the mirror slice. Location of the mirror is done by specifying its vertex point on 

the z-axis, z,. The outer radius, depth, and vertex of the mirror surface are shown in 

Fig. 9. In order to use standard analytical geometric equations, the virtual optical 

workbench program then automatically computes the required coefficients based on these 

input parameters. 

In addition to computing the coefficients used in equations describing the conic 

reflector, the program also computes the vertex radius, r, and the deformation constant, 

6, from the input parameters. These two values describe the shape and scale of the conic 

reflector and are used for design and characterization of an optical system. The vertex 

radius is identical to the radius of a sphere that best fits the surface on axis. Also 

frequently used in equations is the inverse of the vertex radius, the vertex curvature, p. 

For an arbitrary surface of revolution defined by the function z(h), the vertex curvature 

and vertex radius can be calculated by [Bass, 1995] 

1 8°z(h) 
=—= 3.] 

P r Sh? nao C1) 
  

The deformation constant, defined by Schwarzschild [Korsch, 1991], describes the type of 

conic reflector and is calculated based on the two mathematically defined geometric focal 

points, f; and f2, by 

  
f£-f, ) 

6 =-(_— |. 3.2 
[it 
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Each specific conic reflector in the optical workbench is explained in the remainder of this 

section. 

The sphere is frequently used in optical systems because it can be manufactured 

more easily and more accurately than any other curved surface. The analytical geometric 

equation of the sphere is [Beyer, 1991] 

x+y? +(z-z,) = h*>+(z-z,) =R’ . (3.3) 

The radius, R, of the sphere is related to the input dimensions of the virtual optical 

workbench by 

ate? 

2 
R=   (3.4) 

The vertex radius of a sphere is equal to its radius, r= R. The sphere’s geometric focal 

points are both located at its center and are therefore a distance R from the vertex of the 

mirror slice. The deformation constant computed by Eq. 3.2 is equal to zero, i.e. 6 =0. 

Since the deformation constant is zero for the sphere, it is frequently referred to as the 

aspheric deformation constant, and describes the departure of the mirror surface from that 

of a sphere. Figure 10 shows the relationship of curvatures between the different conic 

reflectors. 

The paraboloid is generally chosen as the primary mirror when designing an 

astronomical telescope because it will reflect incident collimated radiation to a single focus 

point. The analytical geometric equation of the elliptic paraboloid is [Beyer, 1991] 

x? y" (Z-Z,) 
> +5 =——. (3.5) 
a Cc o
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Because the configurations in the optical workbench are symmetrical, b is set equal to a 

and the paraboloid is directly described by the input dimensions, a and c, defined on p. 38. 

The vertex radius calculated from Eq. 3.1 is 

r= —. (3.6) 

One of the geometric focal points, f), for the paraboloid is at infinity while the other, f2, is 

located at r/2. The deformation constant for the paraboloid is always equal to negative 

one, i.e. 6 =]. 

-1<8 <0 ellipsoid 

sphere 5 =0 6 =-! paraboloid 

d<-l hyperboloid 

  
Fig. 10 Curves of conic reflectors. 

A hyperboloid is a surface of rotation formed by the locus of all points, the 

difference of whose distance from fixed points, called the focal points, is a positive 

constant [Swokowski, 1983]. The hyperboloid is the only conic section of revolution with 
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two separate surfaces, as shown in Fig. 11. When used as a mirror, one surface of the 

hyperboloid is ignored. The analytical expression for the hyperboloid of two sheets is 

[Beyer, 1991] 

  

2 2 
(Z-Z,) XY 2. (3.7) 

Again for the symmetrical optics in the model, b is set equal to a. The coefficient c,, 

which describes the distance between the center of the two sheets and each vertex, is 

related to the input dimension, c, by 

  
c 

Cc, = 3.8 = ET (3.8) 

The vertex radius calculated by Eq. 3.1 is 

2 

r=. (3.9) 
Ch 

The focal points of the hyperboloid mirror slice are on opposing sides and are located at 

distances fa” +c; +c, from the vertex of the mirror surface. The deformation constant 

for the hyperboloid calculated using Eq. 3.2 is 

2 7 \* 

§ - {2 . (3.10) 
Ch 

The deformation constant for the hyperboloid, unlike the sphere and paraboloid, varies 

with changes in the mirror dimensions but is always less than negative unity, i.e. 6 <—1. 
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Fig. 11 Cross-section of the hyperboloid of two sheets. 

An ellipsoid is a surface of rotation formed by the locus of all points, the sum of 

whose distance from fixed points, called the focal points, is constant [Swokowski, 1983]. 

The analytical expression for the ellipsoid is [Beyer, 1991] 

x? y° (z-z y 

a tpt =1. (3.11) 

For the virtual optical workbench, B is set equal to A because of symmetry and C is 

required to be greater than A to obtain a prolate ellipsoid. Because none of the 

coefficients in Eq. 3.11 correspond to the input dimensions, the ellipsoid requires an 

additional input of the minor axis, A. The major axis of the ellipsoid, C, is then related to 

the input dimensions by 
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C= ———__ . (3.12) 

r= —. (3.13) 

Both focal points of the ellipsoid are located on the concave side of the mirror slice at 

distances C+V/C?— A’ from the vertex of the mirror surface. The deformation constant 

for the ellipsoid calculated using Eq. 3.2 is 

2 
2 2 

5-4") (3.14) 

The deformation constant for the ellipsoid, as for the hyperboloid, also varies with changes 

in mirror dimensions except that its value ts always between negative unity and zero, i.e. 

-1<6 <0. 

3.4 Gaussian Optics (First-Order Theory) 

First-order optics is often referred to as the optics of a perfect system and is 

generally the first step in the design process. The derivation of the ray paths through an 

optical system involves equations containing trigonometric expressions. First-order theory 

approximates the ray paths by eliminating second- and higher-order terms from the Taylor 

series expansion of the trigonometric expressions. The approximation is strictly valid only 

for rays infinitesimally close to the optical axis, called the paraxial region, but does provide 
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good approximations over a wider range. According to Welford [1974], K.F. Gauss was 

the first to perform this approximation in complete generality in the year 1841. Because 

of this, first-order optics is commonly called Gaussian optics. Gaussian optics helps to 

determine the placement of mirrors in the system and the location of the "ideal", or 

Gaussian, image point. 

For reflective optical systems the primary equation obtained from Gaussian optics 

is the paraxial-mirror image equation for a single mirror, 

-yo=a 7, (3.15) 

In Eq. 3.15, s is the distance measured from the mirror vertex to the object plane, s’ is the 

distance measured from the mirror vertex to the image plane, and r is the vertex radius of 

the mirror derived from Eq. 3.1. Equation 3.15 is used in an optical system with multiple 

mirrors by coinciding the image plane of one mirror surface to the object plane of the next 

mirror surface to relate the initial object plane to the final image plane. 

Gaussian optics can be used to describe the ideal point-for-point image. Given an 

object point P(x,y), location of the conjugate image point P(x',y') can be determined by, 

Kia x , (3.16) 

and, 

y=--y. (3.17) 
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Equations 3.16 and 3.17 are never directly used in the virtual optical workbench, because 

the model creates images based on the exact determination of ray paths. These equations 

are given here because they provide the reference point from which the Seidel aberration 

coefficients presented in the next section are calculated. Beside Eqs. 3.16 and 3.17 several 

other standard parameters derived by Gaussian optics are needed in order to compute the 

Seidel aberrations. These optical parameters are listed in Table 1. 

Needed to complete the section on Gaussian optics is a discussion of the F- 

number. The F-number is inconsistently defined in the literature, but the most common 

definition is [Bass, 1995] 

F-number = focal length , (3.18) 
entrance pupil diameter 
  

In radiometry, the F-number provides a rough estimator of the throughput for the system. 

The throughput should increase as the F-number decreases. The F-number is not 

important when using the optical workbench for radiometric imaging design, because the 

model provides a more thorough analysis of radiometric throughput. It is, however, 

mentioned in this thesis because of its continued use in papers and specifications for 

optical instruments. Because F-number definitions are inconsistent, caution should be 

exercised when using a reported F-number value. 
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Table 1 Optical parameters from Gaussian optics. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

MRO MRS ere Ce ec cL 
es | (subscript 7 denotes mirror surface) 

, ; ; 1 
inverse-object distance* V,=— 

Si 

ee id inverse-image distance vj=— 

Sj 

primary aperture distance* (entrance pupil) t, 

. Lo. vi-V 
Cartesian eccentricity € =—_— 

Viitv, 

Cartesian deviation AS, =8, +? 

. : V. 
Jateral magnification m, =—-— 

V; 

. . . V'. 
paraxial ray-height ratio Q, =-—+ 

Viet 

mirror separation* d, =s',-Ss',, 

; I. 
focal length (one-mirror system) fl= “5 

1 
focal length (two-mirror system) fl = - 

2(p, —~P2F 2d\p,P.)       
  

* Measured along the optical axis from the mirror vertex. 
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3.5 Seidel Aberrations (Third-Order Theory) 

The perfect system described by Gaussian optics has rays leaving a point in the 

object plane and arriving at a single point in the image plane no matter their direction. 

This point-to-point relation for all points in the object plane is not obtainable in an actual 

optical system. The deviation from this ideal point-to-point imaging is termed an 

aberration. According to Welford [1974], Ludwig von Seidel, in 1856, published a series 

of papers in the Astronomische Nachrichten in which he computed the ray equations 

incorporating third-order terms. Based on this work, comparison was done between the 

third-order and first-order equations. The differences were characterized in a set of 

coefficients commonly referred to as the Seidel aberration coefficients. The five Seidel 

coefficients are identified with the letters A through E in the following manner: 

A — Spherical Aberration 

B —Coma 

C — Astigmatism 

D — Field Curvature 

E — Distortion. 

Aberration coefficients A through D affect the spread of the image point and are therefore 

called point-spread aberrations, while the distortion E only affects the location of the point 

image. 

The following subsections describe how each aberration manifests itself in the 

image during the absence of the other four aberrations. The equations needed to compute 
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the aberration coefficients for both the one-mirror and two-muirror telescopes are then 

given. In deriving these equations, it is assumed that the inverse-object distance is equal 

to zero, v; = 0, meaning the object plane is located at infinity. As a practical matter this is 

always the case, to an acceptable approximation, in space-borne Earth-imaging telescopes. 

The optical workbench calculates the coefficients based on these equations and provides 

the output to help characterize the optical system. The designer can also minimize the 

different aberration coefficients by adjusting the telescope dimensions according to these 

equations. It is important to note that the aberration coefficients are still based on 

approximations to the ray paths while the virtual optical workbench calculates the paths 

precisely. The coefficients provide an excellent guide to system performance; however, it 

is imperative that the model subroutines be run to fully assess system performance. 

3.5.1 Spherical Aberration 

Spherical aberration is the only on-axis aberration that occurs whenever the object 

or image plane does not coincide with the geometric focal points of the conic reflectors. 

Figure 12 shows the reflection of rays from a point object at infinity on a conic reflector 

with spherical aberration. Rays that reflect from the mirror at points close to the optical 

axis cross the optical axis near the Gaussian image point. As the point of intersection of 

the ray with the mirror surface moves farther from the optical axis, the intersection of the 

reflected ray with the optical axis moves farther from the Gaussian image point. The 

formation of the rays in the image plane causes a symmetrical circular blur of the object 
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point. Movement of the image plane along the optical axis causes the radius of the 

circular blur to change. As illustrated in Fig. 13, somewhere between the Gaussian image 

point and the point where the outermost rays cross the optical axis the rays will form their 

smallest spot size in the image plane, termed the circle of least confusion. The radius of 

the circle of least confusion is approximately one fourth the radius of the circular blur in 

the Gaussian image plane [Korsch, 1991]. 

For the one-mirror telescope, the coefficient for spherical aberration can be 

determined by [Korsch, 1991] 

A=;A6, . (3.19) 

The paraboloid is the only conic reflector that can be used to obtain no spherical 

aberration in a one-mirror telescope. 

For the two-mirror telescope, the coefficient for spherical aberration can be 

determined by [Korsch, 1991] 

v', Q, 3 3 Az-{2 [m3A8, +Q,(1-m,) As, |. (3.20) 

Only two combinations of conic reflectors in the virtual optical workbench will provide a 

two-mirror telescope with no spherical aberration. The first is the "true" Cassegrain 

telescope, which has a concave paraboloid primary mirror with a convex hyperboloid 

secondary mirror. The second is the "true" Gregorian telescope, which has a concave 

paraboloid primary with a concave ellipsoid secondary. 
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Fig. 12 Spherical aberration (colors refer to the corresponding 

scattergrams in Fig. 13). 
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a) Gaussian Image Plane 

  

b) Arbitrary Image Plane 

  

Fig. 13 Scattergrams of spherical aberration at different image plane locations, 

shown in Fig. 12. 
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Systems that contain no spherical aberration are said to have axial stigmatism. In 

systems that do contain spherical aberration, it is often desirable to determine the axial 

location of the circle of least confusion. Korsch [1991] provides an equation to 

approximate the distance of this image plane from the Gaussian image plane, 

3Afl? 

4 

to
 

As'=   r (3.21) 

2? 

pt? 2 

where rp: is the radius of the telescope aperture. 

3.5.2 Coma 

The aberration coma occurs when a system contains different lateral magnifications 

between zones concentric to the optical axis. Rays reflected off the outer edge of the 

optical system focus at points farther away from the axis than do rays reflected more 

towards the center of the optical system. The phenomenon is termed coma because of the 

comet shape produced by the aberration. Figure 14(a) shows the theoretical aberration 

curve for coma, which is drawn by tracing the outline of the aperture in the image plane. 

For an axially symmetric system with coma, the image point size is proportional to its 

distance from the optical axis. Figure 14(b) shows an actual ray trace of three object 

points incident at different off-axis angles on a telescope with coma. About 55 percent of 

all the energy in the image point is concentrated inside the small triangular regions of the 

scattergrams shown in Fig. 14(b) [Smith, 1990]. 
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Fig. 14 Illustration of coma. 
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For the one-mirror telescope, the coefficient for coma can be determined by 

[Korsch, 1991] 

B= At, Pt (3.22) 
a] 

As can be seen from Eqs. 3.19 and 3.22 a one-mirror telescope cannot be simultaneously 

corrected, i.e. both coefficients cannot be set equal to zero, for both spherical aberration 

and coma. 

For the two-mirror telescope, the coefficient for coma can be determined by 

[Korsch, 1991] 

  

t 2 _ 

B=At, - (“2 i! o (I-m,) A8, | . (3.23) 
2m, 

An optical system that has been corrected for both spherical aberration and coma is 

referred to as aplanatic. 

3.5.2. Astigmatism/Field Curvature 

The aberrations astigmatism and field curvature are dependent on the curvatures 

of the conic reflectors. Since the description of astigmatism is closely related to field 

curvature, the two topics are discussed together. Astigmatism and field curvature are 

proportional to the square of the image distance from the optical axis. Astigmatism arises 

from a difference in the focus between two orthogonal planes of rays that leave a point 

source. As depicted in Fig. 15, rays that pass through the system come to focus in the 

tangential and sagittal planes. Field curvature represents the deviation of the image 
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surface from that of a flat plane and represents the ideal image surface when the other 

aberrations are not present. The field curvature coefficient D is the curvature value of a 

sphere that best fits the ideal imaging surface and can be in either the positive or negative 

direction. The surface described by field curvature is also referred to as the Petzval 

surface after J. Petzval, who discovered that a flat image field was obtained when D = 0 

[Welford, 1974]. Astigmatism is a measure of the departure from the Petzval surface in 

either the positive or negative direction corresponding to the sign of the coefficient C. 

When astigmatism is present, the tangential and sagittal surfaces are located on the same 

side of the Petzval surface, with the tangential surface always being three times farther 

from the Petzval surface than the sagittal surface [Smith, 1990]. An optical system with 

positive values of astigmatism and field curvature is depicted in Fig. 16. When a system is 

anastigamatic, 1.€. contains no astigmatism, the tangential and sagittal surfaces coincide 

with each other and lie on the Petzval surface. 

For the one-mirror telescope, the coefficients for astigmatism and field curvature 

can be determined by [Korsch, 1991] 

C= -2t,(At, - 2B) + 2p, (3.24) 

and 

D =-t,(At, —-2B). (3.25) 

Although not intuitively obvious from Eq. 3.24, astigmatism can be eliminated in the one- 

mirror telescope with a conic reflector by placing the aperture at the Gaussian image plane 

[Brueggeman, 1968]. 
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Fig. 15 Astigmatism. 
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Fig. 16 Location of focal surfaces for positive astigmatism and positive field curvature. 
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For the two-mirror telescope, the coefficients for astigmatism and field curvature 

can be determined by [Korsch, 1991] 

1-Q 
C= -2At,| t, A] + 2B) 2t, yo +Vv', 1] (3.26) 

Q) Q, 2m, 

  

and 

1 V' D=5C+ [I~ m,(1-Q,)} . (3.27) 

3.5.2 Distortion 

The aberration distortion occurs when a system contains different lateral 

magnifications for image points farther away from the optical axis. Distortion, as the 

name implies, is a spatial deviation of image points from some standard geometric 

reference. Distortion only affects the locations of point images and not their quality. 

Distortion is proportional to the cube of the image distance from the optical axis. The 

effect on an image from a system with distortion is best seen by viewing an object 

consisting of a grid of perpendicular lines, as shown in Fig. 17. The names of the two 

types of distortion, barrel and pincushion, arise from the appearance of the image. It is 

interesting to note that reversing the object and image plane will invert the distortion type. 

That is, if an object scene is traced through an optical system to produce an image with 

barrel distortion, then a scene placed at the image plane traced backwards through the 

system will produce a projection on the object plane with pincushion distortion. 
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c) Image with Pincushion Distortion (E<0) 

Fig. 17 Illustration of distortion. 
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For the one-mirror telescope, the coefficient for distortion can be determined by 

[Korsch, 1991] 

E= -t,(Bt,-C). (3.28) 

For the two-mirror telescope, the coefficient for distortion can be determined by 

[Korsch, 1991] 

E=At; t+ - Bt, 3t, +221 + Ct,t+ a + Dt, 
Q, Q, 2Q, 

1-9, 
(2m,Q, 

  

[(1- m,)' -,(1-3m3)] . (3.29) 

3.6 Compound Mirror Systems 

The choice between the one-mirror telescope and the two-mirror telescope 

depends on the imaging requirements. An advantage of the one-mirror telescope is the 

single reflecting surface reduces aberrations caused by either manufacturing defects in 

generating the curved surface or from difficulties in obtaining a purely specular surface. 

Another advantage is that because the blockage of incoming energy is proportional to the 

detector size, when using a small detector the blocked energy will be minimal. The one- 

mirror telescope is also a good choice when beginning to study optics because the 

relationships between the aberrations and changes in curvature are more directly 

correlated than with the two-mirror telescope. Some disadvantages of the one-mirror 
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telescope are that its system length is directly proportional to the focal length and 

correction of multiple optical aberrations is limited. 

Although the additional mirror increases the aberrations due to inherent 

manufacturing defects, the two-mirror telescope is frequently more desirable than the one- 

mirror telescope. The additional degree of freedom significantly increases the ability to 

correct multiple optical aberrations. Also systems with long focal lengths can be achieved 

while maintaining a compact instrument housing. If the two-mirror telescope system is 

selected as best suited to meet the imaging requirements, the designer must then decide 

where to place the secondary mirror and imaging detector. This section discusses the 

methods the virtual optical workbench uses to place the conic reflectors and determine the 

approximate final image-plane location. 

Random placement of the secondary mirror, unless very lucky, will not achieve an 

imaging system. One method for combining the mirrors would be to first specify the 

Gaussian focus point of the primary mirror, which is equal to r/2 for a telescope. Next, 

chose the dimensions and location of the secondary mirror and make the object plane of 

the secondary mirror coincide with the primary focus point. The Gaussian final image 

plane is then calculated from Eq. 3.15. The optical workbench does not automatically 

place the image plane based on this method but does provide the location of the Gaussian 

final image plane in an output file for reference. Another method ts a variation of the one 

just described. The designer can set the final image point, select one dimension of the 

secondary mirror and calculate the other dimension to achieve the proper object and image 
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plane locations based on Eqs. 3.1 and 3.15. The virtual optical workbench has the option 

of calculating the depth of a convex hyperboloid or concave ellipsoid secondary mirror 

given a specified final image plane and the radius of the secondary mirror. These methods, 

however, will not allow for the most efficient transfer of radiation through the system. 

To optimize the amount of radiant energy collected by the telescope, the 

dimensions of the secondary mirror should be computed based on filling what will be 

termed the cone of acceptance for the primary mirror. The cone of acceptance for the 

primary mirror is defined by rays, originally collimated along the optical axis, that reflect 

off the outer edges of the primary mirror. These reflected rays will form a cone with the 

vertex at the focus point of the primary mirror, as seen in Fig 18. All collimated rays that 

reflect off the primary mirror will travel inside this cone of acceptance. Since a majority of 

the rays entering a telescope are collimated, the secondary mirror can be made to collect 

most of the radiation reflected off the primary mirror. This is done by specifying the 

dimensions and location of the secondary mirror so that the outer diameter fills this cone 

of acceptance and the geometric focal point is coincident with the primary focus. 

The virtual optical workbench calculates the depth of the secondary mirror 

required to fill the cone of acceptance for three convex mirrors: the sphere, the paraboloid 

and the hyperboloid, and for one concave mirror, the ellipsoid. The designer selects the 

radius of the secondary mirror and the program places this radius to fill the cone of 

acceptance. The program then computes the depth of the secondary mirror so that its 

geometric focal point coincides with the focus point of the primary. The calculations are 
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performed based on equations derived by using the relationship between similar triangles 

and the equations for the geometric focal points of the conic reflectors, discussed in 

Section 3.3. Details of these calculations for the four conic reflector surfaces are given in 

    
  

Appendix A. 

4 Z 

focus point 

Cone of 
Acceptance y 

primary mirror hh   
Fig. 18 Meridional view of the cone of acceptance. 

After the size and location of the secondary mirror have been computed, the next 

step is to compute where to place the imaging detector. For secondary mirrors that are 
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either a convex hyperboloid or a concave ellipsoid, the calculation of the image plane is 

simply performed by finding the geometric focal points. Because the dimensions and 

vertex of the secondary mirror are provided, these computations are done directly from 

the equations in Section 3.3. Location of the image plane for the hyperboloid is set at the 

geometric focal point on the convex side of the hyperboloid. Location of the image plane 

for the ellipsoid is set at the furthest geometric focal point from the vertex. Unfortunately 

the image plane does not always lie behind the vertex of the primary mirror. To save time 

from having to test combinations, two short programs were written for the "true" 

Cassegrain and "true" Gregorian telescopes which provide valid mirror combinations with 

the image plane located behind the primary mirror. These programs are listed in Appendix 

B. When the convex sphere or paraboloid is chosen as the secondary mirror, the program 

computes its placement to achieve an approximate afocal telescope. Because the afocal 

telescope is not an imaging telescope, an additional step is required to focus the rays. 

After computing the dimensions for the afocal telescope, the designer moves the 

secondary mirror to increase the vertex separation between the two mirrors. By 

increasing this distance, the rays begin to converge on the optical axis. The program 

computes the approximate location of the image plane by trigonometric calculations of a 

single ray reflecting from the secondary mirror at half the outer radius. In order to locate 

the final image plane location, the designer then adjusts the location of the image plane 

about this approximate value to achieve "best focus”. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The first section in this chapter describes how to use the virtual optical workbench 

program. The FORTRAN code for the program is provided in Appendix C. Following 

this, Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 describe the three optical analysis modes used to design the 

optical system. Each section outlines the reasons for running the particular analysis mode, 

presents the output information which can be obtained, and discusses the graphical results. 

Section 4.5 describes the virtual optical workbench radiometric imaging mode, presents 

the radiometric images, and discusses the design interpretations. Finally, Section 4.6 

presents some evaluations that have been conducted using the workbench and considers 

some of the current capabilities available in the workbench for future research. 
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4.1 Workbench Operation 

The virtual optical workbench is operated through a set of input files. Before 

executing the workbench program, the designer specifies in three separate input files the 

optical system configuration and analysis mode, its dimensions, and the surface properties. 

To save time, these input files have already been created for an arbitrary telescope design, 

with variable fields clearly labeled. By simply overwriting the existing inputs, the designer 

can create a new telescope design. 

The first input file in the design process is mctype.dat. Within this data file, the 

designer first specifies either a one or two-mirror telescope configuration. The designer 

then selects the analysis mode to be executed and the number of energy bundles to be 

emitted from each surface element. Finally, the designer sets the operating parameters 

within this file that are specific to the anaiysis mode. 

The second input file, either geom/.dat or geom2.dat, defines the geometry of the 

telescope. The specific preset input file to be modified depends on whether a one-mirror 

or two-mirror telescope configuration is selected. For the one-mirror telescope, the input 

file is geoml.dat. Inside geom!.dat the designer selects the shape of the single conic 

reflector and its dimensions along with other telescope dimensions such as length of the 

telescope housing, the size and location of the field stop, and the size and location of the 

focal-plane array. The file geom!.dat also contains a variable field which can be set to 

allow the program to compute the location of the focal-plane array. For the two-mirror 

telescope the input file is geom2.dat. Within this file the designer selects the shapes of the 
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conic reflectors for the primary and secondary mirrors and specifies the secondary mirror 

reflection surface to be either concave or convex. As with geom/.dat, variable fields are 

available to change the dimensions of the different telescope surfaces. The file geom2.dat 

also contains three variable fields which can be set independently to allow the computer to 

compute the depth and vertex of the secondary mirror, the location of the field stop, and 

the location of the focal-plane array. An additional feature of the two-mirror telescope is 

the ability to tilt the focal-plane array so that it is not perpendicular to the z-axis. The 

focal-plane array can be rotated about either the x-axis or the y-axis, but not both 

simultaneously. When the focal-plane array is tilted, an additional surface is added to the 

configuration. This surface is a vertical reflecting surface which is placed against the 

focal-plane array to obtain a slant V-groove. This arrangement is depicted in Fig. 19. The 

purpose of the V-groove is to increase the apparent absorptivity of the focal-plane array 

surface by reflecting non-absorbed rays back to the array surface [Sparrow and Cess, 

1964]. This tilted configuration is generally only used in conjunction with a linear array of 

detector elements, as multiple reflections cause the image to spread along the rotated axis. 

In addition to the telescope dimensions, geom/.dat and geom2.dat also contain variable 

fields for the telescope/satellite altitude and dimensions of the Earth scene. These latter 

two fields were not changed during the case studies presented in this thesis. 
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Fig. 19 Options for the orientation of the focal-plane array 

in the two-mirror telescope. 

The third input file, either prop].dat or prop2.dat, defines the individual surface 

properties of the telescope and Earth scene. Again, the specific preset input file the 

designer needs to change, either prop!.dat or prop2.dat, depends on whether a one-mirror 

or two-mirror telescope configuration, respectively, is selected. These input files contain 

variable fields for the absorptivity, specularity ratio and temperature of each surface inside 

the respective telescope, along with variable fields for the absorptivity and temperature of 

the Earth scene components. For the results shown in the subsequent sections, the 

absorptivities of all the telescope surfaces except the reflecting surfaces of the telescope 

mirrors were set equal to unity. The absorptivities of the reflecting surfaces of the mirrors 

were set equal to zero and the specularity ratios set equal to unity, i.e. the mirrors only 
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contain a specular component of reflection. The absorptivities of each Earth scene 

component and background were also set equal to unity. These ideal surface property 

conditions were imposed so that only the imaging aberrations would be present. 

Before executing one of the four analysis modes, the optical workbench program 

produces an output file, Optics.out. This file contains the dimensional description of the 

telescope, including its input-file and program-computed dimensions. Additionally, the 

program-computed Seidel aberration coefficient values and various optical parameters are 

contained within the file. Example values of the information produced by Optics.out files 

are presented in Tables 2 through 5. The telescope designs represented in these tables are 

used to demonstrate results obtained from the analysis modes discussed in Sections 4.2 

through 4.5. In the discussions each telescope is referred to by the appropriate case 

number. 
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Table 2 Geometry and optical characteristics for a Cassegrain telescope (Case 1). 

  

    

Program running a Monte-Carlo Ray-Trace field-of-view 

Analysis of a Symmetrical Two-Mirror Telescope 

PRIMARY MIRROR IS A parabola 

Outer Radius of primary mirror = 2.00000 [cm] 

Depth of primary mirror = 0.90000 [cm] 

Inner Radius of primary mirror = 0.50000 [cm] 

Aspheric deformation constant = -1.00000 

Vertex Radius = 2.22222 [cm] 

Focal point of primary mirror = 1.11111 [cm] 

SECONDARY MIRROR IS A convex hyperbola 

Radius of secondary mirror = 0.70000 [cm] 

Depth of secondary mirror = 0.24828 [cm] 

Distance of mirror separation = 0.78895 [cm] 

Half width b/t hyperbola sheets = 0.59939 [cm] 

Aspheric deformation constant = -2.36386 
Vertex Radius = 0.81749 [cm] 

Baffle Radius = 0.70000 [cm] 

Baffle Length = 0.00000 [cm] 

OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Location of Entrance Pupil (Opening) = 5.00000 [cm] 

Radius of Entrance Pupil(Opening) = 2.00000 [cm]} 

Paraxial ray height ratio = 0.28995 

Secondary magnification = 4.72103 

System focal length = -5.24558 [cm] 

System F-number = 1.31140 

Size of F.S. opening in X-Dir.= 0.58000 [cm] 

Size of F.S. opening in Y-Dir.= 0.38000 [cm] 
Distance Field Stop is from FPA = 0.13201 [cm] 
Number of FPA Elements in X-Dir.= 30 

Number of FPA Elements in Y-Dir.= 20 

Width of FPA in X-Dir. = 0.60000 [cm] 

Width of FPA in Y-Dir. = 0.40000 [cm] 

Location of Image Plane/FPA = -0.73201 [cm] 

Gaussian Image Plane = -0.73201 [cm] 

Calculated C.L.C.= -0.73201 [cm] 

Altitude of Satellite Orbit = 700.00000 [km] 

Footprint of Earth Scene is 60.0 x 60.0 [km‘%2] 

SEIDEL ABERRATION COEFFICIENTS AND FIELD CURVATURE 

Spherical Aberration - A= 0.00000 [cm*-3] 

Coma - Be -0.00909 [cm*-2] 

Astigmatism -Ce= 0.37688 [cm*-i] 

Field Curvature - D= 0.96170 [cm*-1] 

Distortion - E= 5.01338 
Mean Field Curvature -CO = 2.30028 [cm*-1] 
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Table 3 Geometry and optical characteristics for a spherical-spherical two-mirror 

telescope (Case 2). 

  

Program running a Monte-Carlo Ray-Trace point-spread 

Analysis of a Symmetrical Two-Mirror Telescope 

PRIMARY MIRROR IS A sphere 

Outer Radius of primary mirror = 2.00000 [cm] 

Depth of primary mirror = 0.20000 [cm] 

Inner Radius of primary mirror = 0.60000 [cm] 

Radius of sphere = 10.10000 [cm] 

Aspheric deformation constant = 0.00000 

Vertex Radius = 10.10000 [cm] 

Focal point of primary mirror = 4.97574 [cm] 

SECONDARY MIRROR IS A convex sphere 

Radius of secondary mirror = 0.60000 [cm] 

Depth of secondary mirror = 0.06090 [cm] 

Distance of mirror separation = 3.90000 [cm] 

Radius of sphere = 2.98612 [cm] 

Aspheric deformation constant = 0.00000 

Vertex Radius = 2.98612 [cm] 

Baffle Radius = 0.90000 [cm] 

Baffle Length = 0.71636 [cm] 

OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Location of Entrance Pupil(Opening)= 15.00000 [cm] 

Radius of Entrance Pupil(Opening) = 2.00000 [cm] 

Paraxial ray height ratio = 0.22772 

Secondary magnification = A.35221 

System focal length = -21.97865 [cm] 

System F-number = 5.49466 

Size of F.S. opening in X-Dir.= 0.95000 [cm] 

Size of F.S. opening in Y-Dir.= 0.95000 [cm] 

Distance Field Stop is from FPA = 0.02360 [cm] 

Number of FPA Elements in X-Dir.= 40 
Number of FPA Elements in Y-Dir.= 40 

Width of FPA in X-Dir. = 1.00000 [cm] 

Width of FPA in Y-Dir. = 1.00000 [cm] 

Location of Image Plane/FPA = -0.22360 [cm] 

Gaussian Image Plane = -1.10504 [ecm] 

Calculated C.L.C.= -0.07158 [cm] 

Altitude of Satellite Orbit = 700.G0000 [km] 

Footprint of Earth Scene is 60.0 x 60.0 [km%2] 

SEIDEL ABERRATION COEFFICIENTS AND FIELD CURVATURE 

Spherical Aberration - A= 0.00071 [cm%*-3] 

Coma - B= 6.00577 [cm*-2] 

Astigmatism - C= 0.03862 [cm%*-1] 

Field Curvature - De= 0.25518 [cm*-1] 

Distortion - E= -1.67445 

Mean Field Curvature -co = 0.54898 [cm*-1]       
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Table 4 Geometry and optical characteristics for a parabolic one-mirror telescope 

(Case 3). 

  

Program running a Monte-Carlo Ray-Trace image 

Analysis of a Symmetrical One-Mirror Telescope 

PRIMARY MIRROR IS A parabola 

Outer Radius of primary mirror = 3.00000 [cm] 

Depth of primary mirror = G.40000 [cm] 
Aspheric deformation constant = -~1.00000 

Vertex Radius = 11.25000 [cm] 

Focal point of primary mirror 5.62500 [cm] 

OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Location of Entrance Pupil (Opening) = 5.62600 [cm] 

Radius of Entrance Pupil(Opening) = 3.00000 [cm] 

System focal length = -5.62500 [cm] 

System F-number = 0.93750 

Radius of Focal Plane Array case = 0.40000 [cm] 

Size of F.S. opening in X-Dir.= 0.50000 [cm] 

Size of F.S. opening in Y-Dir.= 0.50000 [cm] 

Distance Field Stop is from FPA = 0.10000 [cm] 

Baffle Radius = 0.40000 [cm] 

Baffle Length = 0.00000 [cm] 

Number cf FPA Elements in X-Dir.= 20 

Number of FPA Elements in Y-Dir.= 20 

Width of FPA in X-Dir. = 0.50000 [cm] 

Width of FPA in Y-Dir. = 0.50000 [cm] 

Location of Image Plane/FPA = 5.62500 [cm] 

Gaussian Image Plane = 5.62500 [cm] 

Calculated C.L.C.= 5.62500 [cm] 

Altitude of Satellite Orbit = 750.00000 [km] 

Footprint of Earth Scene is 60.0 x 60.0 [km%*2] 

SEIDEL ABERRATION COEFFICIENTS AND FIELD CURVATURE 

Spherical Aberration - A= 0.00000 [cm*-3] 

Coma - Be -0.00790 [cm*-2] 

Astigmatism - C= -0.00003 [cm*-1] 

Field Curvature - D= -0.08890 [cm*-1] 

Distortion -~ E= 0.24991 

Mean Field Curvature -co = 0.17784 [cm*-1]     
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Table 5 Geometry and optical characteristics for a Gregorian telescope (Case 4). 

  

Program running a Monte-Carlo Ray-Trace aberration 

Analysis of a Symmetrical Two-Mirror Telescope 

PRIMARY MIRROR IS A parabola 

Outer Radius of primary mirror = 1.50000 [cm] 

Depth of primary mirror = 0.23000 [cm] 

Inner Radius of primary mirror = 0.70000 [cm] 

Aspheric deformation constant = -1.00000 

Vertex Radius = 4.89130 [cm] 

Focal point of primary mirror = 2.44565 [cm] 

SECONDARY MIRROR IS A concave ellipse 

Radius of secondary mirror = 0.74000 [cm] 

Depth of secondary mirror = 0.14359 [cm] 

Distance of mirror separation = 3.68230 [cm] 

Minor Axis of Ellipse = 2.40000 [cm] 

Major Axis of Ellipse = 2.94720 [cm] 

Aspheric deformation constant = -0.33686 

Vertex Radius = -1.95440 [cm] 

Baffle Radius = 0.85000 [cm] 

Baffle Length = 0.47889 [cm] 

OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Location of Entrance Pupil(Opening)= 15.00000 [cm] 

Radius of Entrance Pupil(Opening) = 1.50000 [cm] 

Paraxial ray height ratio = -0.50565 

Secondary magnification = -3.76644 

System focal length = 9.21139 [cm] 

System F-number = -3.07046 

Size of F.S. opening in X-Dir.= 0.79000 [cm] 

Size otf F.S. opening in Y-Dir.= 0.39000 [cm] 

Distance Field Stop is from FPA = 1.02554 [cm] 

Number of FPA Elements in X-Dir.= 36 

Number of FPA Elements in Y-Dir.= 18 

Width of FPA in X-Dir. = 0.80000 [cm] 

Width of FPA in Y-Dir. = 0.40000 [cm] 

Location of Image Plane/FPA = -0.97545 [cm] 

Gaussian Image Plane = -0.97545 [cm] 

Calculated C.L.C.= -0.97545 [cm] 

Altitude of Satellite Orbit = 700.00000 [km] 

Footprint of Earth Scene is 60.0 x 60.0 [km%*2] 

SEIDEL ABERRATION COEFFICIENTS AND FIELD CURVATURE 

Spherical Aberration - A= 0.00000 [cm*-3] 

Coma - Be= -0.00295 [cm*-2] 

Astigmatism - C= 0.12374 [cm*-1] 

Field Curvature - D= -0.65424 [cm%*-1] 

Distortion - E= -7.23993 

Mean Field Curvature -co = -1.18475 [cm*-1]       
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4.2 Point-Spread Aberration Analysis 

The point-spread aberration analysis mode simulates how the optical system 

transmits a point source located at infinity through the telescope system. The point source 

is modeled by flooding the aperture with collimated rays at different angles corresponding 

to different point sources on the x-axis. Selection of the number of points in the analysis 

and the angular increment between each point is made in the input file mctype.dat. This 

subroutine should be the first analysis mode executed and provides graphical information 

about the point aberrations and angular field of view in the x-direction. Three output files 

are generated from this analysis mode. At this moment it is important to point out that the 

three optical analysis modes do not recognize the individual detector elements of the focal- 

plane array. To distinguish this fact, the focal-plane array is referred to as the imaging 

surface in discussions of these modes. 

The first output file, Pnt.out, provides the x and y locations for all rays that are 

absorbed by the imaging surface. This file can then be used to generate a scattergram, 

such as the one shown in Fig. 20, to view the effects of the point aberrations. This file is 

also used to adjust the imaging surface location along the z-axis to obtain the desired 

image blur circle in a system with spherical aberration. Figure 21 shows the overlay of 

scattergrams for two imaging surface locations in the same telescope. 

The second output file, PntNop.out, provides the x and y locations of those rays 

absorbed by the imaging surface which follow non-optical paths. Non-optical paths can be 

of three types: those paths in which rays (1) travel directly from the aperture to the 
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imaging surface, (2) reflect from non-mirror telescope surfaces and intercept the imaging 

surface, or (3) reflect more than once from the mirror surfaces and intercept the imaging 

surface. By overlaying these points on the points from the first file, the designer can 

distinguish the non-optical path radiation from the optical path radiation. Non-optical 

path radiation is referred to as stray radiation in the remainder of this thesis. An example 

of this overlay 1s shown in Fig. 22 where the stray radiation from Fig. 20 is distinguished 

by the color red. Note that the plot point size has been increased in Fig. 22 to emphasize 

the stray rays. In addition to the x and y locations, this file has a column showing the 

number of straight line segments taken by the stray ray path. The number of straight line 

segments defines the type of non-optical path the ray took. This information helps the 

designer choose the corrective action needed to reduce or eliminate the stray radiation. 

Possible corrective actions include increasing the distance to the aperture, enlarging the 

conical baffle, or decreasing the size of the field stop opening. 

The third output file, PctPnt.out, describes the fraction of rays absorbed by the 

telescope surfaces for each object point. This file helps the designer understand the 

throughput and blockage properties of the telescope. This file can also be used to show 

the angular field of view in the x-direction. As shown in Fig. 23, the x-direction field of 

view for the Cassegrain telescope, Case 1, is about 3.0 deg from the z-axis. Figure 23 

also shows some radiation throughput around 7.0 deg and, although it is not noticeable on 

the chart, the data reveal some radiation throughput around 17.0 deg. It is shown later 

that these throughput humps occur because of stray radiation entering the telescope 

system. 
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Fig. 20 Scattergram from point sources located at infinity, incident on the aperture at 

angular increments of 0.5 deg (Case 1). 
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Fig. 21 Scattergrams from point sources located at infinity, incident on the aperture at 

angular increments of 0.5 deg (Case 2). Separate colors represent two different imaging 

surface locations. (blue represents the Gaussian image surface and green represents the 

image surface at the circle of least confusion). 
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Fig. 22 Scattergram from Fig. 20 with stray radiation indicated 

by oversized red dots (Case 1). 
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4.3 Field Aberration Analysis 

The field aberration analysis mode generates an image of an Earth scene viewed by 

the telescope system. The program accomplishes this by randomly selecting points within 

the scene and pairing them with a like number of random points in the aperture opening. 

The ray connecting each pair is then continued into the telescope until it is absorbed by 

one of the surfaces. The purpose of this analysis mode is to study the effects of the 

combined aberrations over the entire field of the imaging surface. The Earth scene or "test 

pattern", used in this research is shown in Fig. 24. The different aspects of the test pattern 

are used to study different aberration phenomena. Each individual rectangle and circle, 

along with the scene background, can be assigned an emissivity and temperature value. 

The size of the Earth scene can also be scaled to any size square, but was kept at sixty 

square kilometers for most of the results shown in this thesis. In addition to making 

changes to the Earth scene, the telescope can be translated so that the field-of-view center 

can be positioned anywhere inside the scene. After sizing the Earth scene, locating the 

center of view, and executing the field aberration analysis mode, the program produces 

three output files similar in nature to the three from the point-spread analysis. 

The first output file, Abr.out, provides the x and y locations for all rays that are 

absorbed by the imaging surface. The image of the Earth scene is generated by creating a 

scattergram from these data. An example of such an image is shown in Fig. 25. The first 

noticeable effect from this telescope is the inversion of the Earth scene. This occurs with 

a convex secondary mirror. The next noticeable effect is the relative sharpness of the 
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image close to the center of view. This occurs because no spherical aberration is present 

in the telescope design. Frequently it is advantageous to have a system with some 

spherical aberration because it can be used to reduce the off-axis aberrations. Although 

spherical aberration reduces the center of view resolving capabilities, it helps to provide a 

more uniform image spread, as can be seen in Fig 26. Besides the four point-spread 

aberrations, the effect from distortion is sometimes seen using the field aberration analysis. 

This is illustrated in Fig. 27. The value of the distortion coefficient, however, needs to be 

very large before it is visible. To produce the image in Fig. 27 the Earth scene was 

enlarged and the aperture of the Cassegrain telescope, Case 1, was lengthened to produce 

a distortion coefficient equal to eighteen. Finally, the field aberration analysis mode is 

useful for determining the optical resolution capabilities of the telescope. One should note 

that the resolution may not be constant over the imaging surface. In Fig. 28(a) the four 

thin lines in the lower left corner nearly merge. As the center of view is shifted these lines 

become separate and distinct, as shown in Fig. 28(b). Also, the images in Fig. 28 are 

oriented in the same direction as the Earth scene. This is because the Gregorian telescope 

used to image the scene has a concave secondary mirror, and so does not invert. 

The second output file, AbrNop.out, provides the x and y locations of stray rays 

that are absorbed by the imaging surface. As in the point analysis, this file can be overlaid 

on the image created by the file, Abr.out, to distinguish the stray rays. Figure 29 shows 

this overlay for the image in Fig. 26. From Fig. 29 it can be seen that the stray radiation is 

going to affect the signal output of the focal-piane array detectors positioned in the 
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circular pattern. This file also contains a column showing the number of straight line 

segments making up the stray ray path. The output file used to generate Fig. 29 indicates 

that all the stray radiation shown 1s caused by rays that reflected off each mirror twice. 

The third output file, PctAbr.out, describes the fraction of rays absorbed by the 

telescope surfaces from each Earth scene component. This file is particularly useful when 

the Earth scene is larger than the telescope field of view. If stray radiation is present in 

this situation, this file will show which out-of-view scene components contribute to stray 

radiation. 
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Fig. 25 Scattergram of Earth scene imaged by telescope without 

spherical aberration (Case 3). 
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4.4 Field-of-View Analysis 

The field-of-view analysis mode displays the entire field of view of the telescope. 

To accomplish this, rays are emitted from the imaging surface and tracked until they are 

either absorbed by a telescope surface or hit the aperture opening. Rays that hit the 

opening continue until they intercept the Earth scene. This analysis mode is important 

because the point-spread and field aberration modes, respectively, involve rays emitted 

inside a limited field of view. As with the previous two analysis modes discussed, the 

field-of-view analysis mode generates three output files. 

The first output file, Fov.out, provides the x and y locations for all rays that hit the 

Earth scene. The projection of the imaging surface on the Earth is created from a 

scattergram of these data. This projection is shown in Fig. 30 for the Cassegrain 

telescope, Case 1. The two rings in Fig. 30 are located at approximate angular positions 

of 7.0 and 17.0 deg, corresponding to the throughput humps beyond 3.0 deg in Fig. 23. 

This output file can also be used to observe the inversion property of distortion as 

discussed in Subsection 3.5.4. The telescope which produced barrel distortion in the 

image, shown in Fig. 27, produces pincushion distortion in the projection, as shown in 

Fig. 31. 

The second output file, FovNop.out, contains the x and y locations of stray rays 

that hit the Earth plane. This file is very important in determining whether the stray 

radiation occurs from inside or outside the desired Earth "footprint". In Fig. 32, all the 

stray radiation is from outside the footprint, while Fig. 33 has a few points landing inside 
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the footprint. Again, this non optical path file, just like its counterparts in the point-spread 

and field aberration modes, renders the number of straight line segments of each stray ray 

to help the designer chose the appropriate corrective action. For example, in the case 

shown in Fig. 32 the outer ring is caused by stray radiation that travels along a direct path 

between the imaging surface and the Earth scene and the inner ring is from stray radiation 

that makes two and sometimes three reflections from each mirror surface. The stray 

radiation that makes up the outer ring can be eliminated by either a small increase to the 

radius of the conical baffle or an increase in the aperture distance. The stray radiation that 

makes up the inner ring can only be eliminated by a significant increase in the aperture 

distance. 

The third output file, DisFov.out, furnishes the distribution factors from the 

imaging surface to each surface in the telescope, including the distribution factor to the 

aperture opening. This file also provides the ratio of rays that fall outside the specified 

telescope footprint to the total number of rays that hit the Earth. The rectangular size of 

the footprint is set in the file mctype.dat. This file is very useful in evaluating any 

corrective actions which might be taken to reduce or eliminate stray radiation. In 

principle, the corrective action that renders the greatest reduction in the percentage of out- 

of-field radiation and the least reduction in the distribution factor from the imaging surface 

to the aperture should be used. However, when the corrective action for stray radiation 

involves moving the aperture distance, the corresponding changes in the aberrations 

resulting from this move need to be considered. The designer may need to run both the 

field aberration and field-of-view analyses several times to achieve the desired balance 

between the aberration and stray radiation tolerances. 
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Fig. 30 Scattergram of imaging surface projected on the Earth (Case 1). 
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Fig. 31 Scattergram of projection on Earth with pincushion distortion 

(Case 1 modified with extended aperture and enlarged Earth scene). 
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4.5 Radiometric Imaging 

The radiometric imaging mode computes the net flux values at each focal-plane- 

array element, or pixel. The flux values are then assigned a corresponding color to 

provide a radiometric image. To compute the flux values, multiple energy bundles are 

emitted from each pixel in the focal-plane array. The energy bundles are traced until they 

are either absorbed by a telescope surface or hit the aperture opening. Energy bundles 

that hit the opening are continued until they intercept the Earth plane. Next, distribution 

factors are computed from each pixel to all telescope surfaces and Earth scene 

components. Finally, using these distribution factors and the emissivities and temperatures 

assigned to each surface, the net flux values are calculated using Eq. 2.33. The 

emissivities assigned to the telescope surfaces and Earth scene components are equivalent 

to the absorptivities discussed in Section 4.1. The temperature assigned to all telescope 

surfaces for the four case studies presented in this section is 311.0 K. The temperature of 

each rectangle defining the perpendicular set of lines in the upper left quadrant of the 

Earth scene is set to 320.0 K. The temperature of the two large blocks in the upper right 

quadrant of the Earth scene is set equal to 250.0 K. The temperature of each rectangle 

defining the resolution test pattern in the lower left quadrant of the Earth scene is set equal 

to 320.0 K. The temperature of the three circles in the lower right quadrant of the Earth 

scene is set equal to 330.0 K. The Earth scene background is set equal to 290.0 K. The 

radiometric imaging mode generates four output files to analyze the telescope design and 

create the radiometric image. 
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One of output files, Cnvg.out, is a text file which contains information about the 

convergence of the net flux value at each pixel. Initially, the optical workbench user 

specifies the total number of energy bundles to be emitted from each pixel surface. The 

designer also specifies a telescope surface to test the distribution factor convergence. 

Both of these selections are made in mctype.dat. After ten percent of the total specified 

energy bundles have been emitted from a pixel surface, the program computes all the 

distribution factors and the associated net flux for that surface. The current number of 

energy bundles emitted and the calculated flux value are then sent to the file Cnvg.out. 

The program repeats this procedure at each successive ten percent interval of emitted 

energy bundles and calculates the percent change between each computed distribution 

factor from the current pixel to the specified telescope test surface. If the value of the 

distribution factor changes by less than 0.5 percent, the program quits emitting energy 

bundles from the current pixel and continues on to the next one. By reviewing the 

information in Cnvg.out, the user can tell whether the value of the test distribution factor 

converged before the specified total number of energy bundles were emitted. Generally 

the optical workbench program will emit between 2 and 5 million energy bundles from 

each pixel before the distribution factor converges. The number of required energy 

bundles emitted for convergence depends primarily on the geometry of the telescope. The 

optical workbench currently traces between 70 and 140 million rays per hour. The 

number rays per hour depends on the geometry and the assigned surface properties. 

Creation of a the radiometric images in this section ranged from 12 to 48 hours. The user 
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also has the information from this file to compute the percent change, with each increment 

in the number of energy bundles emitted, in the value of the net flux for each pixel. In 

most instances the net flux for each pixel converges to within 0.5 percent before the test 

distribution factor converges. 

Another output file, DisAry.out, is a data file containing the distribution factors 

from each pixel to a specified telescope surface. This telescope surface is the same surface 

used to test the convergence of the Monte-Carlo method. Primarily the designer will be 

interested in the distribution factors from the pixels in the focal-plane array to the aperture 

opening, as these distribution factors provide the most information on the radiometric 

performance of the telescope design. These distribution factor values describe the 

transmission of radiation from the scene through the telescope system, and show the 

variation in pixel response across the focal-plane array. Figure 34(b) shows the 

distribution factors from the pixels of the Cassegrain telescope, Case 1, to its aperture 

opening. The distribution factor values are indicated by both color and height above the x, 

y-plane. The slight waviness along the top surface of Fig. 34(b) is caused by the stray 

radiation, shown in Fig. 32, that this telescope design allows. Figure 35 shows the 

distribution factors from the pixels of the spherical-spherical two-mirror telescope, Case 2, 

to its aperture opening. The roughness across the surface of Fig. 35 is indicative of a lack 

of convergence in the distribution factor. The file Cnvg.out, from the execution of Case 2, 

shows that none of the distribution factors converged to within 0.5 percent before 

reaching the specified maximum number of energy bundles emitted from that pixel. 
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The last two output files, Jmg.out and Ary.out, are data files which contain the net 

flux values computed at each pixel in the focal-plane array. Both files contain exactly the 

same information, but in different formats. The file Jmg.out formats the flux data in a 

single column while Ary.out formats the flux data in an array. The file Jmg.out file is used 

by the plotting software PVplot located on the SGI workstation in the TRG lab. This 

software was written by Pierre Villeneuve, another student in the TRG lab. The figures 

presented in this section, however, were generated using the Ary.out file with the 

commercial software package Mathematica® [Wolfram, 1994]. Figure 34(a) shows the 

radiometric image obtained by the Cassegrain telescope, Case 1. The negative flux values 

occur because the large scene blocks and Earth background are at a lower temperature 

value than the telescope surfaces. Noticeable in this image is the decrease in the registered 

flux value between the equal-temperature circular scene components. This occurs because 

of the spread of the radiation caused by the off-axis aberrations. The mostly uniform 

distribution factors from the pixels to the aperture, shown in Fig. 34(b), correlate with the 

mostly uniform background color in Fig. 34(a). The loss of scene information on the left 

half of the image occurs because the pixel size is too large to resolve those scene 

components. To provide greater magnification and increase the pixel resolution, the 

telescope focal length needs to be increased. Figure 36 shows the radiometric image 

obtained by the spherical-spherical two-mirror telescope, Case 2, which has a significantly 

longer focal length. In Fig. 36 the scene components are much more recognizable than in 

Fig. 34(a). Although the pixel resolution in Fig. 35 has been greatly improved, the four 
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fine scene lines are still indiscernible. These lines are shown in the upper right side of the 

image as one light green block. This resolution problem, however, is caused by the 

occurrence of spherical aberration, as shown in Fig. 26, and not pixel size. Also 

noticeable from Fig. 36 is the low dynamic range of the flux values. The primary reason 

for this is the very low distribution factor values from the pixels to the aperture, shown in 

Fig. 35. Another contributor is the decreased field of view which diminishes the amount 

of radiation incident to the aperture. Figure 37(a) shows the radiometric image obtained 

by the parabolic one-mirror telescope, Case 3. The increased values of distribution factors 

to the aperture, shown in Fig. 37(b), and the enlarged field of view significantly increase 

the dynamic range of the net radiation to this focal-plane array compared to that in Fig. 

36. Again, as in the image in Fig 34(a), the scene components on the right side of the 

image in Fig. 37(a) are not recognizable due to inadequate pixel resolution. The 

registered flux values, on the other hand, between the circle scene components in Fig. 

37(a) remain constant as compared to registered flux values between the circle scene 

components in Fig. 34(a). This improvement is due to the decreased point-spread from 

the reduced aberration coefficients for the parabolic one-mirror telescope, Case 3, versus 

the Cassegrain telescope, Case 1. Finally, Fig. 38 shows the radiometric image obtained 

from the Gregorian telescope, Case 4. The image clearly shows the effects of the 

nonuniform distribution factors from the pixels to the aperture, shown in Fig. 39. The 

decrease in the distribution factor values from the center of the focal-plane array to the 

edges is not desirable due to the lowered dynamic range outside the center of view. In 
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addition to the density plot images in Figs. 34 through 38, these output files can be used to 

create contour and surface plots. Figure 40 shows the contour plot of the image in Fig. 

36, which can be used to aid pattern recognition. Figure 41(a) shows the surface plot for 

the image in Fig. 34(a). Figure 41(b) shows the surface plot for the image in Fig. 36. 

The surface plots emphasize the difference in the flux dynamic range for the two telescope 

designs. 
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Fig. 34 (a) Radiometric image and (b) distribution factors from each 

pixel to the aperture (Case 1). 
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Fig. 36 Radiometric image (Case 2). 
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Fig. 37 (a) Radiometric image and (b) distribution factors from each 

pixel to the aperture (Case 3). 
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Fig. 38 Radiometric image (Case 4). 
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pattern recognition (Case 2). 
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4.6 Telescope Design Studies 

This section examines three designs. First, the virtual optical workbench is 

configured with the main optical components from NASA's CERES telescope. The 

radiometric results from the workbench are then compared with radiometric results 

obtained from an independent CERES-type computer model. This comparison is done to 

evaluate the virtual optical workbench. Next, an evaluation is done on a proposed linear 

detector design for the Geostationary Earth Radiation Budget (GERB) instrument [Bell, 

1994]. Finally, an arbitrary Cassegrain telescope design is used to demonstrate the 

potential for the model in image recovery and sensitivity analysis. 

The CERES telescope is a Cassegrain-type configuration containing spherical 

mirrors for both the primary and secondary mirrors. A dedicated radiative and optical 

computer model of the CERES telescope resides on the SGI workstation in the lab. This 

model also contains the signal-conditioning electronics for the CERES telescope, but only 

the radiative and optical performance are of interest in this comparison. This CERES 

model was originally created as an ERBE model [Meekins, 1990] and was then modified 

to include CERES optical components [Bongiovi, 1993]. The code of Bongiovi's model 

has since been improved by Martial Haeffelin and Kory Priestley, and is being used in their 

doctoral research. 

Figure 42(a), provided by Martial Haeffelin [1996], shows the incident heat flux at 

the detector flake in the CERES model from a uniform scene. The optical workbench was 

configured with the same optical components. Figure 42(b) shows the incident heat flux 
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at the focal-plane array in the optical workbench from a uniform temperature scene. 

Comparing Fig. 42(a) with Fig. 42(b) shows excellent agreement in the characteristics of 

the heat flux across the width of the field stop opening. Agreement between the relative 

levels of incident flux are also encouraging. Exact agreement in the flux is not expected 

due to the differences in detailed geometry and surface properties. The consistency 

between the two independent models helps to build confidence in the virtual optical 

workbench. 

The GERB instrument is a European project currently under development. Since 

the original baseline detector array is not fulfilling the system requirements, the project 

team is searching for a new one. NASA is going to aid the project team by requesting 

proposals for a new detector array. Professor J. R. Mahan at Virginia Tech, in 

collaboration with the Vatell Corp. in Blacksburg, VA, is planning to submit a proposal 

for a new linear detector array. This new array will be placed on the left-hand face of the 

slant V-groove configuration, previously shown in Fig. 19. The purpose of placing the 

detector in this configuration is to increase the apparent absorptivity of the detector 

surface and improve the spectral flatness. The optical workbench was used to study the 

apparent absorptivity of the detector with regards to its angular tilt off the z-axis. The 

results from this study, for detectors with different surface absorptivity and a specular 

component only of reflectivity, are shown in Fig. 43. As can be seen from these results, 

for tilt angles less than 30 deg the apparent absorptivity is above 90 percent for surface 

absorptivities as small as 60 percent. A concern expressed about tilting the detector array 
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is the potential for the reflected radiation to travel along the length of the array, thereby 

smearing the image. To address this concern the optical workbench was used to compare 

images on three linear arrays positioned at different tilt angles. Each linear array imaged 

the same section of the test pattern scene in Fig. 24. This section contained the four thin 

lines in the bottom left quadrant of that scene. The results, presented in Fig. 44, show that 

image smearing due to multiple reflections is negligible. 

In addition to the radiometric imaging analyses described in this chapter, we 

envision the optical workbench being used in future radiometric imaging research. To 

explore some of the current additional capabilities of the workbench, an arbitrary 

Cassegrain telescope design was specified. The dimensions and optical characteristics of 

the Cassegrain telescope are given in Table 6. A study may be conducted using the model 

to scan a scene to capture the radiometric image. The model has the capability of 

scanning the Earth scene, as demonstrated in Fig. 45. The sequence of three contiguous 

"snapshot" images in Fig. 45 were taken as the telescope scanned across the bottom left 

side of the Earth scene in Fig. 24. The first step in image recovery is to use the 

distribution factor values between the pixels and the aperture opening to help correct the 

registered flux values across the field of the focal-plane array. These distribution factor 

values for the Cassegrain telescope are shown in Fig. 46. This correction is accomplished 

by first normalizing the distribution factor values and then dividing the net heat flux value 

at each pixel by its corresponding normalized distribution factor value. Figure 47 shows 

the results from performing this recovery process on the images in Fig. 45. Lastly, the 
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model can be used to study radiation contamination from the telescope structure. The 

optical workbench furnishes distribution factor values between the each pixel and any 

surface in the telescope. Figures 48(a) and 48(b) show these distribution factor values for 

the telescope housing and the field stop plate, respectively. The distribution factor values 

show that the pixel response to telescope housing temperature should be greater for the 

pixels along the center of the array. Further, the pixel response to field stop plate 

temperature should be greater for the pixels at the edges of the focal-plane array. Figure 

49(a) shows the change in flux response on the image in Fig. 45(b) when the telescope 

housing is decreased by 5 °C. Figure 49(b) shows the change in flux response on the 

image in Fig. 45(b) when the field stop plate is lowered by 5 °C. Figures 49(a) and 49(b) 

match the expected response. 
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Table 6 Geometry and optical characteristics for Cassegrain telescope used in 

demonstration of workbench future capabilities. 

  

    

Program running a Monte-Carlo Ray-Trace image 

Analysis of a Symmetrical Two-Mirror Telescope 

PRIMARY MIRROR IS A parabola 

Outer Radius of primary mirror = 6.00000 [cm] 

Depth of primary mirror = 2.00000 [cm] 

Inner Radius of primary mirror = 1.00000 [cm] 

Aspheric deformation constant = -1.00000 

Vertex Radius = 9.00000 [cm] 

Focal point of primary mirror = 4.50000 [cm] 

SECONDARY MIRROR IS A convex hyperbola 

Radius of secondary mirror = 2.20000 [cm] 

Depth of secondary mirror = 0.45024 [cm] 

Distance of mirror separation = 3.13310 [cm] 

Half width b/t hyperbola sheets = 1.08697 [cm] 

Aspheric deformation constant = -5.09647 

Vertex Radius = 4.45274 [em] 

Baffle Radius = 2.20000 [cm] 

Baffle Length = 0.00000 [cm] 

OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Location of Entrance Pupil(Opening)= 28.50000 [cm] 

Radius of Entrance Pupil(Opening) = 6.00000 [cm] 

Paraxial ray height ratio = 0.30376 

Secondary magnification = 2.59041 

System focal length = -11.65685 [cm] 

System F-number = 0.97140 

Size of F.S. opening in X-Dir.= 0.19000 [cm] 

Size of F.S. opening in Y-Dir.= 0.59000 [cm] 

Distance Field Stop is from FPA = 0.05775 [cm] 
Number of FPA Elements in X-Dir.= 10 

Number of FPA Elements in Y-Dir.= 30 

Width of FPA in X-Dir. = 0.20000 [cm] 

Width of FPA in Y-Dir. = 0.60000 [cm] 

Location of Image Plane/FPA = -0.40775 [cm] 

Gaussian Image Plane = -0.40775 [cm] 

Calculated C.L.C.= -0.40775 [cm] 

Altitude of Satellite Orbit = 700.00000 [km] 

Footprint of Earth Scene is 60.0 x 60.0 [km%*2] 

SEIDEL ABERRATION COEFFICIENTS AND FIELD CURVATURE 

Spherical Aberration - A= 0.00000 [cm*-3] 

Coma - Bs -0.00184 [cm*-2] 

Astigmatism - C= -0.00323 [cm*-1] 

Field Curvature - D= 0.11185 [cm*-1] 
Distortion - Ee 6.29926 

Mean Field Curvature -co = 0.22048 [cm*-1] 
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Fig. 45 Three contiguous "snapshot" images from a Cassegrain telescope with a 

10 x 30 element focal-plane array. 
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for the Cassegrain telescope of Table 6. 
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Fig. 47 Processed images from Fig. 45 using the normalized distribution factor values. 
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Fig. 48 Distribution factor values from the pixels to (a) the telescope housing and 

(b) the field stop plate for the Cassegrain telescope of Table 6. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Conclusions 

This thesis constitutes a concise reference guide to the optical design of 

axisymmetric one- and two-mirror reflective telescope systems. The imaging properties of 

mirrors generated by conic sections of revolution are covered, as are Gaussian optical 

theory and the Gaussian optic equations used to approximate the location of the image 

plane. Also presented are third-order optical theory and the equations needed to derive 

the Seidel aberration coefficients. The Seidel aberration coefficients are used to 

characterize the optical system. The coefficient equations are also used to minimize the 

aberration effects by adjusting the telescope dimensions accordingly. 
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A virtual optical workbench was created during the course of this research. This 

workbench allows a designer to evaluate one- and two-mirror telescopes in a personal 

computer environment. The designer selects the shape of the primary and secondary 

mirrors, respectively, from four curvatures: the sphere, the paraboloid, the hyperboloid, 

and the prolate ellipsoid. The designer also specifies the mirror and telescope dimensions. 

The virtual optical workbench uses the Monte-Carlo ray-trace method to perform optical 

analysis and radiation transfer calculations. The optical workbench contains three optical 

analysis modes and one radiometric imaging mode. The optical analysis mode uses only 

the ray-trace capabilities of the Monte-Carlo method. These three modes permit 

assessment of the effects of aberrations in a point image, the effects of aberrations in an 

image scene, and the tolerance of the telescope system to out-of-field radiation. The 

radiometric imaging mode uses the distribution factors computed by the Monte-Carlo ray- 

trace method to calculate the net heat flux at the pixels in a focal-plane array. 

From the results presented, several conclusions may be drawn about general 

radiometric imaging design. It is often advantageous to include spherical aberration in the 

telescope design in order to reduce the off-axis aberrations. The advantage to reducing 

off-axis aberrations is a more consistent dynamic range of flux measurements across the 

pixels in the focal-plane array. The radiometric imaging pixel resolution can be improved 

by increasing the telescope focal length. The increased focal length, however, tends to 

lower the flux dynamic range at the focal-plane array. The distribution factor values 

provide significant information regarding the radiometric properties across the focal-plane 
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array. The variation of the distribution factors, between the pixels and the aperture, is an 

indication of the consistency in detector response across the focal-plane array. ‘These 

distribution factors can also be used to help correct the net flux value. The distribution 

factors between the pixels and various telescope surfaces provide a sensitivity measure of 

each pixel's response to fluctuations in the telescope structure surface temperatures. 

5.2 Recommendations for Future Work 

5.2.1 Future Studies 

One of the main objectives of this research was to provide this reference document 

and the radiometric imaging tool to facilitate the design of future generations of imaging 

radiometers. With the capabilities provided by the virtual optical workbench, a 

preliminary staring imaging radiometer design and the corresponding radiometric analyses 

can be accomplished. 

The virtual optical workbench can be used to simulate the scanning of object 

scenes. Future research might be conducted using the workbench to scan object scenes 

and perform signal processing for image recovery purposes. We predict that it will be 

important to include spherical aberration in telescope designs to lower the frequency 

content in the image scan. 
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The reference material in this thesis provides the equations to compute the Seidel 

aberration coefficients. One objective in a telescope design is to reduce or set equal to 

zero as many of the Seidel aberration coefficients as possible, with the reduction in the 

magnitude of some of the Seidel aberration coefficients being more important than the 

reduction in others. Another objective is to increase the throughput of the radiant energy 

through the telescope. Future research might be conducted to build an “optimizer” to 

minimize the value of some criterion function involving the Seidel aberration coefficient 

equations and maximize the throughput level. The boundary conditions imposed on the 

criterion function would be based on acceptable telescope dimensions. 

The imaging design concepts in this thesis and the subroutines in the virtual optical 

workbench program can be used to create new telescope designs. Two particular design 

considerations were found in optical literature while conducting this research. The first 

design is a two-mirror three-surface telescope design described in a paper published in 

SPIE [Eisenberg and Pearson, 1987]. This design is similar to the two-muirror Cassegrain- 

type telescope except that the focal plane les behind the secondary mirror and the primary 

and tertiary mirror surfaces overlap with the same base curvatures. This design allows for 

additional aberration correction with only two mirror components. The second design is a 

three mirror system described in the book Reflective Optics [Korsch, 1991]. The design 

described is an off-centered compact system corrected for spherical aberration, coma, and 

field curvature. This three-mirror design would be especially interesting to study because 

the mirrors align such that no incoming radiation is blocked. 
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5.2.2 Future Improvements 

To improve the radiometric analysis in the preliminary design phase, wavelength- 

dependent surface properties should be added to the model. The wavelength dependence 

provides no benefit during the conceptual design, but would provide a more accurate 

simulation of the telescope environment after the design is selected. 

Another improvement to the optical simulation would be to incorporate diffraction 

phenomena in the model. This would allow the tool to be used in both the conceptual and 

preliminary design stages. The potential for including diffraction in the Monte-Carlo ray- 

trace method has been explored in a paper by Likeness [1977]. 

Reconfiguration of the secondary mirror baffle to allow for rectangular and elliptic 

conical shapes would be an improvement. These different shapes could be used in 

conjunction with rectangular and linear focal-plane arrays. The rectangular or elliptic 

baffle can be aligned with the focal-plane array. Their size can then be made smaller than 

a circular conical baffle, but still effectively block the out-of-field radiation. Currently the 

conical baffle is configured as an elliptic cone with the major and minor axis set equal. 

Only minor modifications need to be performed to the optical workbench program to 

exploit the elliptic properties of this baffle. 
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APPENDIX A 

DERIVATION OF SECONDARY MIRROR DEPTH 

This appendix presents the equations used to compute the secondary mirror. The 

optical workbench uses these equations when the designer selects the secondary radius 

and has the program fill the primary mirror cone of acceptance. The equations are derived 

by coinciding the focus point of the primary mirror, located a distance r/2 from the vertex, 

with the geometric focal point of the secondary mirror. 

The first equation comes from the relationship of similar triangles. For the convex 

secondary mirror, as shown in Fig. Al, this equation is 

a ~ as (A.1) 
Ze —(z,,+¢, ] Zr ~(z,,+¢,) 

  

where Z; 1s the coincident focal point location on the z-axis. A similar relationship holds 

for the concave secondary mirror, shown in Fig. A2, resulting in 

a 

P as . (A.2) 
Z; ~(Zy, +c, } ~ (2,,-¢,)—2, 
  

Since the left sides of Eq. A.1 and Eq. A.2 are equivalent and are fixed by the dimensions 

of the primary mirror, they can both be set to a constant Me Equation A.1 can then be 

rearranged to obtain 

Ze ~ Lys ~¢, = ag (A.3) 

and Eq. A.2 can be rearranged to obtain 
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Z,,-C,—-Z, =a . (A.4) 

Equations A.3 and A.4 contain two unknowns, Z,; and c;. To solve for unknowns, use the 

geometric focal equations for different conic reflectors. These equations were originally 

presented in Section 3.3 of this thesis. 

The most direct secondary mirror solution is derived for a convex paraboloid. The 

geometric focal equation for this conic reflector is 

  z,=—-+2,, . (A.5) 

Substituting Eq. A.5 into Eq. A.3 results in 

  
a 
S_c=ac. A.6 

Ac Ss & ( ) 

Ss 

Rearranging Eq. A.6 forms the quadratic equation 

"=0, (A.7) 
Ss 

4c? + 4a Ec.-a 

with the solution 

c, = (6+ +1). (A.8) 

The secondary mirror vertex is then found from Eq. A.5. 

The same method is applied to the convex hyperboloid with the geometric focal 

equation, 

_ 2 2 
Z, = fa. +C,, — Che $Zy. - (A.9) 
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Because Eq. A.9 does not contain the mirror depth an additional equation is required to 

relate the unknown value, c,, to the analytical geometric coefficient, Chs, 

c, =c, (V2 -1). (A.10) 

Equations A.9 and A.10 are both substituted into Eq. A.3 to obtain 

Jae tc, —V2c,, =a . (A.11) 

Rearranging and squaring Eq. A.11 forms the quadratic equation, 

cy, + 2V2a,Ec,, +(a,6*-a;)=0, (A.12) 

with the solution 

oy, = a,(-v2E + JE? +1) . (A.13) 

The secondary mirror depth, c,, and the vertex can then be found from Eqs. A.10 and A.9, 

respectively. 

The concave ellipsoid requires an additional designer input of the minor axis, Ag. 

The geometric focal equation for the ellipsoid is 

Z, = VC. - A? -C,+z,,. (A.14) 

Similar to the method for the hyperboloid, the ellipsoid requires an additional equation 

relating the major axis with the mirror depth, 

c, -cli- I - | , (A.15) 

Equations A.14 and A.15 are both substituted into Eq. A.4 to obtain 
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a? 

c(i. I-73 ~/C?-A? =a . (A.16) 
Ss 

Rearranging and squaring Eq. A.16 forms the quadratic equation, 

2 2 { 
a > | a 2 262 —£C? +2) af Jl1-—S |C, - (Al +asG’) =0 A.V) A? Ss [ § A ( 6*) ( 

  
2 

Ss s 

with the solution 

    
A? 

— 
a, 

- 1-2 Ne) (A.18) 

The secondary mirror depth, c,, and the vertex can then be found from Eqs. A.15 and 

A.14, respectively. 

The final conic reflector to consider is the convex sphere. The derivation of the 

secondary mirror depth for the convex sphere is slightly different from the other conic 

reflectors. The focus point, r/2, of the secondary mirror is coincided with the primary 

focus point. Without this change, rays traveling toward the sphere's center (geometric 

focal point) would impinge the surface along its normal vector, reverse their direction and 

travel back out of the telescope. The focus equation for the sphere is 

  
R 

Z, = 5 t2 , (A.19) 

Again, an additional equation is required to relate the mirror depth with the radius of the 

sphere. This relationship is 

2 2 _ a +, 
R, 

2c, 
  (A.20) 
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Equations A.19 and A.20 are both substituted into Eq. A.3 to obtain 

alt c 

Ac 
Ss 

—-c=ag.   

Rearranging Eq. A.21 forms the quadratic equation, 

3c, +4aéc,-a° =0, 

with the solution 

c= 5 (28 +/4E? +3} . 

(A.21) 

(A.22) 

(A.23) 

The radius of the sphere and the vertex can then be found from Eqs. A.20 and A.19, 

respectively. 
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Fig. Al Half view of primary mirror and convex secondary mirror in the 

meridional plane. 
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Fig. A2 Half view of primary mirror and concave secondary mirror in the 

meridional plane. 
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APPENDIX B 

Cassegrain and Gregorian Program Listings 
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Short program to calculate the dimensions of the secondary mirror in 

a Cassegrain telescope. Size done for incremental adjustments in 

depth of paraboloid primary mirror and incremental adjustments to 

the radius of the hyperboloid secondary mirror. q
a
a
a
n
a
 

Implicit double precision (a-h, o-z) 
open(1,File='csgnslt.out') 

Write(*,*)' Input Radius of Primary Mirror' 

Read(*,*) al 

Write (*,*)' Input Minimum Primary Depth' 

Read(*,*) cimn 

Write(*,*)' Input Maximum Primary Depth' 

Read(*,*) climx 

mncl = Dint(cimn/9.0050d0) 
mxcl = Dint (clmx/0.0050d0) 
Write(*,*)' Input Minimum Radius of Secondary' 

Read(*,*) a4mn 

Write(*,*)' Input Maximum Radius of Secondary' 

Read(*,*) a4dmx 

mna4 = Dint(a4mn/0.0050d0) 
mxa4 = Dint (a4mx/0.0050d0) 

Write(1,*)' Radius of Primary =',al 

write(1,*)' cl a4 top4 £i2 fl’ 

Do i=mncl,mxcl 

cl = dfioat(i)*0.005d0 

Do j=mna4,mxa4 

a4 = dfloati(j)*0.005d0 

zi = al*al/(4.0d0*c1) 

zeta = (zf-cl)/al 

ch4 = a4*(-dsqrt(2.0d0)*zeta + dsqrt(zeta*zeta + 1.0d0)) 

z04 = zf - dsqrtia4*a4 + ch4*ch4) 

£I2 = 2.0d0*z04 - zf 

top4 = 204 + dsgqrt(2.0d0)*ch4 

Tf(fI2.le.6.0d0.and.fI2.ge.-1.10d00) then 
Tf(ch4.gt.0.0d0) then 

crvl = 1.0d00/ (2.0d0*zE£) 

crv2 = 1.0d00/ (a4*a4/ch4) 

adi = z04 + ch4 

fl = -1.0d0/(2.0d00* (crvi1 - crv2 + 2.0d0*d1l¥*crvl*crv2) ) 

Write(1,4) cl,a4,top4,fI2,f1 

Endif 

Endif 

4 format (5(1x,F9.4)) 

Enddo 

Enddo 

End 
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q
g
q
n
g
n
a
n
a
 a0 

a Gregorian telescope. 

Implicit double precision (a-h, o-z) 

open(1,File='grgnslt.out') 

Write(*,*)' Input Radius of Primary Mirror' 

Read(*,*) al 

Write(*,*)' Input Minimum Primary Depth' 

Read(*,*) clmn 

Write(*,*)' Input Maximum Primary Depth' 

Read(*,*) clmx 

mncl = Dint{cimn/0.0050d0) 

mxcl = Dint(cimx/0.0050d0) 

Write(*,*)' Input Minimum Radius of Secondary' 

Read(*,*) a4mn 

Write(*,*)' Input Maximum Radius of Secondary' 
Read(*,*) a4dmx 

mna4 = Dint(a4mn/0.0050d0) 
mxa4 = Dint(a4mx/0.0050d0) 

Write(*,*)'‘ Input Minimum Minor Axis of Secondary’ 

Read(*,*) AM4mn 

Write(*,*)' Input Maximum Minor Axis of Secondary' 

Read(*,*} AM4mx 

mnAM4 Dint (AM4mn/0.050d0) 

mxAM4 Dint (AM4mx/0.050d0) 

Write(1,*})' Radius of Primary =',al 
write(1,*)' cl a4 AM4 zv4 

+f1' 

Do 300 k=mncl1,mxcl 

cl = dreal(k)*0.005d0 

Do 200 i=mnAM4,mxAM4 

AM4 = dreal(i)*0.050d0 

Do 100 j=mna4,mxa4 

a4 = dreal(j)*0.005d0 

qa4 = a4*a4/ (AM4*AM4) 

z£ = al*al/(4.0d0*c1) 

zeta = (zf - cl)/al 

qbp4 = a4*zeta*dsqrt (1.0d0-qa4) 

qc4 = -AM4*AM4 - a4*a4*zeta*zeta 

CM4 = (-qbp4 + dsqrt(qbp4*qbp4 - ga4*qc4))/qa4 

IF (CM4.1t.AM4) goto 100 

c4 = CM4* (1-dsqrt(1.0d0-qa4) ) 

z04 = zf - dsqrt(CM4*CM4 - AM4*AM4) 

zv4 = z04 + CM4 

fI2 = z04 - dsqrt(CM4*CM4 - AM4*AM4) 

If(fI2.le.0.0d0.and.f1I2.ge.-2.00d00) then 
crvl = 1.0d00/(2.0d0*zE£) 

erv2 = 1.0dC0/ (-AM4*AM4/CM4) 

di = zv4 

Short program to calculate the dimensions of the secondary mirror in 

Size done for incremental adjustments in 

depth of paraboloid primary mirror and incremental adjustments to 

the radius and minor axis of the ellipsoid secondary mirror. 

£12 

fl = -1.0d0/(2.0d00* (crvl - crv2 + 2.0d0*d1l*crvil*crv2) ) 
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Write(1,4) c1l,a4,AM4,zv4,fI2,f1 

Endif 

4 format (6(1x,F9.4)) 

100 continue 

200 continue 

300 continue 

End 
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APPENDIX C 

MCOptics.f Program Listing 
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CR RR RR RR ROR OR OK KR RR kK RK RK KR KOR ROK KK OK KK KR RK RK RK KR KK RR OK RK KKK KK KK 

M
Q
A
N
A
A
N
A
A
A
N
A
N
A
A
N
Q
I
A
A
R
A
I
A
I
A
N
A
A
N
A
N
I
A
N
A
N
A
A
N
A
N
A
I
A
N
A
N
 

PROGRAM MCOptics.f 
Monte-Carlo Optical workbench 

Code written and debugged 

by 
MICHAEL D. WALKUP 

MODEL: 

TELESCOPE WITH ONE OR TWO MIRRORS ALIGNED ALONG THE 

OPTICAL AXIS (z-axis). CENTER POINTS IN THE X,Y AXIS ARE 

ZERO FOR ALL SURFACES 

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY MIRRORS CAN BE CHOSEN FROM 

FOUR CONIC SECTIONS OF REVOLUTION; 

SPHERE, PARABOLOID, HYPERBOLOID, OR ELLIPSOID. 

RECTANGULAR FOCAL PLANE ARRAY (FPA) 

f! currently limited to 100x100 elements 

Four main subroutines (mcdes) can be run 

1.) Point-Spread Analysis 

2.) Aberration Analysis 
3.) Field of View/Noise outside of scene 

4.) Distribution Factor/Heat Flux at FPA 

KKK KKKKEKKA KKK K KEK KK KKK KEK RK K KK KEKE KE KEK KKK KK KKK KEK K KKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KEKE 

Implicit double precision (a-h, o-z) 

Parameter (NoS=13) 

Dimension see(NoS,NoS) , RhoRto(NoS) 

Dimension Alpha(40),Temp(40) 

Dimension RctXmn(NoS:40),RctYmn (NoS:40),Rdx(NoS:40),Rdy(NoS:40), 

+CirX(NoS:49),CirY(NoS:40),CirR(NoS: 40) 

Logical see 

Character*10 prim, secnd,curve,Type 

Character*4 cicsic,sndhow,clczfp,clezfis, Tilt, RtAx 

common/geom/zvl1,al,bl1,cl1,zf1,R1,chl1,AM1,BM1,CM1,zc2,a2,b2,z2c4,zv4, 

+a4,b4,c4,R4,ch4,AM4,BM4,CM4, zmax4, zmin4,zc5,a5,b5,2zc6,dx6,dy6,dz6, 

+R6,208,a8,b8,c8, zmax12, zmini2,R1i2,zc13,R13 

common/FPA/zfpa,DxFPA, DyFPA, XMnm, YMnm, NFPx, NFPy 

common/svgrv/xrfl,yrfl,RfzMn, DzRFL,AngR, Tilt, RtAx 

common/scene/RctXmn, Rect Ymn, Rdx, Rdy, CirxX,CirY,CirR 

common/prop/Alpha, RhoRto 

common/char/prim, secnd, curve 

common/counters/NS,NSE,NTR,NMIRRS 

common/optic/dfrml,vrl1,dfrm2,vr2,As,Bs,Cs,Ds,Es,co,Omgl,sm,fl 

pl = dacos(-1.00d00) 
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CEEEEEEEEESEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEESES 
BS 
C READ FROM MCTYPE.DAT THE NUMBER OF MIRRORS AND TYPE OF MONTE-CARLO 

C ANALYSIS TO BE PERFORMED (POINT ANALYSIS, ABERRATIONS, FIELD OF VIEW, 

C or FULL DISTRIBUTION CALCULATION AND DETECTOR IMAGE. } 

Open(1,File='mctype.dat') 

Read({(i,*) NMIRRS 

Read(1,400) Type 

Read(1,*) NTR 

Read(1,*) 

Read(1,*) 

Read(1,*) dtheta 

Read(i,*) npnts 

Read(1,*) 

Read(1,*) ftpntx 

Read(1,*) ftpnty 

Read (1, *) 

Read(1,*) NDistr 

4090 Format (A10) 

Close({1) 

CEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEETEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEESSS 
c READ FROM FILE GEOM.DAT THE DIMENSIONS OF EACH LARGE SURFACE IN 

c THE TELESCOPE. 

L£(NMIRRS.eq.1) open(2,File='geoml.dat') 

If (NMIRRS.eq.2) open(2,File='geom2.dat') 

Read (2,401) 
401 Format (////) 

c Definition of surface(1) - Primary mirror of Telescope 
Read(2,400) prim 

Read(2,*)al 

bl = al 

Read(2,*)c1 

Read (2,*)AM1 
BM1 = AM1 

c Vertex of primary mirror is the reference point for model and 

c therefore fixed to zero. 
zvl = 0.00d00 

c Eqs. for parameter defns specific to sphere,hyperbola,ellipse (pg. 78 

L/B) 
c Eqs. for deformation constant (pg 78/91 L/B) and vertex radius(pg. 120 

L/B) 

If ({prim.eq.'parabola') then 

dfrml = -1.00d00 
vrl = (ai*al)/(2.00d00*c1) 
zil = vri/2.0d00 + zvil 

Endif 
If (prim.eq.'sphere') then 

Ri = (al*al + cl*cl)/(2.00d0*c1) 
dfrml = 0.0d00 

vri = R1 

c Subtract the distance to obtain location for C.L.C (pg. 113 L/B) 
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zfi = vrl/2.0d00 - 3.0d00*al*al/(16.0d00*vr1) + zvl 

Endif 

If (prim.eq.'hyperbola') then 

chi = cl/(dsqrt(2.00d0) - 1.00d0) 

dfrml = -((al/chi)**2 + 1.0d00) 

vril = al*al/chl 

Zzf1l = vri/2.0d00 + z2vil 

Endif 

If (prim.egq.'ellipse') then 

CM1 = ci/(1.0d0 - dsqrt(1.0d0Q - (al*al)/(AM1*AM1))) 
c Check to make sure defined a prolate ellipse and not an oblate 

ellipse 

T£(CM1.1t.AMi) then 

Write(*,*) ‘Defined an oblate ellipsoid',AM1,CM1 

dirml = -(1.0d00 - (AM1/CM1)**2) 

vrl = AM1*AM1/CM1 

zZ£1l = vrl/2.0d00 + zvl 

Endi 
O----- ee eee ee ee ee ee ee ++ 

c Definition of surface(2) - Elliptical hole in Primary mirror 
ITf£f(NMIRRS.eq.1) then 

a2 = 0.0d00 
b2 = a2 

zc2 = 2vl1 

Endif 

If (NMIRRS.eq.Z2) then 

Read(2,*) a2 

b2 = a2 

If (prim.eq.'parabola') zc2 = cl*(a2/al)**2 + zvl 

If (prim.eq.'sphere') zc2 = R1 - dsqrt(R1*R1 - a2*a2) + zvl 

If (prim.eq.'hyperbola') zc2 = chl*(dsqrt(1.0d0 + a2*a2/(al*al)) 

+ - 1.0d0) + zvl 

If (prim.eq.'ellipse') zc2 = CM1*(1.0d0 - dsgrt(1.0d0 

+ - (a2*a2)/(AM1*AM1))) + zvl 
Endif 

Q-------- ~~ ee ee ee eee ee ee eee 

c Definition of surface (3) - Cavity of Telescope behind primary 

mirror. 

Cc 1 Mirror system; surface is never seen. 

c 2 Mirrors system; surface absorbs all rays that pass through 
primary 

Cc and do not hit the Field Stop or FPA. 

C----------~------- ~~ ee ee eee eee ee eee 

c Definition of surface (4) - Definition depends on the type of 

telescope. 

Cc 1 Mirror system; surface is inside walls of FPA case. 

Cc 2 Mirrors system; surface is concave or convex Secondary mirror. 

If(NMIRRS.eq.1) then 

Read(2,*) R4 

c Location of Disk and height of cylinder based on locations of 
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c field stop and Focal Plane Array. 

Endif 

IF (NMIRRS.eq.2) then 

Read (2,400) secnd 

Read(2,400) curve 

Read (2,402) cleslc 

Read(2,402) sndhow 

402 Format (A4) 

Read(2,*) 

c Read in width(radius) of secondary mirror and minor axis 

c when using an ellipse. 

Read(2,*) a4 

Read(2,*) AM4 

b4 = a4 

BM4 = AM4 

IF (secnd.eq.'parabola') THEN 

If(cleslc.eq.'y') then 

Read (2,*) 

Read (2,*) 

Read(2,*) zfpa 

if (curve.eq.'convex') then 

c Based on calculations performed(pg 32&116/lab book) to achieve 

COLLIMATED 

c radiation on focal plane array from Parabolic Secondary Mirror. 

zetal = (zfl - (zvl + cl))/al 

c4 = a4*(-zetal + dsqrt(zetal*zetal + 1.0d00))/2.0d00 

zv4 = zfil ~- a4*a4/(4.0d00*c4) 

else 

Write(*,*)'Program can not compute; define width and vertex'!' 

Stop 

endif 

Else 

Read(2,*) c4 

Read(2,*) zv4 

Read(2,*) zfpa 

Endif 

dfrm2 = -1.0d00 

If (curve.eq.‘convex') vr2 = a4*a4/(2.0d00*c4) 

If (curve.eq.'concave') vr2 = -a4*a4/(2.0d00*c4) 

ENDIF 

IF (secnd.eq.'sphere') THEN 

If(clcesic.eq.'y') then 

Read (2,*) 

Read(2,*) 

Read(2,*) zfpa 

if(curve.eq.'convex') then 

c Based on calculations from (pg 117 lab book)to achieve COLLIMATED 

c radiation on focal plane array from Spherical Secondary Mirror. 

zetal = (zf1l - (zvl + cl))/al 

c4= (a4/3.0d0)*(-2.0d0*zetal + dsqrt(4.0d0*zetal**2 + 3.0d0)) 

R4 = (a4*ad + c4*c4)/(2.0d00*c4) 

zv4 = zfl - R4/2.0d0 

else 
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Write(*,*)'Program can not compute; define width and vertex!' 

Stop 

endif 
Else 

Read(2,*) c4 

Read(2,*} zv4 

Read(2,*) zfpa 

R4 = (a4*a4 + c4*c4)/(2.00d0*c4) 

Endif 

dfrm2 = 0.0d00 

If (curve.eq.'convex') vr2 = R4 

If (curve.eq.'concave') vr2 = -R4 

ENDIF 

IF (secnd.eq.'hyperbola') THEN 

c Program will compute location of convex Hyperbolic Secondary which 

will 

c fill the cone of acceptance of Primary or will compute the location 

of 

c a Hyperbolic Secondary with Primary given a set Image Plane location 

If(cleslc.eq.'y') then 

Read (2,*) 

Read(2,*) 

Read(2,*) zfpa 

If (curve.eq.'convex') then 

If(sndhow.eq.'fill') then 

c Based on calculations performed(pg 159/lab book) Location of 

Hyperbolic 

c secondary mirror for the case where the secondary mirror fills the 

C cone of acceptance of the primary mirror. 

Cc Image plane may or may not lie behind the vertex of the primary 

mirror. 

zetal = (zf1 - (zvl + cl1))/al 
ch4 = a4*(-dsqrt(2.0d0)*zetal + dsqrt(zetal*zetal + 1.0d0)) 

If(ch4.le.0.0d00) then 
write(*,*)'Secondary with this radius cannot be placed' 
stop 

Endif 

c4 = ch4* (dsqrt(2.0CdC) - 1.00d0) 

2v4 = zfl - dsqrt(a4*a4 + ch4*ch4) + ch4 

endif 

T£(sndhow.eq.'fix') then 

c Calculation (pg. 79 lab book) Hyperboloid with any primary 

c mirror for the case of a set Image plane. Secondary may 

c or may not fill the cone of acceptance of the primary mirror. 

z04 = (zfl+ zfpa)/2.0d0 

ch4 = dsqrt((zfl - z04)**2 - a4*a4) 

c4 = ch4* (dsqrt(2.00d0) - 1.00d0) 

zv4 = z04 + ch4 

endif 

else 

Write(*,*)'Program can not compute! Provide width and vertex 

Stop 

endif 

Eise 
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Read(2,*) c4 

Read(2,%*) zv4 

Read(2,*) zfpa 

ch4 = c4/(dsqrt(2.00d0) - 1.00d0) 

Endif 

dfrm2 = -({a4/ch4)**2 + 1.0d00) 

Tf (curve.eq.'convex') vr2 = a4*a4/ch4 

If (curve.eq.'concave') vr2 = -a4%*a4/ch4 

ENDIF 

IF (secnd.eq.'ellipse') THEN 

c Program will compute location of Concave Elliptic Secondary which 

will fill 
c the cone of acceptance of any Primary or will compute the location of 

c an Elliptic Secondary with any Primary given a set Image Plane 

location 

T£E(cleslc.eq.'y’') then 

Read (2,*) 

Read (2,*) 

Read(2,*) zfpa 

Tf(curve.eq.'concave') then 

If(sndhow.eq.'fill') then 

c Based on calculations performed(pg 61&62/lab book) Location of 

Elliptic 

c secondary mirror for the case where the secondary mirror fills the 
C cone of acceptance of any primary mirror. 
C Image plane may or may not lie behind the vertex of the primary 

mirror. 

zetal = (zfl - (zvl + cl))/al 
qa4 = a4*ad4/ (AM4*AM4) 

qbp4 = a4*zetal*dsqrt(1.0d0-qa4) 

qc4 = -AM4*AM4 - a4*a4*zetal*zetal 

CM4 = (-qbp4 + dsqrt(qbp4*qbp4 - ga4*qc4))/qa4 
L£(CM4.1t.AM4) then 

Write(*,*)' Defined an oblate ellipsoid' 

stop 

endif 

c4 = CM4* {1-dsqrt(1.0d0-qa4) ) 

z04 = zf1 - dsqrt(CM4*CM4 - AM4*AM4) 

zv4 = z04 + CM4 

endif 

If(sndhow.eq.'fix') then 

c Calculation for the case of a set Image plane. Secondary may 

c or may not fill the cone of acceptance of the primary mirror. 

z04 (zfl + zfpa)/2.0d0 

cmM4 Aasqrt((zfl - z04)**2 + AM4*AM4) 

c4 = CM4*(1.0d00 - dsqrt(1.0d00 - a4*a4/(AM4*AM4) )) 

zv4 = 204 + CM4 

endif 
else 

Write(*,*)'Program can not compute; define width and vertex!' 
Stop 

endif 

Else 

Read(2,*) c4 
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Cc 

t 

c 

Cc 

c 

Cc 

Cc 

Cc 

Cc 

Read({2,*) zv4 

Read(2,*) zfpa 

cmM4 = c4/(1.0d0 - dsqrt(1.0d0 - (a4*a4) /(AM4*AM4) )) 
Endif 

dfrm2 = -(1.0d00 - (AM4/CM4) **2) 
If(curve.eq.'convex') vr2 = AM4*AM4/CM4 

If(curve.eq.'concave') vr2 = -AM4*AM4/CM4 

ENDIF 

ENDIF 

Definition of surface (5) - Definition depends on the type of 
elescope. 

1 Mirror system; surface is outside walls of FPA case. 

(same surface values as surface (4)). 

2 Mirrors system; surface back of Secondary mirror. 

(2D ellipse for convex secondary; Same curvature for concave 

secondary and therefore same intercept subroutine used). 
Tf (NMIRRS.eq.2) then 

If (curve.eq.'convex') then 

zo5 = zv4 + c4 

a5 = a4 

b5 = b4 

endif 

Endif 

Definition of surface (6) - Circular Field Stop with Rectangular 

hole. 

If (NMIRRS.eq.1) then 

R6 = R4 

Read(2,*)dax6é 

Read (2,*)dy6 

Read (2,*)dz6 

Location of Field stop will be determined after placement of FPA. 

Endif 

ITf£(NMIRRS.eq.2) then 

Read(2,*)R6 

Read (2,*)dax6 

Read (2,*)dy6 

Read(2,402)clezfs 

Tfi({ciczis.eq.'y') then 

Read (2,*) 

zc = z2a2 

Else 

Read(2,*)zc6 

Endif 

Endif 

Definition of surface(7) - Back side of Field Stop. 

Values are defined the same as surface(6). Infinitely thin. 

Definition of surface(8) - Elliptical cone inside surface 

Read(2,*) a8 
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b8 = a8 

c For single mirror telescope need the location of zc6, which is 

determined after location of FPA, before able to compute cone 
c parameters 

a 

If (NMIRRS.eq.2) then 

if(a8.1it.a4) then 

Write(*,*)'Radius of baffle cone smailer than secondary' 

stop 
endif 

¢ Calculation of placement (pg. 102 L/B) 
if (curve.eq.'convex') then 

tnphi = al/(zfl-(zvit+cl)) 

zeo8 = a4/tnphi + zv4 + c4 

endif 
c Calculation of placement (pg. 128 L/B) 

if (curve.eq.'concave') then 

tnphi = (al-a4)/((zv4-c4)-(zvlt+cl)) 

zc8 = a4/tnphi + zv4 - c4 

endif 
c8 = a8/tnphi 

Endif 
C----------~ +--+ ee ee ee eee eee eee 

c Definition of surface (9) - Elliptical cone outside surface. 

c Values are the defined the same as surface(8). Infinitely thin 

c Definition of surface (10) - Focal plane array(FPA) 

Read(2,*}) NFPx 

Read(2,*) NFPy 

Read(2,*) DxFPA 

Read(2,*) DyFPA 

Read(2,402) clczfp 

XMnm = -DxFPA/2.Cd00 

YMnm = -DyFPA/2.0d00 

If({NMIRRS.eq.2) then 

Read(2,402) Tilt 

Tf(Tilt.eq.'y') then 

Read(2,402) RtAx 
Read(2,*) AngD 

If (AngD.le.-90.0d00.or.AngD.ge.90.0d00) then 

Write(*,*)' Rotation Angle must on interval (-90,90)' 
stop 

Endif 

AngR = pi*AngD/180.0d00 
Else 

Read(2,*) 
Read (2,*) 

Endif 

Endif 

If (NMIRRS.eq.1) then 

If(clcezfp.eq.‘y') then 

zfpa = zfl 
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Read(2,*) 

Else 

Read(2,*)zfpa 

Endif 

c For single mirror place surfaces 

c Disk location 

zc4 = zfpa 

c Calculate location of Field Stop 

zc6 = zfipa - dz6 

c Calculate cone baffle parameters 

if(a8.1lt.R6) then 

Write(*,*)'Radius of Baffle 
stop 

endif 

tnphi = 

zce8 = R6/tnphi + zc6 

c8 = a8/tnphi 

c Cylinder dimensions of surfaces 

zmax4 = zc4 

zmin4 zc6 

Endif 

then 

then 

If (NMIRRS.eq.2) 

If(clezfp.eq.'y') 

spheres, 

Other combinations, 

by the user. 

If (curve.eq. 'convex') 

q
g
q
a
a
n
 

for 

c CLC 

If (secnd.eq.'parabola') 

Zzfi4 = (a4*a4)/(4.00d00*c4 

xi = 3.0a00*a4/4.0d00 

Zi = c4* (x1/a4)**2 + zv4 

then 

c Parabola and sphere only approximations. 

(originally pg 118 L/B and modified pg. 

then 

(4) and (5) 

(6). 

(8). 

cone smaller than Detector case' 

(al-R6) /(zc6-(zv1l+cl1)) 

(4) and (5). 

136) 

) + zv4 

gamma = datan((zf4-zi)/xi) - datan({(zf1-z1i)/xi) 

If(gamma.ne.(0.0d00)) zfpa = zi - xi/dtan(gamma) 

Endif 

If (secnd.eq.'sphere') then 

c Focal point of secondary spherical mirror at CLC 

zi4 = 

Xl = 

R4/2.0d00 
a4/2.0da00 

(pg.113 L/B) 
- 3.0d00*a4*a4/(16.0d00*R4) + zv4 

Zi = zv4 + R4 - dsqrt(R4*R4 - xi*xi) ( 
dGatan({ (zf4-zi) 

) 

Still need to shift zfpa 

at same location as FPA. 

Location of Focal Plane Array can be calculated for convex parabolas, 

hyperbolas and concave ellipse secondary mirrors. 

require the location of F.P.A. to be defined 

gamma = /X1) - datan((zf£1-zi)/x1)} 

If(gamma.ne.(0.0d00)) zfpa = zi - xi/dtan(gamma) 
Endif 

If (secnd.eq.'hyperbola') zfpa = zv4-(dsqrt(a4*a4 + ch4*ch4) 
+ + ch4) 

Endiff 
If (curve.eq.'concave') then 

If (secnd.eq.'ellipse') zfpa = zv4-CM4 - dsqrt (CM4*CM4-AM4*AM4) 
Endif 

Endif 

ENDIF 
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c Definition of surface (11) - Mirror Reflector for FPA slant v-groove 

cavity. 
c Reflector parrallel to z-axis. Only defined with two mirror 

telescope. 

If (NMIRRS.eq.Z} then 

T£(Tilt.eq.'n') then 

xrfl = 0.00d00 

yril 0.00d00 

RfzMn = 0.00d00 
DzRFL = 0.00d00 

Endif 

Tf(Tilt.eq.'y') then 
If(RtAx.eq.'X') then 

yrfl = (DyFPA/2.0d00) * (-AngR/dabs (AngR) ) 

RfzMn = zfpa - dabs(yrfl*dtan(AngR) ) 

DZRFL = DyFPA*dabs (dtan(AngR) }) 

Endif 

Tf£(RtAx.eq.'Y') then 

xrfl = (DxFPA/2.0d00) * (-AngR/dabs (AngR) ) 

RfzMn = zfpa - dabs(xrfl*dtan(AngR) ) 

DZRFL = DxFPA*dabs (dtan(AngR) ) 

Endif 
Endif 

Endif 
Q------- ee ee ee ee eee ee ee eee 

c Definition of surface (12) - Telescope Housing. 
Read(2,*) zmax12 

zminl2 = zvl + cl 

R12 = al 
Cc ee ee ee a a a a a a a ae aie ea ae a a a aa a a en a a ee en a a a ee wae we ae ee ee ee 

c Definition of surface (13) - Disk for Telescope opening (Aperture) 

zcl3 = zmax12 

Ri3 = R12 

c**x*xx**xCalculate Seidel Aberrations. Determine Gaussian focal point 
Cc and determine calculated point of Circle of Least Confusion*** 

call Seidel (NMIRRS) 

If(NMIRRS.eq.1) then 

zfpag = vri/2.0d00 
zfpac = zfpag - 3.0d00*As*R13*R13*f1*£1/4.0d00 

Endif 

T£(NMIRRS.egq.2) then 

ro If secondary's geometric focal point corresponds with focus of 

Cc infinite object/image point then zfpag and zfpac equal infinity. 

Tf£((zfl-zv4).ne. (vr2/2.0d00)) then 

zfpag = zv4 + 1.0d00/(2.0d00/vr2 - 1.0d00/ ((vr1/2.0d0+zv1)-zv4)) 

zipac = zfpag + 3.0d00*As*R13*R13*f£1*f£1/4.0d00 

Endif 
Endif 

c Definition of the Scene Located on the Earth's surface 

Read(2,*)zcerth 
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Read (2,*)Side 

Read (2,*)XTrans 

Read(2,*)YTrans 

Read(2,*)NRects 

Read(2,*)NCircs 

Do i=NoS+1,NoS+NRects 

Read(2,*) RetXmn(i) 

Read(2,*) RetYmn(i) 

Read(2,*) Rdx({i) 

Read(2,*) Rdy(i) 

RetXmn(i) = RetXmn(i) - XTrans 

RcetYmn(i) = RetYmn(i) - YTrans 

Enddo 

Do i=NoS+NRects+1,NoS+NRects+NCircs 

Read(2,*) CirxX({i) 

Read(2,*) CirY(i) 

Read(2,*) CirP(i) 

CirX(i) CirxX(i) - XTrans 

Ciry(i) = CirY(i) - YTrans 

Enddo 

Close (2) 

CESESESEEEEESEESESEEEEEEEEETTEEEEEESEEEEEEEEEEEESEEEEEETEESESECEEEEEEEEEEEES 
SESEE 
c SET LOGICAL ARRAY FOR WHICH SURFACES CAN NOT SEE THE OTHERS SO THAT 

THEY 

Cc GET SKIPPED IN INTERCEPT ANALYSIS 

C Initialize see(i,j) 
Do i=1,NoS 

Do j=1,NoS 

see(1,jJ)=.true. 

Enddo 

Enddo 

If (NMIRRS.eq.1) then 
see(1,7) = .false. 

see(1,9) = .false. 

see(4,5) = .false. 

see(4,6) = .false. 

see(4,9) = .false. 

see(4,13) = .false. 

see(5,4) = .false. 

see(5,5) = .false. 

see(5,6) = .false. 

see(5,7) = .false. 

see(5,8) = .false. 

see(5,10) = .false. 

see(6,4) = .false. 

see(6,5) = .false. 

see(6,6) = .false. 
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see(6,7) = .false. 

see(6,9) = .false. 

see(6,10) = .false. 

see(6,13) = .faise. 

see(7,1) = .false. 

see(7,5) = .false. 

see(7,6) = .false. 

see(7,7) = .false. 

see(7,8) = .false. 

see(7,9) = .false. 

see(7,12) = .false. 

see(7,13) = .false. 

see(8,5) = .false. 

see(8,7) = .false. 

see(8,9) = .false. 

see(8,13) = .false. 

see(9,1) = .false. 

see(9,4) = .false. 

see(9,6) = .false. 

see(9,7) = .false. 

see(9,8) = .false. 

see(9,9) = .false. 

see(9,10) = .false. 

see(10,5) = .false. 

see(10,6) = .false. 

seeé(10,9) = .false. 

see(10,10) = .false. 

see(10,13) = .false. 

see(12,7) = .false. 

see(13,4) = .false. 

see{13,6) = .false. 

see(13,7) = .false. 

see(13,8) = .false. 

see(13,10) = .false. 

see(13,13) = .false. 

Endif 

If(NMIRRS.eq.2) then 

see(i,3) = .false. 

If(curve.eq.'convex') see(1,5) = .false. 

see(1,7) = .false. 

If (curve.eq.'convex') see(4,4) = .false. 

see(4,5) = .false. 

see(4,7) = .false. 

see(4,9) = .false. 

If(curve.eq.'concave') see(4,13) = .false. 

If (curve.eq.'convex') then 

see(5,1) = .false. 
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see({(5,2) = 

Endif 

see (5,4) 

see (5,5) 

see (5,7) 

see(5, 8) 

see (5,9) h
o
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ot 
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see (6,9) 

see(6,10) 
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see (10,5) 

see(10,6) 

see(10,9) 

see (10,190) u 

see(11,5) 

see(11,6) 

see(11,9) 

see(11,11) 

see(i2,7) 

see(13, 4) 

see(13,7) 

see (13,8) 

see(13,13) = 

n
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ou 
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Endif 

CEESEEEEEEELELEELEEEEEEEELEEEEEEEEEEEEEELEEEELESEEEEEEEEEEEEEETSEESEETESS 

Cc READ SURFACE PROPERTIES OF EACH SURFACE IN TELESCOPE FROM FILE 

PROP. DAT 

Tf (NMIRRS.eq.1) Open(3,File='propl.dat'} 

Tf (NMIRRS.eq.2) Open(3,File='prop2.dat') 

Do j=1,NoS 

Read (3,*) 

Read ({3,*)Alpha(j) 

Read (3,*)RhoRto(j) 

Read (3,*) Temp (j) 
End Do 

Do j3=NoS+1,NoS+NRects+NCircs+1l 

Read(3,*) 

Read (3,*)Alpha(j) 

Read (3,*) Temp (j) 

End Do 

Close(3) 

CESEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEESEEEEEESEEEESEEEEEEEESEESEEEESEEEEESEEEEEEEEEEESEES 

C OUTPUT DESCRIPTION OF THE OPTICAL SYSTEM AND THE TYPE OF MONTE-CARLO 

C ANALYSIS BEING RUN. 

open(4,File='Optics.out') 

c Printout for telescope with a single mirror. 

410 

411 

412 

414 

415 

416 

419 

420 

421 

422 

If(NMIRRS.eq.1) then 

Write (4,410)Type 

format ('Program running a Monte-Carlo Ray-Trace ',Al10, 

+/,'Analysis of a Symmetrical One-Mirror Telescope') 

Write (4,411)prim 

format(/,'PRIMARY MIRROR IS A ', A100) 

Write(4,412)al 
format ('Outer Radius of primary mirror =',6x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

Write(4,414)cl1 

format ('Depth of primary mirror =',13x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

If(prim.eq.'sphere') Write(4,415) R1 
format('Radius of sphere =',20x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

£(prim.eq.'hyperbola') Write(4,416)ch1 
format ('Half width b/t hyperbola sheets =',5x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

Tf(prim.eq.'ellipse') then 

Write(4,417) AM1 

format ('Minor Axis of Ellipse =',15x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

Write(4,418) CM1 
format ('Major Axis of Ellipse =',15x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

endif 
Write (4,419)dfrmi 

format ('Aspheric deformation constant = ',5x,F9.5) 
Write(4,420)vril 
format ('Vertex Radius =',23x,F8.5,' [em]') 

Write (4,421)zf1 

format ('Focal point of primary mirror =',7x,F8.5,' [cm}') 

Write (4,422) 
format (/, 'OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS ') 
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423 

424 

426 

427] 

428 

429 

430 

431 

432 

433 

434 

435 

436 

437 

438 

439 

440 

441 

445 

446 

447 

448 

449 

450 

Write (4,423) zc13 

format ('Location of Entrance Pupil (Opening) =',2x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

Write(4,424)R13 

format ('Radius of Entrance Pupil (Opening) =',3x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

Write (4,425)f1 

format ('System focal length = ',14x,F10.5,' [cm]') 

Write(4,426)-f1/(2.0d0*R13) 

format ('System F-number =',19x,F10.5,) 

Write (4,427)R4 

format(/, 'Radius of Focal Plane Array case =',4x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

Write (4,428) ax6 

format ('Size of F.S. opening in X-Dir.=',7x,F8.5,' [cm]') 
Write (4,429)dy6é 

format ('Size of F.S. opening in Y-Dir.=',7x,F8.5,' [cem]') 

Write (4,430)dz6é 

format('Distance Field Stop is from FPA =',5x,F8.5,' [cm] ') 

Write (4,431)a8 

format ('Baffle Radius =',23x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

Write (4,432)c8-{(zc8-zc6) 

format ('Baffle Length =',23x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

Write(4,433)NFPx 

format('Number of FPA Elements in X-Dir.=',8x,I4) 

Write (4,434)NFPy 
format ('Number of FPA Elements in Y-Dir.=',8x,I14) 

Write(4,435)DxFPA 

format('Width of FPA in X-Dir. =',14x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

Write (4,436) DyFPA 
format{'Width of FPA in Y-Dir. =',14x,F8.5,' [em]') 

Write(4,437)zfpa 

format ('Location of Image Plane/FPA =',7x,F10.5,' [cm]') 

Write (4,438) zfpag 

format ('Gaussian Image Plane =',14x,F10.5,' [cm]') 

Write(4,439)zfpac 

format ('Calculated C.L.C.=',18x,F10.5,' [cm]') 

Write (4,440) zcerth/1E+05 

format ('Altitude of Satellite Orbit =',7x,F10.5,' [km]') 

Write (4,441)Side/1E+05,Side/1E+05 

format('Footprint of Earth Scene is ‘',6x,F4.1,' x ',F4.1, 

+' [km*2]') 

Write(4,*) 

Write(4,*)' SEIDEL ABERRATION COEFFICIENTS AND FIELD CURVATURE ' 

Write (4,445)As 

format ('Spherical Aberration - A =',F13.5,' [cm*-3]') 

Write (4,446)Bs 

format {'Coma - B =',F13.5,' [em*-2]') 

Write (4,447)Cs 
format ('Astigmatism - C =',F13.5,' [em*-1)') 

Write(4,448)Ds 

format ('Field Curvature - D =',F13.5,' [em*-1]') 

Write (4,449)Es 

format ('Distortion - E =',F13.5) 

Write (4,450) co 

format ('Mean Field Curvature -co =',F13.5,' [em*-1]') 

Endif 

c Printout for telescope with two mirrors. 
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If (NMIRRS.eq.2) then 

Write (4,510)Type 

510 format('Program running a Monte-Carlo Ray-Trace ',A10, 

+/,'Analysis of a Symmetrical Two-Mirror Telescope' ) 

Write (4,511)prim 

511 format(/, 'PRIMARY MIRROR IS A ',A10) 

Write(4,512)al 

512 format ('Outer Radius of primary mirror =',6x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

Write (4,513)cl1 

513 format('Depth of primary mirror =',13x,F8.5,' [cm] ') 

Write (4,514)a2 

514 format ('Inner Radius of primary mirror =',6x,F8.5,' [cm]') 
Ilf(prim.eq.'sphere') Write(4,515) Rl 

515 format ('Radius of sphere =',20x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

If (prim.eq.'hyperbola') Write(4,516)chl 

516 format ('Half width b/t hyperbola sheets =',5x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

If(prim.eq.'ellipse') then 

Write(4,517) AM1 

517 format ('Minor Axis of Ellipse =',15x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

Write(4,518) CM1 

518 format('Major Axis of Ellipse =',15x,F8.5,' [cm]'}) 

endif 

Write (4,519)dfrml 

519 format('Aspheric deformation constant = ',5x,F9.5) 

Write (4,520)vril 

520 format('Vertex Radius =',23x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

Write(4,521)zfl 

521 format('Focal point of primary mirror =',7x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

Write (4,522) curve, secnd 

522 format(/, 'SECONDARY MIRROR IS A 'A10,A10}) 

Write(4,523)a4 

523 format('Radius of secondary mirror =',10x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

Write (4,524)c4 

524 format('Depth of secondary mirror =',11x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

Write (4,525)zv4-zvl1 

525 format('Distance of mirror separation =',7x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

Tf(secnd.eq.'sphere') Write(4,526) R4 

526 format ('Radius of sphere =',20x,F8.5,' [cem]') 

Tfi(secnd.eq.'hyperbola') Write(4,527)ch4 

527 format ('Half width b/t hyperbola sheets =',5x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

If(secnd.eq.'ellipse') then 

Write(4,528) AM4 

528 format ('Minor Axis of Ellipse =',15x,F8.5,' [cm]') 
Write(4,529) cmM4 

529 format ('Major Axis of Ellipse =',15x,F8.5,' [em]') 
endif 

Write (4,530)dfrm2 

530 format ('Aspheric deformation constant = ',5x,F9.5) 

Write (4,531)vr2 

531 format ('Vertex Radius =',23x,F8&.5,' [cem]') 

Write(4,532)a8 

532 format ('Baffle Radius =',23x,F8.5,' [eml]') 

If (curve.eq.'convex') Write(4,533)c8-(zc8-(zv4+c4) ) 

If{curve.eq.'concave') Write(4,533)c8-(zc8-(zv4-c4)) 

533 format('Baffle Length =',23x,F8.5,' [cem]') 

Write (4,534) 
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534 

535 

536 

537 

538 

539 

540 

541 

542 

543 

544 

545 

546 

547 

560 

561 

562 

563 

564 

565 

566 

567 

548 

549 

550 

format (/, 'OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS’) 

Write(4,535)zc13 

format (‘Location of Entrance Pupil (Opening) =',2x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

Write (4,536)R13 

format ('Radius of Entrance Pupil (Opening) =',3x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

Write(4,537) Omgl 

format ('Paraxial ray height ratio =',11x,F8.5) 

Write(4,538) sm 

format ('Secondary magnification =',11x,F10.5) 
Write (4,539)f1 

format ('System focal length = ',14x,F10.5,' [cm]') 

Write (4,540)-f1/(2.0d0*R13) 

format('System F-number =',19x,F10.5,) 

Write (4,541)dx6 

format(/,'Size of F.S. opening in X-Dir.=',7x,F8.5,' [cm]') 
Write (4,542) dy6 

format('Size of F.S. opening in Y-Dir.=',7x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

Write(4,543)zc6-zfpa 

format ('Distance Field Stop is from FPA =',5x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

Write (4,544)NFPx 

format ('Number of FPA Elements in X-Dir.=',8x,I14) 

Write (4,545)NFPy 

format ('Number of FPA Elements in Y-Dir.=',8x,I4) 

If(Tilt.eq.'n') then 

Write(4,546)DxFPA 

format ('Width cf FPA in X-Dir. =',14x,F8.5,' [cem]') 

Write (4,547)DyFPA 

format (‘Width of FPA in Y-Dir. =',14x,F8.5,' [em]') 

Else 

If (RtAx.eq.'X') then 

Write(4,560) AngD 

format ('FPA Rotated about the X-Axis by ',5x,F9.5,' [deg.]') 

Write(4,561) DxFPA 

format('Width of FPA in X-Dir. =',14x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

Write (4,562) DyFPA/dcos (AngR) 
format ('Actually Width of FPA in Y-Dir. =',5x,F8.5,' [cem]') 

Write(4,563) DyFPA 
format ('Projected Width of FPA in Y-Dir. =',4x,F8.5,' [em]') 

Endift 

If(RtAx.eq.'Y') then 

Write(4,564) AngD 

format ('FPA Rotated about the Y-Axis by ',5x,F9.5,' [deg.]') 

Write(4,565) DxFPA/dcos (AngR) 

format ('Actually Width of FPA in X-Dir. =',5x,F8.5,' [cm]') 
Write(4,566) DxFPA 

format ('Projected Width of FPA in X-Dir. =',4x,F8.5,' [cm]') 

Write(4,567) DyFPA 

format ('Width of FPA in Y-Dir. =',14x,F8.5,' [ecm]') 
Endif 

Endif 

Write(4,548)zfpa 

format ('Location of Image Plane/FPA =',7x,F10.5,' [cm]') 

Write (4,549) zfpag 

format ('Gaussian Image Plane =',14x,F10.5,' [cm]') 

Write(4,550)zfpac 

format ('Calculated C.L.C.=',18x,F10.5,' [cm]') 
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Write (4,551) zcerth/1E+05 

551 format ('Altitude of Satellite Orbit =',7x,F10.5,1x,'[km)') 

Write (4,552)Side/1E+05,Side/1E+05 

552 format('Footprint of Earth Scene is ',6x,F4.1,' x ',F4.1, 

+' [km*2]') 

Write(4,*) 

Write({4,*)' SEIDEL ABERRATION COEFFICIENTS AND FIELD CURVATURE' 

Write(4,553)As 

553 format('Spherical Aberration - A =',F13.5,' [em*-3]') 

Write(4,554)Bs 

554 format ('Coma - B =',F13.5,' [cm*-2]') 

Write(4,555)Cs 

555 format ('Astigmatism - C =',F13.5,' [em*-1]') 

Write(4,556)Ds 

556 format('Field Curvature - D =',F13.5,' [em*-1]') 

Write(4,557)Es 

557 format ('Distortion - EB =',F13.5) 

Write (4,558)co 

558 format ('Mean Field Curvature -co =',F13.5,' [em*-1]') 

Endif 

Close (4) 

CEESEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEELEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEES 
C SELECT AND RUN THE MONTE-CARLO-RAY-TRACE ANALYSIS 

Cc Initialize the Function ranmar by inputing a seed into ranmarin 

Call Rmarin(3000,12500) 

Cc Compute time required to initialize program to subtrate from 

Cc Image ray trace CPU check. 

tO = dreal (mclock())/100.0d0 

Tf (Type.eq.'point') then 

Call MCPNT(see,dtheta,npnts) 

Endif 

Tf (Type.eq.'aberration') then 

Call MCABR(see, Side, zcerth,NRects,NCircs) 
Endif 

If (Type.eq.'fov') then 

Call MCFOV(see,zcerth, ftpntx, ftpnty) 

Endif 

If (Type.eq.'image') then 
Call MCIMG (see, Side, zcerth,NRects,NCires,Temp,NDistr,t0) 

Endif 

End 

CHPEPEPEErr Py Ete terre Peery eh ar per gE ebb e re Peer erEeererreper rrr ype rebbairerics 

Cc Start of Subroutine Blocks 
CHUVPPEPEEPEEET VPP VEPEPPVEPIPEPEVT TEP PEer eb P PEP r re br bre rere beta rp barrens 

ee 8 ee eee ee we ee ee ee ek ee we ee ke ek lw ee lh ee ee 

CORR RRR RK RK KKK KEK KKK KK RK RR KK RR KKK RK KKK KKK KEK KKK KK KK KKK KKK KKK KK KKK KKK KK KK 

c Subroutine for the forward point spread Monte-Carlo analysis. 
c Collimated rays are fired through the telescope openning at 
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c different angles. 

c Called by: Main Program 
c Calls: emdisk,emdir,intercept,ActDis,Absorb, xypln,Reflec 
COR IK IR IIR IR IRA III I I ROR RRR RK RR KR RK KK KK 

Subroutine MCPNT(see,dtheta,npnts) 

Implicit double precision (a-h, 0-2) 
Parameter (NoS=13) 

Dimension see(NoS,NoS),RhoRto(NoS),xcoor(2*NoS) ,ycoor(2*NoS), 

+zcoor (2*NoS) ,dist(2*NoS) ,Nsurf(2*NoS) ,N(Nos,NoS) 

Dimension Alpha(40) 

Logical see,inside,hit,Absrb, SpcRfl 

Character*10 prim, secnd, curve 

Character*4 Tilt,RtAx 

common/geom/zvl,al,b1,cl1,zf£1,R1,chl,AM1,BM1,CM1,zc2,a2,b2,zc4,zv4, 

+a4,b4,c4,R4,ch4,AM4,BM4,CM4, zmax4, zmin4,zc5,a5,b65,zc6,dax6,dy6,dz6, 

+R6,208,a8,b8,c8, zmaxl2, zmini2,R12,zc13,R13 

common/FPA/zfpa, DxFPA, DyFPA, XMnm, YMnm, NFPx, NFPy 

common/svgrv/xrfl,yrf1,RfzMn,DzRFL,AngR,Tilt, RtAx 

common/prop/Alpha, RhoRto 

common/char/prim, secnd, curve 

common/counters/NS,NSE,NTR,NMIRRS 

common/ray/pi,x1,yl1,z1,d11,dm1,dnl1,x2,y2,z2,T 

common/intrept/dist,xcoor,ycoor,zcoor,Nsurf,Nentr 

Cc Constants 

pi = dacos(-1.00d00) 

c Open output file to store x,y points for scatter plots of point 

analysis. 

open(5,File='Pnt.out') 

c Open output file to store the intercept points of all rays that do 

not 

Cc follow the optical path. 

open (7,File='PntNop.out') 

Cc Open output file to store the percentage of rays that fall on the 

open(8,File='PctPnt.out') 

c Initialize counter to track rays that are not absorbed by anything 

Nliost = 0 

Do 9100 ideg=1,npnts 

Thta=dreal (ideg-1) *dtheta*pi/180.00d0 
NSE = 13 

c Reset Number of rays that hit Focal Plane Array 

NHFPA = 0G 

Cc Initialize the counter for the number of Rays absorbed by 

c element j emitted by element NSE. 

Do j=1,NoS 
N(NSE,j) = 0 

Enddo 

Cc INITIATE THE MONTE-CARLO RAY-TRACE 

Do 9000 NR=1,Ntr 
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Cc Rename Surface of emission so that subroutine can be used for 

c both original emission and diffuse reflection without losing 

Cc the original emission point. 

NS = NSE 

Cc Reset counter for the number of reflections(# paths) for a given ray 

Npath = 1 

Cc CALCULATE POINT OF EMISSION 

call emdisk(zc13,R13) 

Cc CALCULATE DIRECTION OF EMISSION OR DIFFUSE REFLECTION 

Cc This analysis emits all rays in collimated fashion 

dli = DSIN(THTA) 

dm1 0.00d00 
ani -~DCOS (THTA) 

GOTO 32 

Number !!31 in left column is connected to a goto statement post 

decision of ray being diffusely reflected. The emission surface is 

renumbered and returned to this point to start process over again. a
a
n
 

Bval is a value used to limit(bound) the zenith angle of emission. 

Bval is on the interval [0,1] where 1 does not limit the zenith 

angle. 

31 Bval = 1.00d90 

call emdir(Bval) 

Cc FIND POINTS OF INTERCEPTION WITH EACH SURFACE 

c Number !!32 in left column is connected to a goto statement post 

c decision of ray being specularly reflected. The surface from which 
c ray has left is renumbered along with direction cosines. 
Cc Process continues to loop until ray is absorbed. 

Cc Initialize or reset values to find the 

interception/absorbtion/reflection 
c of each trip of the Ray. 

32 Nentr = 0 

hit = .false. 

inside = .false. 

Absrb = .false. 

SpcRfl = .falise. 

If (NMIRRS.eq.1) call intrcepti1(see,hit) 

If(NMIRRS.eq.2) call intrcpt2(see,hit) 

c If ray legally hits(intercepts) surfaces; compare distances 

c of each interception point for actual interception. 

If (hit) then 

call ActDis(nsi) 

c FIND IF INTERCEPTING SURFACE ABSORBS THE RAY 

call Absorb(Alpha(nsi),Absrb) 
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If(Absrb) then 

N(nse,nsi) = N(nse,nsi) + 1 
C Store locations of rays that hit FPA. 

If(nmsi.eq.1i0) then 

If (NMIRRS.eq.1) then 

write(5,40)x2,y2 

endif 

If(NMIRRS.eq.2) then 

Tf£(Tilt.eq.'n') write(5,40)x2,y2 

If(Tilt.eq.'y') then 
If(RtAx.eq.'X') write(5,40)x2,y2/dcos (AngR) 
If (RtAx.eq.'Y') write(5,40)x2/dcos (AngR) ,y2 

Endif 

Endif 

40 format (2(2x,E14.7)) 

NHFPA = NHFPA + 1 

Cc Store locations of rays that hit FPA by not following the Optical 

path. 

Cc (Optical path should contain NMIRRS + 1 paths) 

Lf£(Npath.ne. (NMIRRS+1)) then 

ThtD = Thta*180.0d0/pi 

If(NMIRRS.eq.1) then 

write(7,41)x2,y2,ThtD,Npath 

Endif 

If(NMIRRS.eq.2) then 

T£(Tilt.eq.'n') Write(7,41)x2,y2,ThtD,Npath 

If(Tilt.eq.'y') then 

T£(RtAx.eq.'X') Write(7,41)x2,y2/dcos(AngR) ,ThtD,Npath 

If (RtAx.eq.'Y') Write(7,41)x2/dcos(AngR) ,y2,ThtD, Noath 

Endif 

Endif 

41 format (3 (2x,E14.7),I4) 

Endif 
Endif 

Cc IF RAY IS NOT ABSORBED DETERMINE THE TYPE OF REFLECTION WHICH WILL 

OCCUR 

Else 

ns = nsi 

Npath = Npath + 1 

call Reflec(RhoRto(nsi),SpcRfl) 

c Subroutine Reflec calculates direction cosines for specularly 

Cc reflecting rays, therefore return to statement 32 to find new 

intercept. 

c Rays that are diffusely reflected return to statement 31 to 
calculate 

c the direction of the ray. 
If (SpcRfl1l) then 

Goto 32 

Else 

Goto 31 

Endif 
Endif 

Else 
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Cc 

Cc 

Nlost = Nlost + 1 

Endif 

9000 continue 

CALULATE PERCENTAGE OF RAYS THAT HIT EACH ELEMENT IN TELESCOPE. 

Store in file PctPnt.out 

42 

43 

9100 

write(8,42)dreal(N(Nse,10)) /dreal (NTR) ,Thta*180.0d0/pi 

format ('%$rays that hit FPA = ',F7.5,' at angle = ',F8.3) 

Do nsi=1,NoS 

write(8,43)NSE,nsi,dreal (N(Nse,nsi))/dreal (NTR) ,NHFPA 

format(I3,' to ',13,’ = ',D18.13,'; # hits FPA =',I19) 

Enddo 

continue 

Write(*,*)' Rays that were not absorbed = ',Nlost 

return 

end 

CORR KR KKK KKKKKEKKKKKKKKE KKK KKK KKK KARE R KKK KEK K KK KKKAKKKA KKK KKK KK KKK KKK KKK KKK 

c 

Cc 

Cc 

c 

Cc 

Cc 

c 

Subroutine for the forward aberration Monte-Carlo analysis. 

A scene is emitted from the earth for visual analysis of 

the Siedal aberrations affect on the Image. 

Called by: Main Program 

Calls: emdisk,empln,emdir,intercept,ActDis,Absorb, xypin, Reflec 
RRR KKK KKK KEKE KAR KR KKK KEKE KKK KEKE KKK KR KKK KEKE KEK KEKE KEKE KK KEKE KRHA KKKEKRKKKRKEKREKEKKKE EE 

Subroutine MCABR (see, Side, zcerth,NRects,NCircs) 

Implicit double precision (a-h, o-z) 

Farameter (NoS=13) 

Dimension see (NoS,NoS) ,RhoRto(NoS),xcoor(2*NoS) ,ycoor(2*NoS), 

+zcoor (2*NoS) ,dist(2*NoS) ,Nsurf(2*NoS) 

Dimension RctXmn(NoS:40),RctyYmn(NoS:40),Rdx(NoS:40),Rdy(NoS:40), 

+CirX (NoS:40),CirY(NoS:40),CirR(NoS:40),N(40, 40) 

Dimension Alpha (40) 

Logical see,inside,hit,Absrb, SpcRfl 
Character*1i0 prim, secnd, curve 

Character*4 Tilt,RtAx 

common/geom/zvl1,ail,bi,cl1,z£1,R1,chl1,AM1,BM1,CM1,zc2,a2,b2,2zc4,zv4, 

+a4,b4,c4,R4,ch4,AM4,BM4,CM4, zmax4, zmin4,zc5,a5,b5,zc6,dx6,dy6,dz6, 

+R6,208,a8,b8,c8, zmaxl2,zmini2,R12,z¢c13,R13 

common/FPA/zfpa, DXFPA, DyFPA, XMnm, YMnm, NFPx, NFPy 

common/svgrv/xrfl,yrfl1l,RfzMn,DzRFL,AngR,Tilt,RtAx 

common/scene/RectXmn, Rect Ymn, Rax, Rady, CirX,CirY,CirR 

common/prop/Alpha,RhoRto 

common/char/prim, secnd, curve 

common/counters/NS,NSE,NTR,NMIRRS 

common/ray/pi,xl,y1,21,d11,dml1,dn1,x2,y2,22,T 

common/intrept/dist,xcoor,ycoor,zcoor,Nsurf,Ncntr 
Constants 

pi = dacos(-1.0d00) 

Open output file to store x,y points for scatter plot of scene 

for aberration analysis 

open(5,File='Abr.out') 
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not 

FPA. 

Open output file to store the intercept points of all rays that do 

follow the optical path. 

open(7,File='AbrNop.out') 

Open output file to store the percentage of rays that fall on the 

open (8,File='PctAbr.out') 

Initialize counter to track rays that are not absorbed by anything 

Niost = 0 

Create loops for emitting from each scene on the Earth projected 

on the openning of the telescope. 

Do 9100 Img = NoS+1,NoS+NRects+NCires 

Initialize counter of Rays that hit Focal Plane Array 

NHFPA = 0 

Initialize the counter for the number of Rays absorbed by 

element j emitted by Scene number Inmng. 

Do j=1,NoS 

N(Img,3) = 0 
Enddo 

NSE = 13 

Scale the number of rays fired from scene element to be proportional 

with area. 

If(img.le. (NoS+NRects)) NSTR 

If(Img.gt. (NoS+NRects)) NSTR 

IDINT (Rdx (Img) *Rdy (Img) *dreal (NTR) ) 

IDINT (pi* (CirR (Img) **2) *dreal (NTR) ) iH 

INITIATE THE MONTE-CARLO RAY-TRACE 

Do 9000 NR=1,NSTR 

Rename Surface of emission so that subroutine can be used for both 

original emission and diffuse reflection without losing the 

original emission point. 

NS = NSE 

Reset counter for the number of reflections(# paths) for a given ray 

Npath = 1 

CALCULATE POINT AND DIRECTION OF EMISSION 

Draw two sets of points(one on earth and one on openning) determine 

emission direction from this) 

Tf£(Img.le. (NoS+NRects)) then 

call emplin(RctXmn (Img) ,RctYmn (Img) ,Rdx(Img) ,Rdy(Img) , zcerth) 

xe = Side*xi 

ye = Side*yl 

ze = 21 

Else 

call emdisk({zcerth,CirR (Img) ) 

xe = Side*(CirX(Img) + xl) 

ye = Side*(Ciry(Img) + yl} 

ze = zl 

Endif 

call emdisk(zc13,R13) 

T = dsqrt((xl-xe)**2 + (ye-y1l)**2 + (ze-z1i)**2) 

dll = (x1 - xe)/T 
dmi = (yl - ye)/T 
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dni = (zl - ze)/T 

GOTO 32 

Cc CALCULATE DIRECTION DIFFUSE REFLECTION 

c Number !!31 in left column is connected to a goto statement post 

c decision of ray being diffusely reflected. The emission surface is 

Cc renumbered and returned to this point to start process over again. 

c Bval is a value used to limit (bound) the zenith angle of emission. 
Cc Bval is on the interval [0,1] where 1 does not limit the zenith 

angle. 

31 Byal = 1.00d0 

call emdir(Bval) 

Cc FIND POINTS OF INTERCEPTION WITH EACH SURFACE 

c Number !!32 in left column is connected to a goto statement post 

c decision of ray being specularly reflected. The surface from which 

c ray has left is renumbered along with direction cosines. 
Cc Process continues to loop until ray is absorbed. 

c Initialize or reset values to find the 
interception/absorbtion/reflection 

Cc of each trip of the Ray. 

32 Nentr = 0 

hit = .false. 

inside = .false. 

Absrb = .false. 

SpcRfl = .false. 

If(NMIRRS.eq.1) call intrepti(see,hit) 

If (NMIRRS.eq.2) call intrecpt2(see,hit) 

Cc If ray legally hits(intercepts) surfaces; compare distances 

c of each interception point for actual interception. 

If (hit) then 

call ActDis(nsi)} 

Cc FIND IF INTERCEPTING SURFACE ABSORBS THE RAY 

call Absorb(Alpha(nsi),Absrb) 

Tf(Absrb) then 
N(Img,nsi) = N(Img,nsi) + 1 

Cc Store location of points that hit FPA in file Abr.out. 

Tf{nsi.eg.10) then 

If (NMIRRS.eq.1) then 

write(5,40)x2,y2 

Endif 

If (NMIRRS.eq.2) then 

T£(Tilt.eq.'n') write(5,40)x2,y2 

T£(Tilt.eq.'y') then 

If (RtAx.eq.'X') write(5,40)x2,y2/dcos (AngR) 

If (RtAx.eq.'Y') write(5,40)x2/dcos (AngR) ,y2 
Endif 

Endif 

40 format (2{2x,E14.7)) 
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NHFPA = NHFPA + 1 

c Store locations of rays that hit FPA by not following the Optical 

path. 

Cc {Optical path should contain NMIRRS + 1 paths) 
Tf (Npath.ne. (NMIRRS+1)) then 

ITf£(NMIRRS.eq.1) then 

write(7,41)x2,y2,Img,Npath 

Endif 

If (NMIRRS.eq.2) then 

If(Tilt.eq.'n’) Write(7,41)x2,y2,Img,Npath 
T£(Tilt.eq.’y') then 

If (RtAx.eq.'X') Write(7,41)x2,y2/dcos (AngR) ,Img,Npath 

If(RtAx.eq.'Y') Write(7,41)x2/dcos (AngR),y2,Img,Npath 

Endif 

Endif 

41 format (2(2x,E14.7),2(2x,1I4)) 

Endif 

Endif 

Cc IF RAY IS NOT ABSORBED DETERMINE THE TYPE OF REFLECTION WHICH WILL 

OCCUR 

Else 

ns = nsi 

Npath = Npath + 1 

call Reflec(RhoRto(nsi),SpcRf1) 

Cc Subroutine Reflec calculates direction cosines for specularly 

reflecting 

Cc rays, therefore return to statement 32 to find new intercept. 

Cc Rays that are diffusely reflected return to statement 31 to 

calculate 

c the direction of the ray. 

If (SpcRfl) then 

Goto 32 

Else 

Goto 31 

Endif 

Endif 

Else 

Nlost = Nlost + 1 

Endif 

9000 continue 

c CALULATE PERCENTAGE OF RAYS THAT HIT EACH ELEMENT IN TELESCOPE. 

c Store in file PctAbr.out 
write(8,42)dreal (NHFPA) /dreal (NSTR) , Img 

42 format ('%rays that hit FPA = ',F7.5,' from scene ',13) 

Do nsi=i1,NoS 

write(8,43)Img,nsi,dreal (N(Img,nsi))/dreal (NSTR) ,NHFPA 

43 format(I3,' to ',I3,' = ',D1i8.13,'; # hits FPA =',I9) 

Enddo 

9100 continue 

Write(*,*)' Rays that were not absorbed = ',Nlost 
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return 

end 

CR RR KKK KKK KK RK RK RK KK KR RK KR RR KR RK KKK RRR KEK KK KR KK KKK KARR KR KK KKK KK KKK 

c Subroutine for the reverse field of view Monte-Cario analysis. 

c Rays are emitted from the Focal Plane Array to the Earth to 

c determine the Field of View of the FPA. 

c Called by: Main Program 

c Calls: empln,emdir,intercept,ActDis,Absorb,xypln,Reflec 
CE KR KKK RRR KEK KKK RK KKK RK KEK KKK RK RK KR RR KK RK KK KKK RR RK OR RR KK RR RK RK KK kk RO KKK 

Subroutine MCFOV (see, zcerth, ftpntx, ftpnty) 

Implicit double precision (a-h, o-z) 

Parameter (NoS=13) 

Dimension see(NoS,NoS),RhoRto(NoS) ,xcoor(2*NoS) ,ycoor(2*NoS), 

+zcoor (2*NoS),dist(2*NoS) ,Nsurf (2*NoS) ,N(100,NoS) 
Dimension Alpha (40) 

Logical see,inside,hit,Absrb, SpcRfl 
Character*10 prim, secnd,curve 

Character*4 Tilt, RtAx 

common/geom/zvl,al,b1,cl,zf£1,R1,ch1,AM1,BM1,CM1,2zc2,a2,b2,2zc4,zv4, 

+a4,b4,c4,R4,ch4,AM4, BM4,CM4, zmax4, zmin4,zc5,a5,b5,zc6,dx6,dy6,dz6, 

+R6,208,a8,b8,c8, zmaxl2,zmini2,R12,2¢c13,R13 
common/FPA/zfpa,DxFPA, DyFPA, XMnm, YMnm, NFPx, NFPy 

common/svgrv/xrfil,yrf1,RfzMn, DzRFL,AngR,Tilt,RtAx 
common/prop/Alpha,RhoRto 

common/char/prim, secnd, curve 

common/counters/NS,NSE,NTR,NMIRRS 

common/ray/pi,x1,y1,z1,d11,dm1,dn1,x2,y2,2z2,T 

common/intrept/dist,xcoor,ycoor, zcoor,Nsurf,Ncentr 

Cc Constants 

pi = dacos(-1.00d00) 

Cc Open output file to store x,y points for scatter plot of FPA Field 

of View 

open(5,File='Fov.out') 

Cc Open output file to store the intercept points of all rays that do 

not 
Cc follow the optical path. 

open(7,File='FovNop.out') 

Cc Initialize counter to track rays that are not absorbed by anything 

Nlost = 0 

Cc Limit emission for the two mirror telescopes 

If(NMIRRS.eq.1) then 

Rs = 1.0d00 
Endif 

If(NMIRRS.eq.2) then 

Tf(Tilt.eq.'y') then 
Rs = 1.0d00 

Else 

Cc Calculate scalar for limited emission angle(pg 135 Lab Book) 
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ThtaBnd = datan((dsqrt (DxFPA*DxFPA + DyFPA*DyFPA) /2.0d00 + R6)/ 

+ (zc6 - zfpa)) 

Rs = (1.0000 - dcos(2.0d0*ThtaBnd) ) /2.0d0 
Endif 

Endif 

Cc Initialize counter for rays on Earth and rays that fall outside the 

c Image defined by ftpntx and ftpnty. 

Noutsd = 0 

NSE = 10 

Cc Initialize counter of Rays that hit Telescope. Reuse the array 

Cc for each row to reduce the array size. 

Do 3 = 1,NoS 

N(NSE,j) = 0 

Enddo 

Cc INITIATE THE MONTE-CARLO RAY-TRACE 

Do 9000 NR=1,Ntr 

Cc Rename Surface of emission so that subroutine can be used for 

c both original emission and diffuse reflection without losing 

Cc the original emission point. 

NS = NSE 

C Reset counter for the number of reflections(# paths) for a given ray 

Npath = 1 

Cc CALCULATE POINT OF EMISSION 

call emplin(XMnm, YMnm, DxFpa, DyFPA, zfpa) 

Tf(Tilt.eq.'y') then 

If(RtAx.eq.'X') zl 

If(RtAx.eq.'Y') zl 

Endif 

zipa + yl*dtan(AngR) 

zfipa + x1l*dtan(AngR) 

it 

Cc CALCULATE DIRECTION OF EMISSION OR DIFFUSE REFLECTION 

Cc Number !!31 in left column is connected to a goto statement post 

c decision of ray being diffusely reflected. The emission surface 

Cc is renumbered and returned to this point to start process over 

again. 

Cc Bval is a value used to limit(bound) the zenith angle of emission. 
c Bval is on the interval [0,1] where 1 does not limit the zenith 

angle. 

31 Bval = 1.00d0 
If(NS.eq.10) Bval = Rs 

call emdir(Bval) 

Cc FIND POINTS OF INTERCEPTION WITH EACH SURFACE 

c Number !!32 in left column is connected to a goto statement post 
Cc decision of ray being specularly reflected. The surface from which 

c ray has left is renumbered along with direction cosines. 
c Process continues to loop until ray is absorbed. 
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c Initialize or reset values to find the 

interception/absorbtion/reflection 

Cc of each trip of the Ray. 

32 Nentr = 0 

hit = .false. 

inside = .false. 

Absrb = .false. 

SpcRfl = .false. 

If(NMIRRS.eq.1} call intrcepti(see,hit) 

Lf (NMIRRS.eq.2) call intrcpt2(see,hit) 

c If ray legally hits(intercepts) surfaces; compare distances 

C of each interception point for actual interception. 

If (hit) then 

call ActDis(nsi) 

Cc FIND IF INTERCEPTING SURFACE ABSORBS THE RAY 

call Absorb(Alpha(nsi) ,Absrb) 

If(Absrb) then 

N(NSE,nsi) = N(NSE,nsi) + 1 

Cc Extend all rays from FPA that hit the openning down to the Earth's 

Surface 

ITf(nsi.eq.13) then 

call xypin(zcerth) 

NErth = NErth + 1 

write(5,40)x2/1E+05,y2/1E+05 

40 format (2 (2x,E14.7)) 

c Count all rays that fall outside image ‘'footprint' 
Tf(x2.1t.(-ftpntx/2.0d00).or.x2.gt. (ftpntx/2.0d00).or.y2.1t. 

+(-ftpnty/2.0d00).or.y2.gt. (ftpnty/2.0d00)} then 

Noutsd = Noutsd + 1 

Endif 

Cc Store locations of rays that hit FPA by not following the Optical 

path. 

c (Optical path should contain NMIRRS + 1 paths) 

If(Npath.ne. (NMIRRS+1)) then 

Write (7,41)x2/1E+05,y2/1E+05,Npath 

41 format (2(Z2x,E14.7),14) 

Endif 

Endif 

Cc IF RAY IS NOT ABSORBED DETERMINE THE TYPE OF REFLECTION WHICH WILL 

OCCUR 

Else 

ns = nsi 

Npath = Npath + 1 

call Reflec(RhoRto(nsi),SpcRfl1) 

c Subroutine Reflec calculates direction cosines for specularly 
c reflecting rays, therefore return to statement 32 to find new 

intercept. 

c Rays that are diffusely reflected return to statement 31 

Cc to calculate the direction of the ray. 

T£ (SpcRf1) then 
Goto 32 
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Else 

Goto 31 

Endif 

Endif 

Else 

Niost = Nlost + 1 

Endif 

9000 continue 

Close(5) 

Close (7) 

c Open output file to store the distribution factors from FPA 

c to each element within the telescope. 

Open(8,File='DisFov.out') 

c CALCULATE THE DISTRIBUTION FACTORS FROM FPA TO EACH ELEMENT 

write(8,42)Rs 

42 format('Limited Emission Scalar = ',F9.5) 

write(8,43)NSE,1,RS*dreal (N(NSE,1)) /dreal (NTR) 

write (8,43)NSE,2,RS*dreai (N(NSE,2))/dreal (NTR) 

write(8,43)NSE,3, (1.0d0-Rs) + Rs*dreal (N(NSE,3))/dreal (NTR) 
Do nsi=4,NoS 

write(8,43)NSE,nsi,RS*dreal (N(NSE,nsi)) /dreal (NTR) 
Enddo 

43 format('D(',1I4,',',1I3,') = ',D18.11) 

c CALULATE PERCENTAGE OF RAYS FIRED FROM FPA THAT FALL OUTSIDE IMAGE. 

write(8,44)dreal (NOutsd) /dreal (N(NSE,13)) 

44 format('%rays on Earth which are outside Image = ',F8.5) 

write(8,45)ftpntx/1.0d05, ftpnty/1.0d05 

45 format(’Footprint compared was ',F9.5,' x ',F9.5,' [km*2]') 

Write(*,*)' Rays that were not absorbed = ',Nlost 

return 

end 

CRKKRKKKKKEKKKEKKKEKKEKK EK KEK KKK KR KARR KK KR RK KK KKK RE KEE KK AKER KEKE KK KKK RK KK KKK 

c Subroutine for the reverse Image Monte-Carlo analysis. 

c Distribution factors from each element on the Focal Plane 

c Array to all elements inside the telescope and the Earth scenes 

Cc are computed so that the heat flux can be determined on each 

c element of the Focal Plane Array. 

Cc Called by: Main Program 

c Calls: empln,emdir,intercept,ActDis,Absorb,Reflec 
CORK KK KKKKKKKKKKKKKKA KKK KKK KKK RK RK KK KK KKK KKK KEK KKK KK KKK KKK KKK KEK KKK KKK KKK 

Subroutine MCIMG(see,Side,zcerth,NRects,NCircs,Temp,NDistr,t0) 
Implicit double precision (a-h, o-z) 

Parameter (NoS=13) 

Dimension see(NoS,NoS) ,RhoRto(NoS) ,xcoor(2*NoS) ,ycoor(2*NoS), 
+zcoor (2*NoS) ,dist(2*NoS) ,Nsurf (2*NoS) 

Dimension Alpha(46C) ,Temp(40) 

Dimension RetXmn(NoS:40),RctYmn (NoS:40) ,Rdx(NoS:40),Ray(NoS:40Q), 

+CirxX(NoS:40),CirY(NoS:40) ,CirR(NoS: 40) 

Dimension N(100,40),qFPA(100) 
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Logical see,inside,hit,Absrb,SpcRfl 
Character*10 prim, secnd,curve 

Character*4 Tilt,RtAx 

common/geom/zvl,al,b1,cl,zf1,R1,ch1,AM1,BM1,CM1,2zc2,a2,b62,zc4,zv4, 

+a4,b4,c4,R4,ch4,AM4,BM4,CM4, zmax4, zmin4,zc5,a5,b5,zc6,dx6,dy6,dz6, 
+R6,208,a8,b68,c8, zmaxl12, zmini2,R12,zc13,R1i3 

common/FPA/zfpa, DxFPA, DYFPA, XMnm, YMnm, NFPx, NF Py 

common/svgrv/xrfl,yrfl,RfzMn, DZRFL,AngR,Tilt,RtAx 

common/scene/RctXmn, RctYmn, Rdx, Ray, CirX,CirY,CirR 

common/prop/Alpha, RhoRto 
common/char/prim, secnd, curve 

common/counters/NS,NSE,NTR,NMIRRS 
common/ray/pi,x1,y1l,z1,d11,dml1,dn1,x2,y2,2z2,T 

common/intrept/dist,xcoor,ycoor, zcoor,Nsurf,Ncntr 
Cc Constants 

pi = dacos(-1.00d00) 

Sigma = 5.67051d-08 

C Open File to store convergence of heat flux from each detector 

open (5,File='Cnvg.out') 

c Open output file to store Array of Distribution factors from FPA to 
Cc surface defined by NDistr. 

open(7,File='DisAry.out') 

Cc Open File to create the column of flux values used to create an 

Image. 

open (8,File='Img.out') 

c Open File to create the array of flux values used to create an 

Image. 

open(9,File='Ary.out') 

Cc Initialize counter to track rays that are not absorbed by anything 

and 

Cc counter for total number of rays in an entire run of the program. 

Nlost = 0 

TotRays = 0.0d0 

c Limit emission for the two mirror telescopes 

If(NMIRRS.eq.1) then 

Rs = 1.0d00 
Endif 

If (NMIRRS.eq.2) then 

Tf(Tilt.eq.'y') then 

Rs = 1.0d00 
Else 

Cc Calcuiate scalar for limited emission angle(pg 135 Lab Book) 

ThtaBnd = datan( (dsqrt (DxFPA*DxFPA + DyFPA*DYyFPA)/2.0d00 + R6)/ 

+ (zc6 - zfpa)) 

Rs = (1.00d0 ~- dcos(2.0d0*ThtaBnd) )/2.0d0 

Endif 

Endif 

Write(5,40)Rs 

40 format('Limited emission scalar = ',F8.6) 
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ol Write detector array size to file for Image output with 

Cc viewexp (Pierre V. software) 

Write(8,41)NFPx,NFPy 

41 format (2(1x,I4)) 

Cc Calculate size of each detector element 

delx = DxFPA/dreal (NFPx) 

dely DyFPA/dreal (NFPy) 

Cc Calculate Number of Surfaces in Program 

ImgN = NoS + NRects + NCires + 1 

NSE = 10 

Cc Do loop for emitting radiation from square(s) on the Focal Plane 

array 
Do 9200 JFPA=1,NFPy 

Ymn = YMnm + dreal(jFPA-1)*dely 

Do 9100 iFPA=1,NFPx 

Xmn = XMnm + dreal (iFPA-1)*delx 

NFPelmt = iFPA + NFPx* (jFPA-1) 

Write(5,42) NFPelmt 
42 format ('Rays being emitted from detector element ',I5) 

Cc Initialize counter cf Rays that hit Telescope and Image. Reuse the 

array 
Cc for each row to reduce the array size. 

Do j = 1,ImgN 

N(iFPA,3) = 0 
Enddo 

Cc Initialize variables used in calculation of heat flux. Reuse the 

array 

Cc for each row to reduce the array size. 

GOLD = 0.0da00 

QFPA(iFPA) = 0.0d00 

noid = 0 

c INITIATE MONTE-CARLO RAY-TRACE. 

Do 9000 NR=1,Ntr 

TotRays = TotRays + 1.0d0 

c Rename Surface of emission so that subroutine can be used for 
c both original emission and diffuse reflection without losing 

C the original emission point. 

NS = NSE 

Cc CALCULATE POINT OF EMISSION 

call emplin(Xmn,Ymn,delx,dely,zfpa) 

If(Tilt.eq.'y') then 

Tf(RtAx.eq.'X') zl zfipa + yl*dtan(AngR) 

If(RtAx.eq.'Y') zl = zfpa + x1i*dtan(AngR) 

Endif 
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Cc CALCULATE DIRECTION OF EMISSION OR DIFFUSE REFLECTION 

c Number !!31 in left colum is connected to a goto statement post 

Cc decision of ray being diffusely reflected. The emission surface is 

c renumbered and returned to this point to start process over again. 

c Bval is a value used to limit(bound) the zenith angle of emission. 

Cc Bval is on the interval [0,1] where 1 does not limit the zenith 

angle. 

31 Byval = 1.00d0 

IT£(NS.eq.10) Bval = Rs 

call emdir(Bval) 

Cc FIND POINTS OF INTERCEPTION WITH EACH SURFACE 

Cc Number !!32 in left column is connected to a goto statement post 

Cc decision of ray being specularly reflected. The surface from which 

c ray has left is renumbered along with direction cosines. 
c Process continues to loop until ray is absorbed. 

Cc Initialize or reset values to find the 

interception/absorbtion/reflection 

Cc of each trip of the Ray. 

32 Nentr = 0 

hit = .false. 

inside = .false. 

Absrb = .false. 

SpcRfl = .false. 

If(NMIRRS.eq.1) call intrcptl1(see,hit) 
If (NMIRRS.eq.2) call intrcpt2(see,hit) 

Cc If ray legally hits(intercepts) surfaces; compare distances 

c of each interception point for actual interception. 

If (hit) then 

call ActDis(nsi) 

c FIND IF INTERCEPTING SURFACE ABSORBS THE RAY 

call Absorb (Alpha(nsi),Absrb) 

If(Absrb) then 

N(iFPA,nsi) = N(iFPA,nsi) + 1 

c Extend all rays that hit openning down to Scene and check which 

c element gets hit. 

If(nsi.eq.13) then 

xl = x2 

yl = y2 
Zl = z2 

call xyplin(zcerth) 

c Reduce scale of points on Earth by the Image size (Side) 

xscl = x2/Side 
yscl = y2/Side 

Cc Reset whether Earth absorbs ray 

Absrb = .false. 
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c Check intercept with each rectangle. 

Do i = NoS+1,NoS+NRects 
If(xscl.ge.RcetXmn(i).and.xscl.le. (RetXmn(i)+Rdx(i))) then 

) Tf (yscel.ge.Retymn(i).and.yscl.le. (RetYmn(1i)+Rdy(i))) then 

call Absorb(Alpha(i),Absrb) 

If(Absrb) N{iFPA,1) = N(iFPA,1) + 1 

GOTO 9000 

Endif 

Endif 

Enddo 

c Check intecept with each circle. 

Do i = NoS+NRects+1,NoS+NRects+NCires 

dr = dsqrt((xscl-CirX(i))**2 + (yscl-CirY(i))**2) 

If(dr.le.CirR(i)) then 

call Absorb({(Alpha(i),Absrb) 

If(Absrb) N(iFPA,i) = N(iFPA,i) + 1 

GOTO 9000 
Endif 

Enddo 

c All rays that have not hit a scene piece have hit the background 
N(iFPA,ImgN) = N(iFPA,ImgN) + 1 

Endif 

Cc IF RAY IS NOT ABSORBED DETERMINE THE TYPE OF REFLECTION WHICH WILL 

OCCUR 

Else 

ns = nsi 

call Reflec(RhoRto(nsi),SpcRf1l) 

If (SpcRfl1l) then 

Goto 32 

Else 

Goto 31 

Endif 

Endif 

Else 

Nlost = Nlost + 1 

Endif 

Cc CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE OF COUNTER FOR DISTRIBUTION FACTOR FROM FPA 

Cc ELEMENT TO SURFACE OF INTEREST EVERY 10% OF TOTAL RAYS. 

Cc STOP EMITTING FROM DETECTOR ELEMENT IF CONVERGED. 

Rmndr = dmod(dreal (NR), (0.10d00*dreal (NTR) ) ) 

Tf (Rmndr.eq. (0.0d00)) then 

SmDT4 = 0.0d00 
Do j = 1, ImgN 

Tf(j.eq.3) then 
SmDT4 = SmDT4 + 

+ (1.0d0-Rs + Rs* (N(iFPA,j)/dreal (NR) ))* (Temp (j)**4) 

Else 

SmDT4 = SmDT4 + Rs*(N(iFPA,j)/dreal (NR) )* (Temp(j)**4) 

Endif 

Enddo 

QFPA(iFPA) Alpha(i0)*Sigma* (SmDT4 - Temp(10)**4) 

Write(5,43) qFPA(iFPA),NR 

43 format ('Calculated flux at detector = ',F10.5,'[W/m*2] after 

+',112,'rays') 
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IT£(N(ifpa,NDistr).ne.0.0d00) then 

Convrg = dabs((dreal({(N(ifpa,NDistr)) - dreal(nold))/ 

+ dreal (N(ifpa,NDistr))) 

L£(Convrg.le.(5.0d-03}) GOTO 500 

nold = N(ifpa,NDistr) 

endif 

Cc Check convergence of net heat flux at FPA element. Exit ray-trace if 

converged. 

Cc I£(qFPA(iFPA) .ne.0.0d00) then 

c Convrg = dabs((qFPA(iFPA) - qOLD)/qFPA(iFPA) ) 
c If (Convrg.le.(1.0d-03)) GOTO 500 

c qOLD = gqFPA(iFPA) 
Cc Endif 

Endif 

9000 continue 

c Print out each heat flux value in column fashion for Plotting 

c with viewexp (Pierre Villenueve program) 

500 Write(8,45) qFPA(iFPA) 
45 Format (1x,E13.7) 

9100 continue 

Cc Print out each row of detector heat flux array used with Plotting 
Cc software (Mathematica, Excel, etc..) to generate the FPA Image. 

Write(9,46) (qFPA(i),i=i1,NFPx) 

46 Format (100(1x,E13.7)) 

c Print out each row array for detector distribution to NDistr. Used 

with 

Cc plotting software (Mathematica, Excel, etc..) to generate surface 

plots. 

Tf(NDistr.eq.3) then 
Write(7,47) ((1.0d0-Rs)+Rs*dreal(N(i,NDistr))/dreal (NTR) ,i=1,NFPx) 

Else 

Write(7,47) (Rs*dreal (N(i,NDistr) )/dreal (NTR) ,i=1,NFPx) 

Endif 

47 Format (100(1x,E13.7)) 

9200 continue 

Cc Check CPU time and calculate millions of rays per hour the program 

Cc has traced. 

ttime = dreal (mclock())/100.0d0/60.0d0/60.0d0 - t0 
Write(*,48)ttime 

48 format(' Time to run image trace = ',F9.4,' hours') 

rph = TotRays/1.0d06/ttime 

Write (*,49)TotRays,rph 
49 format(E13.7,' Rays traced at',F10.5,' million rays per hour') 

Write(*,*)'Rays that were not absorbed = ',Nlost 

return 

end 
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CRKKKK KKK KKK RK KR KAR KR KR KR RRR KK RK KR RK KK RK KKK KK KKK KKK KR KK KK KK KK 

Cc Subroutine to calculate point of emision(from disk) 

Cc Called by: MCPNT,MCABR 

Cc Calls: ranmar () 
CORR RK RR KKK KA KKK KKK KK AK KKK KKK KR KKK RIKER REE KKK KKKKKKKKKKK KKK KK KK 

Subroutine emdisk(Zc,R0O) 

Implicit double precision (a-h, o-z) 

common/ray/pi,xl,y1,z1,d11,dm1,dn1,x2,y2,22,T 

zZl=2c 

phi=2*pi*ranmar () 

R=RO*dSqrt (ranmar () ) 

x1=R*dcos (phi) 

y1l=R*dsin (phi) 

return 

end 

CE KR KKK KK KKK RK KEKE KKK K KK AKER KK KKK KEK K KKK KKK KE KKK KA KK KKK KK KKK KR KK KK 

c Subroutine to calculate point of emision from Plane 

Cc Called by: MCABR,MCFOV,MCIMG 

Cc Calls: ranmar () 
CE KR RKKKKKKE KR KK KKK KK KKK KKEKERK KEK KKK KEKE KKK RRR KK KEKE KKK KA KKK KE KK KKK KK 

Subroutine empin(Xmnpin, Ymnpln,deltax,deltay,Zplin) 

Implicit double precision (a-h, o-z) 

common/ray/pi,x1,y1,z1,d11,dmi,dn1,x2,y2,z2,T 

zi = Zplin 

xl = Xmnpln + ranmar()*deltax 

yl = Ymnpin + ranmar()*deltay 

return 
end 

CRE K KK RK KKK KKK RE KKK RR KKK KEKE KKKKEKREKKEKKKKKKK KK KKK KK KKK KK KE KK KKK KK KKK 

Subroutine to calculate the direction of emission ina local 

coordinate system denoted by prime(p). Transformation based 
on surface shape (#) is then done to get direction cosines 

in global coordinates. 

Called by: MCPNT,MCABR,MCFOV,MCIMG 

Calls: ranmar () 
KEKE KKK KKK KKK KEK KEK KKK IKK KEK KKK KK KKK KEKE KE KEK KEKE KK KEK KERR KKK KK KKK a
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Subroutine emdir (Bval) 

Implicit double precision (a-h, o-z) 

Character*10 prim, secnd, curve 

Character*4 Tilt,RtAx 

common/geom/zvl1,al,bl1,c1,z£1,R1,chl1,AM1,BM1,CM1,zc2,a2,b2,zc4,zv4, 

+a4,b4,c4,R4,ch4,AM4,BM4,CM4, zmax4, zmin4,zc5,a5,b5,2zc6,dx6,dyé,dz6é, 

+R6,2C8,a8,b8,c8, zmax12,zminl2,R12,zc13,R13 

common/svgrv/xrfl,yrfl,RfzMn, DZRFL,AngR, Tilt, RtAx 
common/char/prim, secnd, curve 

common/counters/NS,NSE,NTR,NMIRRS 

common/ray/pi,xXl,y1,z1,dl1,dml1,dni,x2,y2,22,T 
c Calculated (pg 45 Lab Book) 

phi = 2.0d00*pi*ranmar () 
theta = dasin(dsqrt (Bval*ranmar())) 
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dnp dcos (theta) 

dip dsqrt (1.0d0-dnp*dnp) *dcos (phi) 

If (phi.le.pi) dmp = dsqrt(1.0d0-dnp*dnp-dlip*dlp) 

If (phi.gt.pi) dmp = -dsqrt(1.0d0-dnp*dnp-dlp*dlp) 

c TRANSLATE DIRECTION COSINES FROM LOCAL TO GLOBAL COORDINATE SYSTEM. 

If(NS.eq.1) then 

c Primary Mirror (pg 105-108 Lab Book). 
If(prim.eq.'parabola') then 

GSMag = dsqrt(4.0d00* {(x1*x1)/(al**4) + 4.0d00* (yl*yl1)/(b1**4) 
+ + 1/(cl*cl)) 

= -2.0d00*x1/ (al*al*GSMag) 

yn = -2.0d00*y1/ (b1*b1*GSMag) 

zn = 1.0d00/ (c1*GSMag) 

If(prim.eq.'sphere') then 

zO1l = zvl + RI 

GSMag = asqrt(x1l*xl + yl*yl + (z1-z01)**2) 

xn = -x1/GSMag 

yn = -yl/GSMag 

zn = -(zi-z01)/GSMag 

Endif 

If(prim.eq.'hyperbola') then 

zZO1l = zvl - chil 

GSMag = dsqrt(x1*x1/(al**4) + yl*yl/(b1**4) 

+ + ((z1-z01)**2)/(ch1**4)} ) 

xn = -x1/(al*al*GSMag) 

yn = -yi/ (b1l*b1*GSMag) 

zn = (z1-z01)/(chi*ch1*GSMag) 

Endif 

If(prim.eq.'ellipse') then 

zZO1l = zvl + CM1 

GSMag = dsqrt (x1*x1/ (AM1**4) + yl1l*yl1/(BM1**4) 

+ + ((z1-z01)**2)/(CM1**4) ) 

-~x1/ (AM1*AM1*GSMag) 

yn -y1/ (BM1*BM1*GSMag) 

2n = -—(zZ1-zZ01) / (CM1*CM1*GSMag) 

Endif 

xyn = dsqrt(xn*xn + yn*yn) 
zaxy = zn/xyn 
comm = xyn + zn*zdxy 

dll = -dip*xn*zdxy + dmp*yn*comm + dnp*xn 

dml = -dlp*yn*zdxy - dmp*xn*comm + dnp*yn 

= dlip*xyn + dnp*zn 

c Surfaces (2) and (3) are never used as emitting or diffusely 

c reflecting surfaces. 

IF(NS.eq.4) then 

c For ONE mirror telecope inside cavity of FPA case. 

If (NMIRRS.eq.1) then 

If(zl.eq.zc4) then 

c Disk surface 

dli = -dlp 
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dml = -dmp 

dni = -dnp 

Endif 

If(z1l.1t.zmax4.and.z1l.gt.zmin4) then 

c Cylindrical surface (pg 19 Lab Book) 

dli = dmp*yl1/R4 - dnp*x1/R4 

dmil = -dmp*x1/R4 - dnp*y1/R4 

dni = dlp 

Endif 

Endif 

c For TWO mirror telescope Secondary Mirror(pgs 105-108 L/B). 

If(NMIRRS.eq.2) then 

If{(secnd.eq.'parabola') then 

If (curve.eq.'convex') then 

GSMag = dsqrt(4.0d00* (x1*x1)/(a4**4) + 4.0d00* (y1l*yl1)/(b4**4) 

+ + 1/(c4*c4) ) 

xn = 2.0d00*x1/ (a4*a4*GSMag) 

yn = 2.0d00*y1/ (b4*b4*GSMag) 

zn = -1.0d00/ (c4*GSMag) 

Else 

GSMag = dsqrt(4.0d00* (x1*x1)/(a4**4) + 4.0d00* (y1l*yl1) /(b4**4) 

+ + 1/(c4*c4) ) 

xn = -2.0d00*x1/ (a4*a4*GSMag) 

yn = -2.0d00*y1/ (b4*b4*GSMag) 

zn = 1.0d00/ (c4*GSMag) 

Endif 

Endif 

Tf(secnd.eq.'sphere') then 

Tf (curve.eq.'convex') then 

zO4 = zv4 + R4 

GSMag = dsqrt(x1l*x1l + yl*yl + (z1-2z04)**2) 

xn = x1/GSMag 

yn = yi/GSMag 
zn = (z1-z04)/GSMag 

Else 

z04 = zv4 - R4 

GSMag = dsqrt(x1*x1l + yl*yl + (z1-z04)**2) 

xn = -x1/GSMag 

yn = -yl/GSMag 

zn = -—(z1-z04) /GSMag 

Endif 

Endif 

If(secnd.eq.'hyperbola') then 

If (curve.eq. 'convex’) then 

z04 = zv4 - ch4 

GSMag = dsqrt (x1*x1/(a4**4) + yl*yl/(b4**4) 
+ + ((z1-204)**2)/(ch4**4)) 

xn = x1/(a4*a4*GSMag) 

yn = yil/ (b4*b4*GSMag) 

zn = ~(z1-2z04)/{ch4*ch4*GSMag) 

Else 

z04 = zv4 + ch4 

GSMag = dsaqrt(xi*x1/(a4**4) + yl*yl1/(b4**4) 
+ + ((z1-z04)**2)/(ch4**4)) 

xn -x1/(a4*a4*GSMag) 
yn -yl/ (b4*b4*GSMag) 
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zn = (z1-z04)/(ch4*ch4*GSMag) 

Endif 
Endif 

If(secnd.eq.'ellipse') then 
If (curve.eq.'convex') then 

z04 = zv4 + CM4 

GSMag = dsqrt (x1*x1/ (AM4**4) + yl*yl1/(BM4**4) 

+ + ((z1-z04)**2) / (CM4**4) )} 

xn = x1/ (AM4*AM4*GSMag) 

yn = yl/(BM4*BM4*GSMag) 

zn = (z1-z04) / (CM4*CM4*GSMag) 
Else 

z04 = zv4 - CM4 

GSMag = dsqrt(x1*x1/ (AM4**4) + yl*yl1/(BM4**4) 

+ + ((z1-z04)**2)/(CM4**4) ) 

xn = -x1/(AM4*AM4*GSMag) 

yn = -yl/ (BM4*BM4*GSMag) 

zn = -—(z1-z04) / (CM4*CM4*GSMag) 

Endif 

Endif 

xyn = dsqrt(xn*xn + yn*yn) 

zdxy = zn/xyn 

comm = xyn + zn*zdxy 

dli = -dlp*xn*zdxy + dmp*yn*comm + dnp*xn 

dm1l = -dlp*yn*zdxy - dmp*xn*comm + dnp*yn 

dni = dlp*xyn + dnp*zn 

IF(NS.eq.5) then 

c For ONE mirror system outside of FPA case 

If(NMTRRS.eq.1) then 

If(zl.eq.zc4) then 

ec Disk surface 

dll = dlp 

dm1l = dmp 

dnl = dnp 

Endif 

Tf(z1l.1lt.zc4.and.z1.gt.zc6) then 

c Cylindrical surface (pg 19 Lab Book) 
dlil = -dmp*y1/R4 + dnp*x1/R4 

dml = dmp*x1/R4 + dnp*yl1/R4 

dni = dip 

Endif 

Endif 

c For TWO mirror system back of Secondary 

If (NMIRRS.eq.2) then 

If (curve.eq. ‘'convex') then 

dli = dlp 

dmil = dmp 

dni = dnp 

Endif 

If (curve.eq.'concave') then 

If(secnd.eq.'parabola') then 

GSMag = dsqrt(4.0d00* (x1*x1)/(a4**4) + 4.0d00* (y1l*yl1)/(b4**4) 

+ + 1/(c4*c4) ) 
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xn 2.0d00*x1/ (a4*a4*GSMag) 

yn 2.0d00*y1/ (b4*b4*GSMag) 

zn = -1.0d00/ (c4*GSMag) 

Endif 

If(secnd.eq.'sphere') then 

zO04 = zv4 - R4 

GSMag = dsgrt(x1l*xl + yl*yl + (z1i-z04)**2) 

i 
Ht 

xn = x1/GSMag 

yn = yl/GSMag 

zn = {(z1-z04) /GSMag 

Endif 

If(secnd.eq.'hyperbola') then 

z0O4 = zv4 + ch4 

GSMag = dsqrt(x1*x1/(a4**4) + yl*yl1/(b4**4) 

+ + ((z1-z04)**2)/(ch4**4) ) 

xn = x1/ (a4*a4*GSMag)} 

yn = yl/(b4*b4*GSMag) 

zn = -(z1-2z04)/(ch4*ch4*GSMag) 

Endif 

Tfi(secnd.eq.'ellipse') then 

z04 = zv4 - CM4 

GSMag = dsqrt (x1*x1/{(AM4**4) + yl*yl1/(BM4**4) 

+ + ((zi-z04)**2)/(CM4**4) ) 

xn = x1/(AM4*AM4*GSMag) 

yn = yl/(BM4*BM4*GSMag) 
zn = (z1-z04)/(CM4*CM4*GSMag) 

Endif 

xyn = dsqrt(xn*xn + yn*yn) 

zaxy = zn/xyn 

comm = xyn + 2n*zdxy 

dii = -dlp*xn*zdxy + dmp*yn*comm + dnp*xn 

dmi = -dlp*yn*zdxy - dmp*xn*comm + dnp*yn 

dni = dip*xyn + dnp*zn 

Endif 

Endif 

Endif 

If(NS.eq.6) then 

c Field Stop disk. 

If (NMIRRS.eq.1) then 

dii = -dlp 

dmil = -dmp 

dni = -dnp 

Endif 

If (NMIRRS.eq.2) then 

dil = dip 

dmi = dmp 

dni = dnp 

Endif 
Endif 

If(NS.eq.7) then 
c Back of Field Stop disk. 

If (NMIRRS.eq.1) then 

dili = dlp 
dml = dmp 
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dni = dnp 

Endif 

If(NMIRRS.eq.2) then 

dli = -dlip 

aml = -dmp 

dni = -dnp 

Endif 

Endif 

If(NS.eq.8) then 

c Inside Cone (pg. 105-108 Lab Book) 

GSMag = dsqrt(x1*x1/(a8**4) + yl*yl1/ (b8**4) 

+ + ((21-zc8)**2)/(c8**4)) 

xn = -xl/(a8*a8*GSMag) 

yn = -yl/(b8&*b8*GSMag) 

zn = (zl-zc8)/{(c8*c8*GSMag) 

xyn = dsqrt(xn*xn + yn*yn) 

zdxy = zn/xyn 

comm = xyn + zn*zdxy 

dli = -dlp*xn*zdxy + dmp*yn*comm + dnp*xn 

dml = -dlp*yn*zdxy - dmp*xn*comm + dnp*yn 

anil = dip*xyn + dnp*zn 

Endif 

If (NS.eq.9) then 

c Outside Cone (pg. 105-108 Lab Book) 

GSMag = dsqrt(x1l*x1/(a8**4) + yi*yl/(b8**4) 

+ + ((z1l-zc8)**2)/(c8**4) ) 
= x1/(a8*a8*GSMag) 

yn = yl/ (b&*b8*GSMag) 
= -(z1-zc8) /{c8*c8*GSMag) 

xyn = dsqrt(xn*xn + yn*yn) 

zdxy = zn/xyn 

comm = xyn + zn*zdxy 

dli = -dlp*xn*zdxy + dmp*yn*comm + dnp*xn 

dml = -dlip*yn*zdxy - dmp*xn*comm + dnp*yn 

dni = dip*xyn + dnp*zn 

Endif 

ITf(NS.eg.10) then 

c Focal Plane Array 

Ii (NMIRRS.eq.1) then 

dil = -dlp 

dm1l = -dmp 

dni = -dnp 

Endif 
If (NMIRRS.eq.2) then 

If(Tilt.eq.'n') then 

dl1 = dlp 
aml = dmp 

dnl = dnp 

Endif 
T£(Tilt.eq.'y') then 

Cc Calculated (pg. 153 L/B) 
If(RtAx.egq.'X') then 

dli = dmp 
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dmi = -dlp*dcos(AngR) + dnp*dsin(-AngR) 

Endif 

If({(RtAx.eq.'Y') then 

dli = -dlp*dcos({AngR) + dnp*dsin(-AngR) 

dm1l = -dmp 

Endif 

dnl = dlip*sin(-AngR) + dnp*dcos (AngR) 

Endif 

Endif 

Endif 

If(NS.eq.11) then 

c Reflector of slant v-Groove(parallel to z-axis) with Focal 

Cc lane Array (only for NMIRRS.eq.2 and Tilt =y) 

Tf£(RtAx.eq.'X') then 

dali = dmp 

dml = (AngR/dabs (AngR) ) *dnp 

Endif 

If(RtAx.eq.'Y') then 

dll = (AngR/dabs (AngR) ) *dnp 

dm1l = -dmp 

Endif 

dni = (AngR/dabs (AngR) )*dlp 

Endif 

I£(NS.eq.12) then 
c Cylinder (pg 19 Lab Book) 

dill = dmp*yil/R1l2 - dnp*x1/R12 
Gdm1l = ~dmp*x1/R1i2 - dnp*yl1/Ri2 

dnl = dip 

Endif 

If(NS.eq.13) then 

c Openning of telescope. 

dll = ~dip 

dml = ~dmp 

dni = ~dnp 

Endif 

return 

end 
CREEK KKK KKRE KKK KKK KK KEK KKK KR RKE KKK KE KEKKKKKRKKEKKKKKKEKKKKKKKK KKK KKK KKK 

c Subroutine to calculate all the surfaces each ray intercepts 
Cc for a one mirror telescope. 

Cc Called by: MCPNT,MCABR,MCFOV,MCIMG 

Cc Calls: dsk, cylndr,ellips,pmirr, cone, RECXYZ 
CREEK KK KK RK RK KKK KEK RK KR KR KKK KKK KKK KR KR KKK RK KK KR RK RR KR KK RO Rk Kk RR RK KK 

Subroutine intrcptl(see,hit) 

Implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 

Parameter (NoS=13) 

Dimension see(NoS,NoS),xcoor(2*NoS) ,ycoor(2*NoS} ,zcoor(2*NoS), 

+dist(2*NoS) ,Nsurf (2*NoS) 

Logical see,inside,hit 

Character*10 prim, secnd, curve 
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common/geom/zvi1,al,b1,c1,z£1,R1,ch1,AM1,BM1,CM1,2c2,a2,b2,2c4,2zv4, 

+a4,b4,c4,R4,ch4,AM4,BM4,CM4, zmax4, zmin4,zc5,a5,b5,zc6,dx6,dy6,dz6, 

+R6,z208,a8,b8,c8, zmaxl2,zminl2,R12,zc13,R13 

common/FPA/zfpa, DxFPA, DyFPA, XMnm, YMnm, NFPx, NFPy 

common/char/prim, secnd, curve 

common/counters/NS,NSE,NTR,NMIRRS 

common/ray/pi,xl,yl1,z1,d1l1,dm1,dnl1,x2,y2,z2,T 

common/intrcept/dist,xcoor,ycoor,zcoor,Nsurf,Nentr 

c Rays emitted from FPA will only hit (4), (7), or pass through. 

Cc Since the longest running program emits rays from FPA, first check 

c intercepts with (7),({(4) or (10) and end subroutine if any is 

intercepted. 

Cc Surface(7) only seen by surfaces (4) or (10). 

T£(see(NS,7)) then 

call dsk(zc6,R6, inside) 

fx = dx6/2.0d00 

fy = dy6/2.0d00 

Tf(inside) then 

1f(x2.1t.-fx.or.x2.gt.fx.or.y2.1t.-fy.or.y2.gt.fy) then 

nsi = 7 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

goto 700 

endif 

Else 

call cylndr(R4,zmax4,zmin4,4,hit) 

I£(NS.eq.4) then 

if(zl.ne.zc4) then 

call dsk(zc4,R4,inside) 

if(inside) then 

if (x2.ge.XMnm.and.x2.le.(XMnm+DxFPA) .and.y2.ge.YMnm.and 

+.y2.le.(YMnm+DyFPA)) then 

nsi = 10 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 
else 

nsi = 4 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

endif 

endif 

endif 

Endif 
goto 700 

Endif 

Endif 

c Check if Ray intercepts Primary Mirror surface (1) 
T£(see(NS,1)) then 

Cc look at imaginary 2D ellipse on top of mirror first. 
zc = zvl + cil 

call ellips(zc,al,bl,inside) 

1£(zl.gt.zc) then 

if(inside) then 

call pmirr(ai,bl,c1,R1,chl1,AM1,BM1,CM1,zvl1,zc2,zc,1,hit) 

endif 

else 

if(.not.inside) then 
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call pmirr(al,b1,cl1,R1,ch1,AM1,BM1,CM1,zvl,zc2,zc,1,hit) 

endif 

endif 

Endif 

c Check if Ray intercepts outside cavity of FPA case (5). 

If(see(NS,5)) then 

c skip rays that might hit field stop disk, since they can not hit 

(5). 
If(zl.it.zc6) then 

call dsk(zc6,R6, inside) 

1f(.not.inside) call cylndr(R4,zmax4,zmin4,5,hit) 

Else 

call cylndr(R4,zmax4,zmin4,5,hit) 

Endif 

If(zl.gt.zmax4) then 

call dsk(zc4,R4,inside) 

1f(inside) then 

nsi = 5 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

endif 

Endif 

Endif 

Cc Check if Ray intercepts field stop (6) or passes through 

Cc to inside of FPA case (4) or (10). 

If(see(NS,6)) then 

1f(zl.it.zc6) then 

call dsk(zc6,R6,inside) 

fx = dx6/2.0d00 

fy = dy6é/2.0d00 

if(inside) then 

if(x2.1t.-fx.or.x2.gt.fx.or.y2.1lt.-fy.or.y2.gt.fy) then 

nsi = 6 

call RECXYZ (nsi,hit) 

else 

call xyplin(zfpa) 

if (x2.ge.XMnm.and.x2.le. (XMnm+DxFPA) .and.y2.ge.YMnm.and. 

+y2.le.(YMnm+DyFPA)) then 

nsi = 10 

call PECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

else 

call dsk(zc4,R4, inside) 

if(inside) then 

nsi = 4 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

endif 

call cylndr(R4,zmax4,zmin4,4,hit) 

endif 

endif 

endif 

endif 

Endif 

c Check special case for Rays reflected of back of Field stop (7), 

Cc because it is not accounted for directly above. 

Cc Rays will either hit (4) or (10). 
If(NS.eq.7) then 

call xyplin(zfpa) 
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1f(x2.ge.XMnm.and.x2.le.(XMnm+DxFPA) .and.y2.ge.YMnm.and. 

+y2.le.(Y¥Mnm+DyFPA)) then 

nsi = 10 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

else 

call dsk(zc4,R4,inside) 

if(inside) then 

nsi = 4 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

endif 

call cylndr(R4,zmax4,zmin4,4,hit) 

endif 

Endif 

Cc Check if Ray intercepts inside of baffle surface (8) 

If(see(NS,8)) then 

ztop = z2c6 

zopen = zc8 - c8 

If(NS.eq.8}) then 

call ellips(zopen,a8,b8, inside) 

If(.not.inside) then 

nsi = 8 

call cone(ztop,a8,b8,c8,zc8,nsi,hit) 

Endif 

Else 

Tf(zl.le.zopen) then 

call ellips(zopen,a8,b8,inside) 

if(inside) then 

nsi = 8 

call cone(ztop,a8,b8,c8,zc8,nsi,hit) 
endif 

Endif 

Endif 

Endif 

Cc Check if Ray intercepts outside of baffle surface (9) 

If(see(NS,9)) then 

ztop = zc6 

zopen = zc8 - c8 

If(zl.le.zopen) then 

call ellips(zopen,a8,b8, inside) 

if(.not.inside) then 

nsi = 9 

call cone(ztop,a8,b8,c8,zc8,nsi,hit) 

endif 

Else 

nsi = 9 

call cone(ztop,a8,b8,c8,zc8,nsi,hit) 

Endif 

Endif 

c Check if Ray intercepts cylinder (body of telescope) surface (12) 

Tf(see(NS,12)) call cylndr(R12,zmax12,zmin1l2,12,hit) 

c Check if Ray intercepts opening of telescope (disk (13)) 
If(see(NS,13)}) then 

call dsk(zc13,R13,inside) 

Tf(inside) then 

nsi = 13 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 
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endif 

Endif 

700 return 

end 

CR RK KKK KK KR KR KR KR KR KR KKK RK KKK KK RK KKK RK RK RR KK KKK KR KK KK KK KK KKK 

Cc Subroutine to calculate all the surfaces each ray intercepts 

Cc for a two mirror telescope. 

Cc Called by: MCPNT,MCABR,MCFOV,MCIMG 

Cc Calls: dsk,cylndr,ellips,pmirr,smirr,cone, RECXYZ 
Ck KKK RR RR RK RK RR RR RK RR KR KEK KKK RE KR RR KKK KKK KKK KK KKK KKK KK KK KK 

Subroutine intrcpt2(see,hit) 

Implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 

Parameter (NoS=13) 

Dimension see(NoS,NoS) ,xcoor({2*NoS) ,ycoor(2*NoS),zcoor(2*NoS), 

+dist(2*NoS) ,Nsurf(2*NoS) 

Logical see,inside,hit 

Character*10 prim, secnd, curve 

Character*4 Tilt, RtAx 

common/geom/zvl1l,al,bl,cl,zf1,R1,chl,AM1,BM1,CM1,zc2,a2,b2,zc4,zv4, 

+a4,b4,c4,R4,ch4,AM4, BM4,CM4, zmax4, zmin4,zc5,a5,b5,2zc6,dx6,dy6,dz6, 

+R6,z208,a8,b68,c8, zmaxi2, zminl2,R12,2¢c13,R13 

common/FPA/zfpa,DxFPA, DyFPA, XMnm, YMnm, NFPx, NFPy 

common/svgrv/xrfl,yrfl,RfzMn, DZRFL,AngR,Tilt, RtAx 

common/char/prim, secnd, curve 

common/counters/NS,NSE,NTR,NMIRRS 

common/ray/pi,xX1l,y1,z1,d1i,dml,dn1,x2,y2,z2,T 

common/intrept/dist,xcoor,ycoor, zcoor,Nsurf,Ncntr 

c Since longest running program emits rays from Focal Plane Array 

first 

Cc check for intercept with back of field stop (7), only seen from 

FPA(10) 

Cc and slant V-Groove reflector(11). Based on geometry ray will either: 

Cc intercept (7), (10),(11),(3), or pass through field stop. 

Cc If any are intercepted then exit subroutine. 

If(see(NS,7)) then 

Cc Check disk (7) 

call dsk(zc6,R6,inside) 
If(inside) then 

fx = dx6/2.0d00 

fy = dy6/2.0d00 

if(x2.1t.-fx.or.x2.gt.fx.or.y2.1it.-fy.or.y2.gt.fy) then 

nsi = 7 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

endif 

Endif 

c Check (11) or (10) which can be hit each other. 

If(Tilt.eq.'y') then 

If(NS.eq.10) then 
If (RtAx.eq.'X') then 

call hzpln(yrf1,RtAx) 

Tf£(xl.ge.XMnm.and.x1l.le. (XMnm+DxFPA) .and.zl1l.ge.RfzMn.and.z 
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+1l.le.(R£fZMn+DzRFL}) then 

nsi = 11 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

endif 

Endif 

If (RtAx.eq.'Y') then 

call hzpln(xrfl,RtAx) 

If(yl.ge.YMnm.and.yl.le. (YMnm+DyFPA) .and.z1.ge.RfzMn.and.z 

+1.le.(RfzMn+DzRFL)) then 

nsi = 11 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

endif 

Endif 

Endif 

If(NS.eq.11) then 

call TltPln(zfpa,RtAx, AngR) 

Tf(xl.ge.XMnm.and.xl.le. (XMnm+DxFPA) .and.yl.ge.YMnm.and.yl 

+.le.(YMnm+DyFPA)) then 
nsi = 10 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

endif 

Endif 

Endif 

c If (7),(10),or (11) where hit, then exit subroutine. 

Tf(hit) goto 700 

Cc If inside (7) but did not hit (7) then ray passed through. 

Cc Continue with rest of subroutine 

Cc Tf not inside disk of (7) then ray hit (3). 

If(.not.inside) then 

nsi = 3 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

goto 700 

Endif 

Endif 

Cc Check if Ray intercepts hole in primary mirror (2). Rays Fired from 

Cc (6), (10) or (11) will either hit (3) or pass through. Rays from 

above 

C primary that hit hole will either hit (3), (6), (10), or (11). 
Cc **NOTE: Must keep the distance(T) to primary hole to compare 

intercept 

Cc surfaces, otherwise the section of primary mirror below hole is hit. 

Lf(see(NS,2)) then 

call ellips(zc2,a2,b2,inside) 

If(NS.eq.6.or.NS.eq.10.or.NS.eq.11) then 

1f(.not.inside) then 

nsi = 3 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

goto 700 

endif 

ELSE 

if(inside) then 

Tcompare = T 

call dsk(zc6é,R6, inside) 

if(inside) then 
fx = dx6/2.0d00 
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fy = dy6/2.0d00 
f (x2.1t.-fx.or.x2.gt.fx.or.y2.1t.-fy.or.y2.gt.fy) then 

T = Tcompare 

i 

nsi = 6 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

else 

If(Tilt.eq.'n') then 

call xypin(zfpa) 

if (x2.ge.XMnm.and.x2.le. {(XMnm+DxFPA) .and.y2.ge.YMnm.and. 

+y2.le.(YMnm+DyFPA)) then 

T = Tcompare 

nsi = 10 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

goto 702 

endif 

Endif 

Tf(Tilt.eq.'‘y') then 

call TltPln(zfpa, RtAx, AngR) 

if (x2.ge.XMnm.and.x2.le. (XMnm+DxFPA) .and.y2.ge.YMnm.and. 

+y2.le.(YMnm+DyFPA)) then 

T = Tcompare 

nsi = 10 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

goto 702 

else 

If(RtAx.eq.'X') then 

call hzpln(yrfl,RtAx) 

if(xl.ge.XMnm.and.x1.le. (XMnm+DxFPA) .and.z1.ge.Rf£zMn. 

tand.zl.le.(R£zMn+DzRFL)) then 

T = Tcompare 

nsi = 11 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

goto 702 

endif 

endif 
If (RtAx.eq.'Y') then 

call hzpln(xrfl,RtAx) 

1f(yl.ge.YMnm.and.yl.le.(YMnm+DyFPA) .and.zl.ge.RfzMn. 

+and.z1l.le.(RfZMn+DzRFL)) then 

T = Tcompare 

nsi = 11 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

goto 702 

endif 

endif 

endif 

Endif 

T = Tcompare 

nsi = 3 
call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

endif 

else 

T = Tcompare 

nsi = 3 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

endif 
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endif 

Endif 

Endif 

Cc Check special case when rays reflect from back of field stop, 

c because this is not accounted for in check directly above. 

Cc Rays will either hit (10),(11) or (3) 

702 I£f(NS.eq.7) then 

If(Tilt.eq.'n') then 

call xypln(zfpa) 

if (x2.ge.XMnm.and.x2.le. (XMnm+DxFPA) .and.y2.ge.YMnm.and. 

+y2.le.(YMnm+DyFPA)) then 

T = Tcompare 

nsi = 10 
call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

goto 703 

endif 

Endif 

If(Tilt.eq.'y') then 
call T1ltPln(zfpa,RtAx, AngR) 

1f£(x2.ge.XMnm.and.x2.le.(XMnm+DxFPA) .and.y2.ge.YMnm.and. 

+y2.le.(YMnm+DyFPA)) then 

T = Tcompare 

nsi = 10 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

goto 703 

else 

If(RtAx.eq.'X') then 

call hzpln(yrfl,RtAx) 

1f(xl.ge.XMnm.and.x1.le. (XMnm+DxFPA) .and.z1.ge.RfzMn. 

tand.zil.ile.(R£ZMn+DzRFL)) then 

T = Tcompare 

nsi = 1i 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

goto 703 

endif 

endif 
If (RtAx.eq.'Y') then 

call hzpln(xrfl,RtAx) 

if(yl.ge.YMnm.and.yl.le. (YMnm+DyFPA) .and.z1.ge.RfzMn. 

tand.zl.le.(RfzMn+DzRFL)) then 

T = Tcompare 

nsi = 11 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

goto 703 

endif 

endif 

endif 

Endif 

nsi = 3 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

Endif 

Cc Check if Ray intercepts Primary Mirror surface (1) 

703 If(see(NS,1)) then 

c look at imaginary 2D ellipse on top of mirror first. 
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zc = zvl + cl 

calli ellips(zc,al,bl1,inside) 

1fi(zl.gt.zc) then 

if(inside) then 

call pmirr(al,b1,c1,R1,chl,AMi,BM1,CM1,zvl1,zc2,zc,1,hit) 

endif 

else 

if(NS.eq.4) then 

if(dnl.1t.0.0d0) then 

call pmirr(al,b1,c1,R1,ch1,AM1,BM1,CM1,zv1,zc2,zc,1,hit) 

else 

1f(.not.inside) then 

call pmirr(al,b1l,cl1,R1,chl,AM1,BM1,CM1,zv1,zc2,zc,1,hit) 

endif 

endif 

else 

if({.not.inside) then 

call pmirr(al,b1,cl1,R1,ch1,AM1,BM1,CM1,zv1,zc2,zc,1,hit) 

endif 

endif 

endif 

Endif 

c check if Ray intercepts Secondary Mirror surface (4) 

If(see(NS,4)) then 

If (curve.eq.'convex') then 

ZC = zv4 4+ c4 

call smirr(a4,b4,c4,R4,ch4,AM4,BM4,CM4,zv4,zc,4,hit) 

Endif 

If({curve.eq.'concave') then 

zc = zv4 - c4 

call ellips(zc,a4,b4,inside) 

if(ns.eq.4) then 

1f(.not.inside) then 

call smirr(a4,b4,c4,R4,ch4,AM4,BM4,CM4,zv4,zc,4,hit) 

endif 

else 

if(zl.it.zc) then 

if(inside) then 
call smirr(a4,b4,c4,R4,ch4,AM4,BM4,CM4, zv4,zc,4,hit) 

endif 

endif 

endif 

Endif 

Endif 

Cc check if Ray intercepts back of secondary mirror surface (5) 

If(see(NS,5)) then 

If (curve.eq.'convex') then 

1£(zl.gt.zc5) then 
call ellips(zc5,a5,b5,inside) 

If(inside) then 
nsi = 5 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

endif 

endif 

Endif 
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If (curve.eq.'concave') then 

zc = zv4 - c4 

if(zl.lt.zc) then 

call ellips(zc,a4,b4,inside) 

1f(.not.inside) then 

call smirr(a4,b4,c4,R4,ch4,AM4,BM4,CM4,zv4,zc,5,hit) 

endif 

else 

call smirr(a4,b4,c4,R4,ch4,AM4,BM4,CM4,zv4,zc,5,hit) 

endif 

Endif 

Endif 

Cc check if Ray intercepts inside of baffle surface (8) 

If({see(NS,8)) then 

Lf (curve.eq.'convex') ztop = zv4 + c4 

Tf(curve.eq.'concave') ztop = zv4 - c4 

zopen = zc8 - c8 

If(NS.eq.8) then 

call ellips(zopen,a8,b8, inside) 

If(.not.inside) then 

nsi = 8 

call cone(ztop,a8,b8,c8,zc8,nsi,hit) 

Endif 

Else 

Tf(zl.le.zopen) then 

call ellips(zopen,a8,b8, inside) 

if(inside) then 

nsi = 8 

call cone(ztop,a8,b8,c8,zc8,nsi,hit) 

endif 

Endif 

Endif 

Endif 

c check if Ray intercepts outside of baffle surface (9) 

ITf(see(NS,9)) then 

If(curve.eq.'convex') ztop = zv4 + c4 

If(curve.eq.'concave') ztop = zv4 - c4 

zopen = zc8 - c8 

If(zl.le.zopen) then 

call ellips(zopen,a8,b8,inside) 
if(.not.inside) then 
nsi = 9 

call cone(ztop,a8,b8,c8,zc8,nsi,hit) 

endif 

Else 

nsi = 9 

call cone (ztop,a8,b8,c8,zc8,nsi,hit) 

Endif 
Endif 

c check if Ray intercepts cylinder (body of telescope) surface (12) 

If({see(NS,12)) call cylndr(R1i2,zmax1i2,zmini2,12,hit) 

Cc check if Ray intercepts opening of telescope (disk (13)) 
If(see(NS,13)) then 

call dsk(zcl13,R13, inside) 
If(inside) then 
nsi = 13 
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call RECXYZ (nsi,hit) 

endif 

Endif 

700 return 

end 

CR RR RR Rk Rk kk ke RK KKK KK RR RR RK RK RR KK RR KR KR RK KK RK kK kk kK 

Cc 

Cc 

Cc 

Cc 

Subroutine to find intersection point on an infinite surface 

located in the x-y plane. 

Called by: intrcept2,dsk,ellips 

Calls: (none) 
CORR KKK KR KR KKK RK KE KR KKK ERK KR KEK KK KKK KEK KK KK RAKE KKEAKKKKKEKKKK KKK KKK KK 

subroutine xypin(Z0) 

implicit double precision (a-h, o-z) 

common/ray/pi,X1l,yl1,z1,d11,dm1,dn1,x2,y2,22,T 

Zz2 = ZO 

T = (z22-z1)/dnl 

x2 = T*dl1 + x1 

y2 = T*dmil + yl 

return 

end 
CE KR KK KK KK KKKKEKKEKRKKKKEKKKREK KEK KEK KEKE KK KEKE KKK KKK KKHAEKKRKKKEKEKEKK KKK KE KK 

Cc 

Cc 

Cc 

c 

Subroutine to find intersection point on an infinite surface 

located in the h-z plane. 

Called by: intrcept2 

Calls: (none} 
CEKKKKKKKK KKK RK KK RK RRR ERK KR KR KKK KKK KEK KEKE KKK KE KKK KKK KKK KEK AK KK KK KEK 

subroutine hzpln(hc,RtAx) 

implicit double precision (a-h, o-z) 

Character*4 RtAx 

common/ray/pi,x1,y1,z21,d11,dm1,dn1,x2,y2,2z2,T 

If(RtAx.eq.'X') then 

y2 = he 

T = (y2-yl1)/dml 

x2 = T*dlil + xl 

Endaif 

If(RtAx.eq.'Y') then 

x2 = he 

T = (x2-x1)/dil 

y2 = T*dml + yi 

Endif 

z2 = T*dnl + zl 

return 
end 

CRRRKKKKKKE KKK KKK KKK KKK KKEKKKKKKEKKKE KK KKK KKKAEKKKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KR A KKK 

Cc 

Cc 

Cc 

Cc 

Subroutine to find intersection point on an infinite’ surface 
Tilted either about the x-axis or y-axis. 

Called by: intrept2 

Calls: (none) 
CR ERK RK KR RK EK KKK KK KKK KKK KKK KEK KKK KK RR KKK EKER KEK KK KEK KEK KKK KK KKK KKK KK 

subroutine TltPln(zc,RtAx, AngR) 

implicit double precision (a-h, o-z) 

Character*4 RtAx 

common/ray/pi,x1,y1,z1,d11,dml1,dn1,x2,y2,22,T 
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c Computed (pg. 152 L/B) 

T£(RtAx.eq.'X') then 

T = (zl-zc-yl*dtan(AngR))/(dm1l*dtan(AngR) - dni) 

x2 T*dl1 + x1 
y2 = T*dml + yl 

z2 = T*dnl + zl 

Endif 

If (RtAx.eq.'Y') then 

T = (z1-zc-xl*dtan(AngR))/(dl1l*dtan(AngR) - dnl) 
x2 T*d1l1 + xi 

y2 = T*dml + yl 

z2 = T*dnil + zl 

Endif 

return 

end 

CER KKK RKKKERKEK KK KKK KKK KKK AEKKREKK KK KR KKK AK KK RK KKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KK KKK 

Cc Subroutine to find intersection point on a disk 

c Called by: intercept 

Cc Calls: xypln 
COR RR KKK KR KK KKK KEK KKK KKK KKK KEKE KKK KKERKKKEKK KEKE KKKKK KK KAR KKK KKK KKK 

subroutine dsk(Z0,R0,inside) 

impiicit double precision (a-h, o-z) 

Logical inside 

common/ray/pi,x1,y1,z1,d11,dm1,dn1,x2,y2,z2,T 

call xypln{Z0) 

L£((x2**2 + y2**2).1le.(RO**2 + .10D-07)) then 

inside=.true. 

else 

inside=.false. 

endif 

return 

end 
CREEK KKKKKKKEKKKKEKEKKKEKKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KEKE K KK KKKKKKKK KK KKKKKEKKKKKKE 

Cc Subroutine to find intersection point on an 2D ellipse 

Cc Called by: intercept 

Cc Calis: xypin 
CE KKK KER KK KER KKK KEK KKK KK KKK RRR KE KKK KK KEKE KKEKKKKKKKKEKKKKK KK KKK KKK KK 

subroutine ellips(Z0,a,b, inside) 

implicit double precision (a-h, o-z) 

Logical inside 

common/ray/pi,x1,y1,z1,d11,dml1,dn1,x2,y2,z2,T 

call xypln(Z0) 

1£(((x2/a)**2 + (y2/b)**2).LE.(1.00d00 + .10D-07)) then 

inside=.true. 

else 

inside=.false. 

endif 

return 

end 

CE KKK KEK KKK KKKKKKKKKKKE KKK KKK KARR RK AE KR KER KKK KKK KKK KK KEK KKK KKK KKK K 

c Subroutine to find intersection point on a cylinder 
Cc Called by: intercept 
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Cc Calls: RECXYZ 
CR KR Rk RR RR RR Rk kk RR Rk RR KK RR RR RRR KK RK RK KR RK KR RK RK KR KR KK 

subroutine cylndr(R, zmax,zmin,nsi,hit) 

implicit double precision (a-h, o-z) 
Parameter (NoS=13) 

Dimension xcoor(2*NoS),ycoor(2*NoS),zcoor(2*NoS), 

+dist (2*NoS) ,Nsurf (2*NoS) 

Logical hit 

common/counters/NS,NSE,NTR,NMIRRS 
common/ray/pi,x1l,yl,z1,dal1i,dm1,dan1,x2,y2,2z2,T 

common/intrept/dist,xcoor,ycoor,zcoor,Nsurf,Nentr 

c Calculate quadratic equation for T (pg 10 Lab book). T will have 

two roots, check both, a ray could intercept cylinder twice. 

c Store both points obtained by Tl and T2 if they meet criteria. 

Q 

c First check if both direction cosines dll and dml are zero. 
c If this is true then the ray is parallel to the cylindrical 

c wall and will not intercept cylinder. 
If (dli.eq.0.00d00.and.dm1l.eq.0.00d00) goto 52 

c If Del({eqn under SORT) is less than zero the quadratic equation has 

c¢ no real roots and therefore no points on the cylinder. 

del = (dl1i*x1l + dmi*y1)**2 - (d11**2+dm1**2) * (x1**2+y1**2-R**2) 

1£(del.1it.0.00d00) goto 52 

(dl1**2 + dmi**2) T1 (-(d1l1*x1l+dmi*y1) + dsqrt (del) ) 

1 (dl1**2 + dmi**2) 

/ 
T2 = (-(dl1*xi+dml*yl) - dsqrt(del))/ 

c Check rays that leave a surface that is NOT the cylinder itself 

Tf (NS.ne.nsi) then 

z2 = Ti*dnl + zl 

1£(z2.le.zmax.and.z2.ge.zmin) then 

x2 = T1*dll + x1 

y2 = Ti*dml + yl 

T = Tl 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

endif 

z2 = T2*dnl + zl 

if(z2.le.zmax.and.z2.ge.zmin) then 
x2 = T2*dl1l + x1 

y2 T2*dm1l + yl 

T = T2 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

endif 

ec When the emitting or reflecting surface is the cylinder itself the 

c longest distance is the correct intercept to store. 

Else 

If(dabs(T1).gt.dabs(T2)) then 

T = T1 

else 

T = T2 

endif 

x2 = T*dll + xl 

y2 = T*dml + yl 
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Zz2 = T*dnil + zl 

if(z2.le.zmax.and.z2.ge.zmin) then 

call RECXYZ (nsi,hit) 

endif 

Endif 

2 return 

end 

CREAR K KKK KKK KR KR KR KKK RK KR RK RK KEK RK KKK KE KR KR IKK KK KEK RRR KR KR KK RK RK RE KKK 

c Subroutine to calculate point of interception with Primary mirror. 

Cc Called by: intercept 

Cc Calls: ellips,RECXYZ 
CE KKK KKK KKK KKK KKK RK KR KEK KR KARR KEKE KK KR KKK KKK KKK KK KARE KKK KKK KK KKK KKK KKK KKK 

subroutine pmirr(a,b,c,R,ch,AM,BM,CM,zv,zb,zc,nsi,hit) 

implicit double precision (a-h, o-z) 

Parameter (NoS=13) 

Dimension xcoor(2*NoS) ,ycoor(2*NoS) ,zcoor({2*NoS),dist(2*NoS), 

+Nsurf (2*NoS) 

Logical hit 
Character*10 prim, secnd, curve 

common/char/prim, secnd, curve 

common/counters/NS,NSE,NTR,NMIRRS 

common/ray/pi,x1,y1,z1,d11,dm1,dn1,x2,y2,22,T 

common/intrept/dist,xcoor,ycoor, zcoor,Nsurf,Ncntr 

If(prim.eq.'parabola') then 

c Calculate constants used to solve quadratic equation for parabolic 

c mirror intercept. (pg 83 Lab book) {T = (-qbp +- SQRT(del))/qa} 
ga = (dli/a)**2 + (dml/b)**2 

qbp = (dl1*x1)/(a*a) + (dmil*y1)/(b*b) - dn1/(2.00d00*c) 
qc = (xl/a)**2 + (yl/b)**2 - (zl1l-zv)/c 

Endif 

If(prim.eq.'sphere') then 

c Caliculate constants used to solve quadratic equation for spherical 

c mirror intercept. (pg 84 Lab book) {T = (-qbp +- SORT (del) )/qa} 

qa = 1.00d00 

gop = dli*xl + dml*yl + dni*(z1l-zv-R) 

qc = xi*x1l + yi*yl + (zl-zv-R)**2 - R*R 

Endif 

ITf(prim.eq.'hyperbola') then 

c Calculate constants used to solve quadratic equation for hyperbolic 

c¢ mirror intercept. (pg 85 Lab book) {T = (-qbp +- SQRT(del))/qa} 
ch = c/ (dsqrt(2.0d0)-1.0d0) 

ga = {(dll/a)**2 + (dml/b)**2 - (dnl/ch)**2 

qbp = (d1l1*x1)/(a*a) + (dml*yl1)/(b*b) - dnl* (z1l-zv+ch) / (ch*ch) 

qe = (xl/a)**2 + (yl/b)**2 - ((z1l-zv+ch)/ch)**2 + 1.0d00 
Endif 

Tf(prim.eq.'ellipse') then 
c Calculate constants used to solve quadratic equation for elliptic 
c mirror intercept. (pg 86 Lab book) {T = (-qbp +- SOQRT(del))/qa} 
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ga = (d11/AM)**2 + (dm1/BM)**2 + (dn1/CM)**2 
qbp= dli*x1/(AM*AM) + dmil*y1/(BM*BM) + dni* (z1-zv-CM) / (CM*CM) 

age = (x1/AM)**2 + (y1/BM)**2 + ((z1l-zv-CM)/CM)**2 - 1.0d00 
Endif 

c If Del(eqn under SORT) is less than zero the quadratic equation has 

c no real rocts and therefore no points on the mirror. 

del = qbp*abp - qga*qce 

i1f(del.1t.9.00d00) goto 50 
c If qa (a of the quadratic equation) is zero T-squared term is not 

c there and T can therefore be solved for directly. 

c (occurs with collimated rays on parabola) 

If (dabs(qa).le.{1.0d-10)) then 
Tl = -qe/(2.00d00*qbp) 

T2 = Tl 
Else 

Tl = (-qbp + dsaqrt(del))/qa 
TZ = (-qbp - dsaqrt(del))/qga 
Endif 

c Check rays leaving from a surface that is NOT the primary mirror 

Tf(ns.ne.nsi) then 

c Calculate intercept points based on Tl and T2 and check if either 
c are between the top and vertex of the mirror. Ray can hit two 

sections, 
c so if both points are legitimate intercepts store them both. 

Z2 = Ti*dnil + zl 

If(z2.ge.zb.and.z2.le.zc) then 

x2 = T1l*dll + x1 

y2 = Ti*dml + yl 

T = Til 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

Endif 

z2 = T2*dni + z1 
If(z2.ge.zb.and.z2.le.zc) then 

x2 = T2*dll + xl 

y2 = T2*dmi + yl 

T = T2 
call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

Endif 

Endif 

c Check rays that leave the primary mirror itself. The longest 

distance 

c from point 1 is the intercept point because the shortest distance 

c is point one itself. 

ITfi(ns.eq.nsi) then 

If(Ti.gt.T2) then 

T = T1 

else 

T = T2 

endif 

x2 = T*dll + x1 

y2 = T*dml + yl 

z2 = T*dnl + zi 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

Endif 
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50 return 

end 

CER KKK RRR KK KR KR RK RK KR KKK KKK KERR KERR KEEK KKK KKK KR KK KKK KKK KKK RK KKK KK 

c Subroutine to calculate point of interception with Secondary mirror. 

Cc Called by: intercept 

Cc Calls: RECZXYZ 
CRKKRKKKKKKKAKK KKK KKK KK KR KARR KK KR KK KR KEK KR RR KKK KKK RAK KK KR KK KKK KR KKK KKK KK KKK 

subroutine smirr(a,b,c,R,ch,AM, BM,CM,zv,zc,nsi,hit) 

implicit double precision (a-h, o-z) 

Parameter (NoS=13) 

Dimension xcoor(2*NoS) ,ycoor(2*NoS) ,zcoor(2*NoS),dist(2*NoS), 
+Nsurf (2*NoS) 

Logical hit 

Character*10 prim, secnd, curve 

common/char/prim,secnd, curve 

common/counters/NS,NSE,NTR,NMIRRS 

common/ray/pi,x1,y1,z1,d11,dml1,dn1,x2,y2,z2,T 

common/intrept/dist,xcoor,ycoor, zcoor,Nsurf,Nentr 

If(secnd.eq.'parabola') then 

c Calculate constants used to solve quadratic equation for parabolic 

c mirror intercept. (pg 83 Lab book) {T = (-qbp +- SQRT(del))/qa} 

qa = (dll/a)**2 + (dml/b)**2 

if (curve.eq.'convex') then 

gqbp = (d1l1*xl)/(a*a) + (dml*yl1)/(b*b) - dnl/(2.00d00*c) 

qc = (xl/a)**2 + (yl/b)**2 - (zl-zv)/c 

endif 

1f(curve.eq.'concave') then 

qbop = (dl1i*x1)/(a*a) + (dml*y1)/(b*b) + dnil/(2.00d00*c) 

qc = (xl/a)**2 + (yl/b)**2 + (z1l-zv)/c 

endif 

Endif 

If(secnd.eq.'sphere') then 

c Calculate constants used to solve quadratic equation for spherical 

c¢ mirror intercept. (pg 84 Lab book) {T = (-qbp +- SQRT(del))/qa} 

ga = 1.00d00 

1f(curve.eq.'convex') then 

qbp = dli*xl + dmil*yl + dnil*(z1-~zv-R) 

gc = xi*xl + yl*yl + (z1l-zv-R)**2 - R*R 

endif 

if (curve.eq.'concave') then 

qbp = d1l1l*xl + dmi*yl + dni*(z1l-zv+R) 

qc = x1l*x1l + yl*yl + (zi-zv+R)**2 - R*R 

endif 

Endif 

If(secnd.eq. 'hyperbola'’) then 

Calculate constants used to solve quadratic equation for hyperbolic 

mirror intercept. (pg 85 Lab book) {T = (-qbp +- SQRT(del))/qa} 

qa = (dll/a)**2 + (dml/b)**2 - (dnl/ch)**2 
1f(curve.eq.'convex') then 

Qa 
a 
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qbp = (d11*x1)/(a*a) + (dml*yl)/(b*b) - dni*(z1l-zvt+ch) /(ch*ch) 

qc = (xl/a)**2 + {(yl/b}**2 - ((zl-zv+ch)/ch)**2 + 1.0d00 

endif 

if (curve.eq.'concave') then 

qbp = (d1l1i*x1)/(a*a) + (dml*yl1)/(b*b) - dnl*(z1-zv-ch) /(ch*ch) 

qe = (xl/a)**2 + (yl/b)**2 - ((z1l-zv-ch)/ch)**2 + 1.0d00 
endif 

Endif 

If (secnd.eq.'ellipse') then 

c Calculate constants used to solve quadratic equation for elliptic 
c mirror intercept. (pg 86 Lab book) {T = (-qbp +- SORT(del))/qa} 

qa = (d11/AM)**2 + (dm1/BM)**2 + (dn1/CM)**2 

1f(curve.eq.'convex') then 

qbp= diil*x1/(AM*AM) + dml*yl/(BM*BM) + dni1* (z1l-zv-CM) / (CM*CM) 

qc = (x1/AM)**2 + (y1/BM)**2 + ((z1-zv-CM) /CM)**2 - 1.0d00 
endif 

1f(curve.eq.’concave') then 

gbp= dli*xl/(AM*AM) + dml*y1/(BM*BM) + dni*(z1l-zv+CM) / (CM*CM) 

qc = (x1/AM)**2 + (y1l/BM)**2 + ((z1l-zv+CM) /CM)**2 -~ 1.0d00 
endif 

Endif 

c If del(eqn under SQRT) is less than zero the quadratic equation 
c has no real roots and therefore no points on the mirror. 

del = qbp*qbp - qga*qc 

1f(del.it.0.90d00) goto 52 
c If ga (a of the quadratic equation) is zero T-squared term is not 

there and T can therefore be solved for directly. 

c {occurs with collimated rays on parabola). 

If (dabs (qa).le.(1.0d-10)) then 

Q 

Tl = -qc/ (2.00d00*qbp) 

T2 = TL 

Else 

Tl = (-qbp + dsqrt({del))/qa 

T2 = (-qbp - dsqrt(del))/qa 
Endif 

c Calculate intercept points based on Tl and T2 and check if either 

c are between the top and vertex of the mirror. Ray can hit two 

sections, 

c so if both points are legitimate intercepts store them both. 

If(curve.eq.'convex') then 

z2 = T1i*dnl + al 

If(z2.ge.zv.and.z2.le.zc) then 

x2 = T1i*dll + xl 

y2 = Ti*dml + yl 

T = T1 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

Endif 

z2 = T2*dnl + zl 

If(z2.ge.zv.and.z2.le.zc) then 

x2 = T2*d1ll1 + xl 

y2 T2*dm1 + yl 

T = T2 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 
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Endif 

Endif 

If (curve.eq.'concave') then 

c Check rays leaving from a surface that is NOT the Secondary surface. 

Tf(ms.ne.nsi) then 

z2 = Ti*dnl + zl 

If(z2.le.zv.and.z2.ge.zc) then 

Ti*dli + xl 

= T1i*dml + yl 

T = Tl 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

Endif 

z2 = T2*dnl + zl 

If(z2.le.zv.and.z2.ge.zc) then 

x2 = T2*dl1l + xl 

y2 T2*dml + yl 

T = T2 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

Endif 

c Check rays that leave the secondary surface itself. The longest 

distance 

c from point 1 is the intercept point because the shortest distance is 

c point 1 itself. 

< N
O
 bd 

1 o
i 

Else 

Tf£(T1i.gt.T2)then 

T = TL 

else 

T = T2 

Endif 

x2 = T*dll + xi 

y2 = T*dml + yl 

z2 = T*dnl + zl 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

Endif 

Endif 

52 return 

end 

CER RK KK KKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KEK K EK KK KE KK KKKEKKKEKKEKKKKKKKKK KKK KKK KK 

Cc Subroutine to find intersection point on a cone 
c Called by: intercept 

Cc Cails: RECXYZ 
CRE KKKKKKKKKEKKKKEKKRKKKKKKKKKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KK RK 

subroutine cone(ztop,a,b,c,zc,nsi,hit) 

implicit double precision (a-h, o-z) 

Logical hit 

common/counters/NS,NSE,NTR,NMIRRS 
common/ray/pi,x1,y1,21,d11,dm1,dn1,x2,y2,z2,T 

c Calculate constants used to solve quadratic equation for elliptical 
c cone intercept. (pg 101 Lab book) {T = (-qbp +- SQRT(del))/qa} 

qa = (dll/a)**2 + (dml/b)**2 - (dni/c)**2 

qop = (dl1i*x1)/(a*a)+{(dmi*yl1) / (b*b) - (dni* (z1-zc))/(c*c) 
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qc = (xl/a)**2 + (yl/b)**2 - ((zl-zc)/c)**2 
c If del(eqn under SORT) is less than zero the quadratic equation has 

c no real roots and therefore no points on the cone. The ray will not 

c intersect this cone. 

del = qbp*qbp - ga*qc 

1f(del.1t.0.00d00) then 

goto 53 

endif 

c If qa (a of the quadratic equation) is zero T-squared term is not 

there 

c and T can therefore be solved for directly. 

Tf (dabs(qa).le.(1.0d-10)) then 

Tl = -qce/(2.00d00*qbp) 

T2 = T1 

Else 

Tl = (-qbp + dsqrt(del))/ga 

T2 = (-qbp - dsaqrt(del))/qga 

Endif 

c Calculate intercept points based on Tl and T2 for rays emitted from 

c another surface. Check if either are between the top and openning of 

c the cone(baffle). Ray can hit two sections, so if both points are 

c legitimate intercepts store them both. 
If(NS.ne.nsi) then 

z2 = T1l*dni + 21 

Ti(z2.ge.(zc-c).and.z2.le.ztop) then 

x2 = T1i*dll + x1 

y2 = T1i*dml + yl 

T = TL 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

Endif 

22 = T2*dnl + zl 

Tf£(z2.ge. (zc-c) .and.z2.le.ztop) then 

x2 = T2*dli + x1 

y2 = T2*dml + yl 

T = T2 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 
Endif 

Endif 

c Check rays that leave the cone itself. The longest distance from 

c point 1 is the intercept point because the shortest distance is 

c point one itself. 

If(ns.eq.nsi) then 

Tf(T1i.gt.T2) then 

T= TL 

else 

T = T2 

endif 

z2o= T*dnl + zl 

Tf£(z2.ge.(zc-c) .and.z2.le.ztop) then 

x2 = T2*d1l1l + x1 

y2 = T2*dml + yl 

call RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 
Endif 

Endif 
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53 return 

end 

CR KKK RK KKK KR KR KR RRR KR KR KK KR KK KK KR KK RK AR KK KK KR RR KR RK RK RK KK KR KK KKK RK K 

** 

c Subroutine to record the point of interception for a given surface 

and 

c the distance to that point of intersection. The shortest distance of 

C all possible points of intersection will be the actual surface 

element 

c the ray hits. 
c Called by: intercept,cylndr,pmirr,smirr 

c Calis: (none) 
COR KEK KR KKKKHKKKKKKKEKKKEKKEKKE KKK KEK K KKK KK KKK RRR KEK KKKKKKKEKK KKK KK KR KKK KK KKK KK 

k* 

subroutine RECXYZ(nsi,hit) 

implicit double precision (a-h, o-z) 

Parameter (NoS=13) 

Dimension xcoor(2*NoS),ycoor(2*NoS) ,zcoor(2*NoS) ,dist(2*NoS), 

+Nsurf (2*NoS) 

Logical hit 

common/ray/pi,x1,y1,z21,d11,dm1,dn1,x2,y2,22,T 

common/intrept/dist,xcoor,ycoor,zcoor,Nsurf,Nentr 

c Exit subroutine in intercept was found from a negative value of 

the variable T. T should always be positive for surface intercepts 

c in front of the emmitting or reflecting surface. (pg. 172 L/B) 

Q 

If(T.le.0.0d0) goto 30 

c Nentr - counts the number of surface elements that each ray hits 

c Nsurf - stores the surface element number corresponding to the 

counter , 

Nentr = Nentr + 1 

Nsurf(Nentr) = nsi 

Cc Variable T used to find point of interception is equal to the path 

length 

c of the ray. (see Lab book pg. 41) 

Dist(Nentr) = T 

xcoor(Nentr) = x2 

ycoor(Nentr) = y2 

zcoor(Nentr) = 22 

Hit = .true. 

30 return 

end 

CORR KKKKKKK KKK KEKE KERKKEKKKKKKKKK KKK KKK KKK KEK RK RK KKK KK KKK KKKKKKKKKKKK KKK KK 

c Subroutine to compare distances of valid interception points to find 

c the actual interception point the ray hits(closest valid point of 

c interception) 

Cc Called by: MCPNT,MCABR,MCFOV,MCIMG 

Cc Calls: (none) 
CORR KR KK RK KKK KKK KR KK KKK KEK KKK RRR KK KK RK KEK KKK RR KKK RR KR KKK RR RK RK KK KR KKK KK KK 
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Subroutine ActDis(nsi) 
Implicit double precision (a~h, o-z) 
Parameter (NoS=13) 

Dimension Dist(2*NoS) ,xcoor(2*NoS) ,ycoor(2*NoS) ,zcoor(2*NoS), 
+Nsurf (2*NoS) 

common/ray/pi,x1l,yl,z1,d11,dmi,dnl1,x2,y2,z2,T 

common/intrept/dist,xcoor,ycoor,zcoor,Nsurf,Ncntr 

shrtdis = Dist(l1) 

Do L=1,Nentr 

If(Dist(L).LE.shrtdis) then 

shrtdis = dist(L) 
nsi = Nsurf(L) 

x2 = xcoor(L) 

y2 = ycoor(L) 

z2 = zcoor(L) 

endif 

Enddo 

return 

CORK KR KKK KKK RK KK RRR KEK KR KEK KKK KR RK K KEKE KKK KEKE KK KKK RK KK KKK KKK KKK KK KK KK 

Cc 

Cc 

Cc 

Cc 

Subroutine to decide if surface element absorbs the incident 

radiation or radiation is reflected. 

Called by: MCPNT,MCABR,MCFOV,MCIMG 

Calls: ranmar (} 
CR KK ERR KK KKK ERK KKK KKK KK KARE KK ERK KK KK ER RKKEKKKRKKKKKKKA KKK RK KK KKK KK KK K 

Subroutine Absorb(alpha,Absrb) 

Implicit Double Precision(a-h, o-z) 

Logical Absrb 
If (ranmar().LE.Alpha) Absrb=.true. 

return 
end 

CORK EK KKK KEK KK RK KKK RE KKK KR KEK KEK KKK KEKE KK KEKE KERR KKK KKKEKEKKKK KKK KKK KKK KKK 

Cc 

Cc 

c 

c 

Subroutine to decide if Reflection from surface is Specular and 

if specular, what are the new direction cosines. 

Called by: MCPNT,MCABR, MCFOV,MCIMG 

Calls: ranmar(),Rf1Pln,Rf1Cyl,Rf1Mirr 
CE KK KKK KR KR KK KK RK RK KR KEK EK KEK KKK EK EK KEK KK KKK KKK KKK KAKA KKK KEKE KK KK RK RK 

Subroutine Reflec(RhoRto, SpcRf1) 

Implicit Double Precision(a-h, o-z) 

Parameter (NoS=13) 

Logical SpcRfl 

Character*10 prim, secnd,curve 

Character*4 vertex,Tilt, RtAx 

common/geom/zvl,al,b1,c1,zf£1,R1,ch1,AM1,BM1,CM1,zc2,a2,b2,zc4,zv4, 

+a4,b4,c4,R4,ch4,AM4,BM4,CM4, zmax4, zmin4,zc5,a5,b5,zc6,dx6,dy6,dz6, 

+R6,208,a8,68,cC8, zmax12,zminl2,R12,zc13,R13 

common/svgrv/xrfl,yrf1,RfzMn, DzRFL,AngR,Tilt, RtAx 
common/char/prim, secnd, curve 

common/counters/NS,NSE,NTR,NMIRRS 

common/ray/pi,xl,y1,z1,d11,dm1,dn1,x2,y2,22,T 
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Cc Reset coordinates of point two to coordinates of point one 

xl = x2 

yl = y2 

zl= 22 

Cc If Random number(Ranmar) is less than or equal to the specularity 

c ratio than the reflection is specular. 

If{ranmar().LE.RhoRto) then 

SpcRfl = .true. 

Cc CALCULATE DIRECTION COSINES OF SPECULAR REFLECTION 

IF (NMIRRS.eq.1) then 

Cc Curved mirror surfaces 

If(ns.eq.1) then 

vertex = '‘low' 

call Rf1lMirr (prim, vertex,al,bl,c1,R1,ch1,AM1,BM1,CM1, zv1) 

Endif 

Cc Cylindrical surfaces 

If{ns.eq.4.or.ns.eq.5) then 

1£(z1.1lt.zmax4.and.z1.gt.zmin4) call RfiCyl (R4) 

Endif 

If(ms.eq.12) call Rf1Cy1 (R12) 

Cc Surfaces perpendicular to z-axis 

If(ns.eq.4.or.ns.eq.5) then 

if(zl.eq.zc4) call RflxyPln 

Endif 

If(ns.eq.6.or.ns.eq.7.or.ns.eq.10) call RfixyPlin 

Cc Conical surfaces 
If(ns.eq.8.or.ns.eq.9) call Rf1Cn(a8,b8,c8,zc8) 

Endif 

IF (NMIRRS.eq.2) then 

c Curved mirror surfaces 

If(ns.eq.1) then 

vertex = 'low' 

call Rf1lMirr (prim, vertex,al,b1l,cl1,R1,ch1,AM1,BM1,CM1,zv1) 

Endif 
If(ns.eq.4) then 

Tf(curve.eq.'convex') vertex='low' 

If (curve.eq.'concave') vertex='high' 
call Rf1lMirr(secnd,vertex,a4,b4,c4,R4,ch4,AM4,BM4,CM4, zv4) 

Endif 

Tf(ns.eq.5) then 

If (curve.eq.'concave') then 

vertex = ‘high' 

call RflMirr(secnd,vertex,a4,b4,c4,R4,ch4,AM4,BM4,CM4,zv4) 

Endif 

Endif 

Cc Surfaces perpendicular to z-axis 

If(ns.eq.5) then 

If (curve.eq.'convex') call RflxyPln 
Endif 

If(ns.eq.6.or.ns.eq.7) call RflxyPln 
ITf{ns.eq.10) then 

If(Tilt.eq.'n') call RflxyPln 
c Plane surfaces not perpendicular to z-axis 

T£{Tilt.eq.'y') call Rf£1T1Pn(RtAx, AngR) 
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Endif 

If(ns.eq.11) call RflhzPin(RtAx) 

c Conical surfaces 

If(ns.eq.8.or.ns.eq.9) call Rf1Cn(a8,b8,c8,2zc8) 

Cc Cylindrical surfaces 

If(ns.eq.12) call Rf1Cy1 (R12) 

Endif 

Endif 

return 

end 

CER RR RRR RR KR KK RK KKK KK RRR KKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KK KKK KKK KR KKK KK KKK RAK KR KR RK KR KK KK KK 

c Subroutine to calculate direction cosines for specularly reflected 

c rays from flat surfaces perpendicular to the z-axis. 

c Called by: Reflec 

c Calls: (none) 
CR KK KK KR KK RR RR RK Re KR KK KR KK RR KR KR KKK KKK KEK KEK KKK KKK KERR KKK KKK KKK KK 

subroutine RflxyPln 
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z) 

common/ray/pi,x1,yl1,z1,d11,dm1,dn1,x2,y2,22,T 
dni = -dni 

return 
end 

CE KR KKKKKKE KKK KKK KKK KEK RK KR KKK KEK KEKE KK KERR KKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KK KK KK KK KK 

c Subroutine to calculate direction cosines for specularly reflected 

c rays from flat surfaces parallel to the z-axis. 

c Called by: Reflec 

c Calls: (none) 
CER KR KK KER KAR KKK KK EK KKK KK KR KKK RE KKK KER KK KER KKKKKK KEK KKK KKK KKEK KKK KKK KKK KK 

subroutine RflihzPln(RtAx) 
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z) 

Character*4 RtAx 

common/ray/pi,x1,y1,z1,d11,dm1,dn1,x2,y2,z2,T 

IT£(RtAx.eq.'X') dml = -dmil 

ITf(RtAx.eq.'Y') dll -dil 
return 

end 
CORR K RK RRR KR KK RK KK KEK K KEKE KEKE KEK KKK KKK KKREKKK KKK KKK KR RR KK RR KKK RK RRR RR KR KR RK KK 

c Subroutine to calculate direction cosines for specularly reflected 

c rays from flat surfaces perpendicular to the z-axis. 

c Called by: Reflec 
Cc Calls: (none) 
CR RR KR KKK KKK KEK KEK KK KKK RK KKK KKK RK KK RK KEK KR KKK KKK KKK RK KR KKK KKK KKKKEKKK KKK KKK 

subroutine Rf1T1Pn(RtAx, AngR) 

implicit double precision(a-h,o-z) 
Character*4 RtAx 

common/ray/pi,x1,y1,z1,d11,dml1,dn1,x2,y2,z2,T 
Cc Calculated (pg.i53 L/B) 

sc = dsin(-AngR) *dcos (AngR) 

If(RtAx.eq.'X') then 

dl2 = dil 
dm2 dmi - 2.0d00* (dml*dsin(-AngR)**2 + dni*sc) 
dn2 = dni - 2.0d00* (dml*sc + dnl*dcos (AngR) **2) 

Endif 
If(RtAx.eq.'Y') then 
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d1l2 = dlil - 2.0d00* (dli*dsin(-AngR)**2 + dni*sc) 
dm2 = dml 
dn2 = dnl - 2.0d00*(d11l*sc + dnl*dcos (AngR) **2) 

Endif 
Cc Reset direction cosines to correspond with relabeled point one. 

dli = dil2 
ami = dam2 
dni = dn2 

return 

end 
CR RK KK KKK ARK KKK KA KKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KR KKK KER KKK KEK KKK KKK KEK RK KR KER KK RK KKK KKK KKK 

c Subroutine to calculate direction cosines for specularly reflected 

c rays from cylindrical surfaces. Calculated (pg 17 Lab book) 

c Called by: Reflec 

Cc Calls: (none) 
CORK KK KEK KKK KE KKK RK EK KR KEKE KKK KKK KKKE KKK KER KEK KEK RE KKERKAKEKKKKEKRKEKRKEKRK KK KKK KKK 

subroutine Rf1Cyl (R) 

implicit double precision(a-h,o-z) 

common/ray/pi,x1,y1,z1,d11,dm1,dn1,x2,y2,z2,T 

xydr = x2*y2/(R**2) 

dl2 = dil - (2.0d0*d11* (x2/R)**2) - (2.0d00*dm1i*xydr) 
dm2 = dml - (2.0d0*dm1* (y2/R)**2) - (2.0d00*d11*xydr) 

Cc Reset direction cosines to correspond with relabeled point one. 

dli = dl2 
dmi = dm2 

return 
end 

CREEK KRKKKK KEK KKEKKKKEKKKKKKEK KKK KKK KKK KK KEK KKK KKK KKK KKK KK KKK KKK KE KEK KK KK 

c Subroutine to calculate direction cosines for specularly reflected 

c rays from the mirrors. 

Cc Called by: Reflec 

Cc Calls: (none) 
CORR KR KKKKKKKKKKEKKKKEKKKEKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KEK KKK KKK KKK KEKE KKK KKK KKKKKKKKK KKK KKH 

subroutine Rf1lMirr (mirror, vertex,a,b,c,R,ch, AM, BM, CM, zv) 

implicit double precision(a-h,o-z) 

Character*10 mirror 

Character*4 vertex 

common/ray/pi,x1,yl1,z1,d11,dm1,dn1,x2,y2,22,T 

If (mirror.eq.'parabola') then 

Cc Equations for specular reflection for parabolic mirror 

c {pg 26 & pg 87{modified} Lab Book) 
SQqMGS = 4.0d00* (x2*x2)/(a**4) + 4.0d00* (y2*y2)/(b**4) + 1/(a*c) 
xx = 4.0d00*x2*x2/((a**4) *SqMGS) 
YY 4.0d00*y2*y2/ ( (b**4) *SqMGS) 
ZZ 1.0d00/ (c*c*SqMGS) 

xy = 4.0d00*x2*y2/ (a*a*b*b*SqMGS) 

Tf (vertex.eq.'low') then 

Ul 

XZ = -2.0d000*x2/ (a*a*c*SqMGS) 

yz = -2.0d00*y2/ (b*b*c*SqMGS) 

Endif 

Tf (vertex.eq.'high') then 

XZ = 2.0d00*x2/ (a*a*c*SqMGS) 

yz = 2.0d00*y2/ (b*b*c*SqMGS) 
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Endif 

Endif 

If (mirror.eq.'sphere') then 

c Equations for specular reflection for spherical mirror 

(og 47 & pg 88{modified} Lab Book) 

If (vertex.eq.'low') z0 = zv + R 

If (vertex.eq.'high') z0 = zv - R 

SQMGS = x2*x2 + y2*y2 + (z22-z0)**2 

XxX = X2*x2/SqMGS 

VY y2*y2/SqMGSs 

ZZ ((z2-z0)**2) /SqMGS 

xy = x2*y2/SqMGS 

XZ = xX2* (z2-z0)/SqMGS 

yz = y2* (z2-z0) /SQMGS 

Endif 

QO 

If(mirror.eq.'hyperbola') then 

Cc Equations for specular reflection for hyperbolic mirror 

(pg 52 & pg 89{modified} Lab Book) 
If (vertex.eq.'low') z0 = zv - ch 

If (vertex.eq.'high') zO = z2v + ch 

SGQMGS = x2*x2/(a**4) + y2*y2/(b**4) + ((z2-20)**2)/(ch**4) 
XX = X2*x2/((a**4) *SQMGS) 

yy = y2*y2/((b**4) *SqMGS) 

Q 

zZ = ((z22-z0)**2)/((ch**4) *SqQMGS) 
xy = x2*y2/(a*a*b*b*SqMGS) 

XZ = -x2*(z2-2Z0)/(a*a*ch*ch*SqMGS) 

yz = -y2*(z2-20)/ (b* b*ch*ch*SqmMGS) 

Endif 

Tf£(mirror.eq.'ellipse') then 

c Equations for specular reflection for elliptical mirror 

Cc (pg 63 & pg 89{modified} Lab Book) 
If (vertex.eq.'low') zO = zv + CM 

If (vertex.eq.'high') z0O = zv - CM 
SQMGS = x2*x2/(AM**4) + y2*y2/(BM**4) + ((z2-z0)**2) /(CM**4) 
XX = X2*x2/ ( (AM**4) *SqMGS) 
YY = y2*y2/((BM**4) *SqMGS) 
ZZ = ((z22-z20)**2)/( (CM**4) *SqMGS) 
xy = xX2*y2/ (AM*AM*BM*BM*SqMGS) 
XZ = xX2* (z2-2Z0) / (AM*AM*CM*CM*SqMGS ) 

yz = y2*(z2-z0) / (BM* BM*CM*CM*SqMGS) 

Endif 

c Standardized calculation for new direction cosines for all mirrors 
c (pg87-89 Lab book) 

dli2 = dil - 2.0d00* (d1l1*xx + dmil*xy + dnl*xz) 
dm2 = dml - 2.0d00*(d11*xy + dml*yy + dnil*yz) 

dn2 = dni - 2.0d00*(d11*xz + dml*yz + dnl*zz) 
c Reset direction cosines to correspond with relabeled point one. 

dli = dl2 
dmil = dm2 

dni = dn2 

return 
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end 

CER KKK RK KK RK KR RK KR KR KR KK RRR KK KR KK KK KK KKK KKK RK KKK RK KK RK KR KK KKK KR KK KK KK KH 

c Subroutine to calculate direction cosines for specularly reflected 
c rays from the cone(baffle). 

c Called by: Reflec 

Cc Calls: (none) 
CR RK KR RK RK RK RK RRR KK KK KR KKK RK KEK KEK KEK KKK KEKE KEK KKK KKK KKK KARR KKK KR KK KK 

subroutine Rf1Cn(a,b,c,zc) 

implicit double precision(a-h,o-z) 

common/ray/pi,x1,y1,z1,d011,dam1,dn1,x2,y2,z2,T 

Cc Equations for specular reflection for elliptic cone 

c (pg 103 Lab Book) 
SQMGS = (x2*x2)/(a**4) + (y2*y2)/(b**4) + (z2-zc)/(c**4) 
XX = X2*x2/((a**4)*SQMGS) 

yy = y2*y2/({(b**4) *SqMGS) 
ZZ = ((z2-z2c)**2)/((c**4) *SqMGS) 

xy = x2*y2/(a*ta*b*b*SqMGS) 

XZ = -x2* (zZ2-zc) / (a*a*c*c*SqMGS) 

yz = ~-y2* (z2-zc) / (b*b*c*c*SqMGS) 

dil2 = dll - 2.0d00*(d11*xx + dml*xy + dnl*xz) 

dm2 = dml - 2.0d00*(d11*xy + dml*yy + dni*yz) 
adn2 = dnl - 2.0d00* (dli*xz + dml*yz + dnil*zz) 

c Reset direction cosines to correspond with relabeled point one. 
dili = dl12 

dmi = dam2 

dni = dn2 

return 

end 

CER KK KKKEKKKEKEKKAKKRKEKKEK RR EKKKKKEKEKKKRKEKKK KKK KK KKKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KKK 

c Subroutine to calculate Seidel aberration coefficients and 

c description of Telescope (Optical System). 

Cc Called by: Main Program 
Cc Calls: (none) 
CORK KR KK KR KK RR KK KR KKK KKK EK KKK KKK KKK KEKE KEKEKR KEK KKKKKK KK KKK KK KKK KK KKK 

Subroutine Seidel (NMIRRS) 

Implicit double precision (a-h, o-2z) 

Character*10 prim, secnd,curve 

common/geom/zvl,al,b1,cl1,zf1,R1,chl1,AM1,BM1,CM1,zc2,a2,b2,zc4,zv4, 

+a4,b4,c4,R4,ch4,AM4,BM4,CM4, zmax4, zmin4,zc5,a5,b5,zc6,dx6,dy6,dz6, 
+R6,z2C08,a8,b8,c8, zmax1l2,zmini2,R12,2zc13,R13 

common/char/prim, secnd, curve 

common/optic/dfrml,vrl1,dfrm2,vr2,As,Bs,Cs,Ds,Es,co,Omgl,sm, fl 

c Calculate the inverse-object and inverse-image distances. 

If (NMIRRS.eq.1) then 

vi = 0.0d00 
vip = 2.0d00/vril 
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ecrvl = 1.0d00/vri 

ecenl = (vip-v1)/(viptvl) 

adtdfl = dfrmi + eccnl*eccnl 

tl = zcl3 - zvl 

fl = -1.0d00/ (2.0d00*crv1) 

Endif 

If (NMIRRS.eq.2) then 

vl = 0.0d00 

vip = 2.0d00/vrl 

v2 = 1.0d00/(vri/2.0d00 + zvl - zv4) 

v2p = 2.0d00/vr2 - v2 

c Afocal systems produce infinite final image distances and erroneous 

Seidel 

ec Coefficients. Ignore calculations for this case 

If (Abs (v2p).1t.1.0E-12) Goto 90 

c Calculate rest of parameters needed in Coefficient calculations 

c (pg 93 Lab Book). 
ecrvl = 1.0d00/vri 

erv2 = 1.0d00/vr2 

eccnl = (vlp-v1)/(vlp+vl1) 

atdf1l = dfrmi + eccnl*ececnl 

eccen2 = (v2p~-v2)/(v2ptv2) 

adtdf2 = dfrm2 + eccn2*eccn2 

Omgili = vip/v2 

sm = -v2/v2p 

ti = zc13 - zvil 

ail = zv4 - zgvl 

fl = -1.0d00/(2.0d00* (crvl - crv2 + 2.0d0*d1l*crvl*crv2)) 

Endif 

c Calculation of Siedal Coefficients and Field Curvature for single 
mirror 

c telescope. (pg 134 Lab Bk). 
IF (NMIRRS.eq.1) then 

As = (crvl**3)*dtdf1 

Bs = t1l*As - crvl*vlp/2.0d00 

Cs = -2.0d00*t1*(t1l*As - 2.90d00*Bs) + 2.0d00*erv1 

Ds = -ti*(tl*As - 2.0d00*Bs) 

Es = -ti*(tl*Bs - Cs) 

co = -2.0d00*(Cs - crvl) 

Endif 

c Calculation of Siedal Coefficients and Field Curvature for two mirror 

c telescope. (pg 92 Lab Bk}. 
IF (NMIRRS.eq.2) then 

As = -((v2p*Omg1/2.0d00)**3)*(sm*sm*sm*dtdfi + 

+ Omgi* ((1.0d00-sm) **3) *dtdf2) 

Bs = As*tl - ((v2p*Omg1/2.0d00)**2)*(1.0d00 - 

+ (((1.0d0-0Omg1)/(2.0d00*sm) )*((1.0d00-sm) **3) *dtd£2) ) 

Cs = -2.0d00*As*t1* (t1 + d1l/Omg1) + 2.0d00*Bs* (2.0d00*t1 

+ + d1/Omg1) + v2p*((1.0d00-Omgi)/(2.0d00*sm) - 1.0d00) 

Ds = Cs/2.0d00 + (v2p/2.0d00)*(1.0d00 - sm*(1.0d00-0mg1) ) 

Es = As*ti*tl* (tl + d1l/Omgl) - Bs*t1*(3.0d00*t1 + 2.0d00*d1/0mg1) 

+ + Cs*(t1 + d1/(2.0d00*0Omg1)) + Ds*tli - 

+ ((1.0d00-0mg1)/((2.0d00*sm*Omgl)**2))*((1.0d00-sm)**2 - 

+ Omg1* (1.0d00-3.0d00*sm*sm) } 

co = 2.0d00*Cs + v2p*(1.0d00 - sm*(1.0d00-0Omg1) ) 

Endif 
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90 return 

end 

CORK KKK RR RK KK RRR KK RRR RK RR KR KR KKK KEK KKK KR EK KEK KKK KKK KK KKK KKK KKK KKK 

Cc Random Number Generator 
CE KKK KKK KR KKK KKK KKK KK KK KKK KK KEK KKK KKK KEKE KEK KK KEKE KEK KKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KKK 

subroutine rmarin(ij, kl) 

This is the initialization routine for the random number 

generator RANMAR(). 

NOTE: The seed variables can have values between: 

0 <= IJ <= 31328 

Q <= KL <= 30081 

This random number generator can create 900 million different 

subsequences -- with each subsequence having a length of 

approximately 10°30. 

Use IJ = 1802 & KL = 9373 to test the random number generator. 

The subroutine RANMAR should be used to generate 20000 random 

numbers. Then display the next six random numbers generated 

multiplied by 4096*4096. If the random number generator is 

working properly, the random numbers should be: 

6533892.0 14220222.0 7275067.0 
6172232.0 8354498.0 10633180.0 
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real*8 u(97), c, cd, cm, s, t 

integer ii, 1, j, ij, 33, k, kl, 1, m, i197, j97 
logical test 

common /raseti/ u, c, cd, cm, i197, j97, test 

test = .false. 

c 

if( Ig .1it. 0 .or. Id .gt. 31328 .or. 

+ KL .it. O .or. KL .gt. 30081 ) then 

write (*, *) ' The first random number seed must have a' 

write (*, *) ' value between 0 and 31328.' 

write (*, *) 

write (*, *) ' The second seed must have a value between 0 

write (*, *) ' and 30081.' 

write (*, *) 'Stopping...’ 
stop 

endif 

Cc 

i = mod(id/177, 177) + 2 

3 = mod(iJd , 177) + 2 
k = mod(KL/169, 178) + 1 

1 = mod(kl, 169) 

Cc 

do 2 ii = 1, 97 

s = 0.0 

t = 0.5 
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do 3 jj = 1, 24 

m = mod(mod(i*j, 179)*k, 179) 

i= j 
j =k 

k=m 

1 = mod(53*1i+1, 169) 

if (mod(l*m, 64) .ge. 32) then 

s=s#+t 

endif 

t= 0.5 * t 

3 continue 

u(ii) = s 

2 continue 

Cc 

c = 362436.0 / 16777216.0 

cd = 7654321.0 / 16777216.0 

cm = 16777213.0 /16777216.0 

c 

i197 = 97 

197 = 33 

Cc 

test = .true. 

c 

return 

end 

real*8 function ranmar () 

c 

c This is the random number generator proposed by George Marsaglia 

c in Florida State University Report: FSU-SCRI-87-50 

Cc 

real*8 u(97), uni, c, cd, cm 

integer 197, 397 

logical test 

common /raseti/ u, c, cd, cm, i197, 397, test 

Cc 
1f(.not.test) then 

write (*, *) 
write (*, *) 'RANMAR error: you must call the' 

write (*, *) ‘initialization routine rmarin before' 

write (*, *) 'calling ranmar.' 

write (*, *) 'Stopping...' 

stop 

endif 

c 
uni = u(i97) - u(j97) 
if(uni .1lt. 0.0) uni = uni + 1.0 

u(i97) = uni 
i97 = i197 - 1 

1£(i97 .eq. 0) 197 = 97 

397 = 397 - 1 

1£(197 .eq. 0) 397 = 97 

c=c- cd 

if(c .1it. 0.0) c =c + cm 
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uni = uni-c 

1i(uni .1lt. 0.0) uni = uni + 1.0 

Cc 

ranmar = uni 

Cc 

return 

end 
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